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Chapter 688 

Lin Kai is really angry! 

He is not kidding! 

What’s wrong with Elder Xianmen? Can Elder Xianmen do whatever he wants? 

Today, Lin Kai wants the entire fairy gate to know that there is a master in the fairy gate! 

Even if Elder Xianmen made a mistake, Lin Kai would punish him severely! 

Old Li Dao lowered his head and blushed, not daring to refute. 

“Yes, the master.” 

Lin Kai glanced at the trembling yellow hair in the corner, and said angrily: “In ten 

minutes, I want to see all the disciples of Xianmen gather on the playground, now!” 

“Yes!” 

Old Li Dao immediately agreed and went to do this. 



… 

Soon after, the fairy gate sounded the alarm. 

The alarm sounded throughout the fairy gate! 

All the immortal disciples put on their clothes in a hurry and ran to the playground in a 

panic. 

This alarm sound is an emergency alarm sound of Xianmen, not an emergency 

situation, this kind of alarm sound will not sound easily. 

Ten minutes later, only a large group of immortal disciples came to the playground to 

gather. 

It’s just that at this time, they all came to the playground with drowsiness on their faces. 

Some people don’t even get dressed, they are not neat at all. 

At the very front of the playground, a temporary table was used to build a high platform. 

On the high platform, Li Laodao and other three people. 

The three martial sages are all here. 

The disciples of Xianmen all looked at the three elders on the stage with a dumb 

expression, and did not know what was going on. 

At this moment, Wang Gang stood up and said with the microphone. 



“Today, in my fairy gate, a very bad thing happened!” 

“Seventeen immortal disciples led by Zhang Zixuan, unexpectedly beat the master of 

the penalty hall and the disciples of the penalty hall!” 

As soon as Wang Gang’s words came out, a burst of laughter came. 

Huang Mao’s beating of the penalty hall master had already spread throughout the fairy 

gate. 

And this matter has always been regarded as an after-dinner talk. 

“Why are you laughing?” Wang Gang shouted. 

The scene was immediately silent. 

“Look at you, you are unorganized and disciplined. The immortal gate raises you, it is 

like raising a bunch of rice buckets!” 

“The master of the fairy gate is furious!” 

“That Zhang Zixuan relied on Elder Li to be his brother-in-law, acting wildly in the fairy 

gate!” 

“Don’t even put the doorkeeper in your eyes!” 

“It is an unforgivable crime to beat the head of the penalty hall and pee on the face of 

the head of the penalty hall!” 



“After the sect master learned about this, he was furious!” 

“Elder Li is no longer the elder of Xianmen, he was demoted to the security guard at the 

gate!” 

As soon as Wang Gang said these words, thousands of immortal disciples looked at 

Old Li Dao. 

And Li Lao Dao also looked ashamed. He said, “Dear disciples of the fairy sect, I have 

deeply realized my mistakes. Starting today, I must have reformed!” 

When Li Lao Dao’s words came out, the audience was in an uproar! 

Li Lao Dao actually became the security guard at the door? 

This immortal sect master is too ruthless, right? That’s a master of martial arts level! 

“Bring it up!” 

At this moment, Wang Gang shouted. 

Huang Mao and others were all brought up. 

There are a total of 17 people, and these 17 people are the ones who participated in the 

assault of Pan Feng yesterday. 

I saw that they were all **** and brought to the podium. 

Wang Gang looked at them with indifference in his eyes. 



“Today, it is the first time that Xianmen has punished a disciple! I hope everyone will 

take it as a warning!” 

“Zhang Zixuan and the others, whose sins cannot be forgiven, provoked, beaten and 

insulted the punishment cousin and the master, they have seriously violated the rules of 

the fairy gate. 

“Even if that Zhang Zixuan is Elder Li’s brother-in-law, he cannot escape death.” 

“All executed!” 

When Wang Gang’s words came out, the audience was in an uproar. 

Actually going to be executed? 

This is the first time since all the ancient warriors joined the fairy gate, they discovered 

that the fairy gate would actually execute their disciples! 

“Kill them!” Wang Gang said coldly. 

Afterwards, seventeen immortal disciples came behind these seventeen people with 

daggers. 

And these seventeen people were even more terrified, and tears were streaming down. 

They were helpless, panicked, and even screamed. 

They were very regretful, but it was too late. 



When Huang Mao was dying, he kept shouting at his brother-in-law, but his brother-in-

law would not come to rescue him. 

“Put to death!” 

Wang Gang let out a loud roar, and the seventeen immortal disciples raised their 

swords and fell, splashing blood out! 

Seventeen people, all have their throats cut! 

Seventeen people fell on the high platform, covering their throats, their eyes widened. 

After a few minutes, all seventeen people died on the high platform. 

The audience was silent. 

Everyone fell silent. 

The seventeen people who died deeply shocked them and made them feel fear. 

I also feared the fairy gate. 

It turns out that Xianmen is not an entertainment venue, and the rules of Xianmen are 

also true! 

“I warn you once again! Don’t provoke the door rules! Don’t provoke the punishment 

cousin!” 

“Now, please come to the stage for the master of the penalty hall and his disciples!” 



Afterwards, Pan Feng brought nine disciples from the penalty hall to the podium. 

They stood upright, and despite their injuries, they still looked majestic, and their military 

sentiment radiated. 

“Although they are not ancient warriors, they are all veterans who have been in the 

army for more than ten years!” 

“They deserve respect!” 

“Pan Feng, the hall master, is a good brother who has experienced life and death with 

the master!” 

“I hope that through today’s events, everyone can take a warning. Penalty Hall is used 

to improve Xianmen.” 

“Whoever doesn’t put the penalty hall in his eyes, he just doesn’t pay attention to the 

sect master! The fate of provoking the penalty hall is just like the seventeen of them!” 

As soon as Wang Gang’s words came out, everyone looked at Pan Feng and others 

with different eyes. 

During the day, they still regarded Penalty Hall as a joke, but from now on, Penalty Hall 

was no longer a joke. 

He will be a knife hanging from everyone’s head! 

If you are not careful, this knife will kill you! 



Lin Kai in the distance nodded after seeing this scene. 

Good brother, Pan Feng, I will not treat you badly! 

Whoever insults you is an insult to Lin Kai! 

In the end, there is only one word, and that is death! 

At this time, Lin Kai walked away from the fairy gate quietly. 

And the great reform of Xianmen also started from this moment. 

… 

The next day, everything was fine. 

Pan Feng manages Xianmen for Lin Kai, and Lin Kai is in Dafeng Entertainment, taking 

care of his own company. 

Dafeng Entertainment Company, with the strong support of Zhao Group, can be said to 

be soaring! 

It even signed the Tianzhu Girl Group. 

Everything is moving in a good direction. Dafeng Entertainment is no longer a loss-

making company. 

The profit brought to Lin Kai every month is hundreds of millions. 



But just a Dafeng entertainment company is not enough for Xianmen’s expenses. 

Dafeng Entertainment Company is still developing too slowly. In the office of the 

chairman, Lin Kai is a little worried. 

Is there any way to make Dafeng Entertainment even stronger? 

At this moment, Lin Kai’s phone rang, and when he took out the phone, Lin Kai’s hands 

trembled. 

Is it him? 
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I took out my mobile phone and found that it was Aoi who was calling! 

Kwai, the owner of the Ninth Mountain in Jiulong Mountain. 

The strength is unpredictable, even Lin Kai is not sure to defeat Kwai. 

At the beginning, Kwai also introduced Lin Kai to Jiulongshan. 

Zhang Wanlin answered the phone, and Kui Kongdong’s voice rang immediately on the 
other end of the phone. 

“Lin Kai, are you still comfortable in the capital?” Kui asked. 

Lin Kai trembled all over, what does Kui mean, do you want to ask the teacher? 

“It’s okay, Shanzhu, are you doing anything?” Lin Kai asked cautiously. 



He completed the mission to kill Miyamoto Hanzo. Lin Kai has the privilege of not 
completing the Nine Dragon Mountain mission for one year. It seems that Lin Kai did not 
violate the Jiulong Mountain’s mountain regulations, right? 

“I am looking for you, of course there is something.” 

Kui said indifferently: “I heard that you developed a force in the Fifth Ring of Beijing, 
whose name is Xianmen?” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai was shocked. 

Is it possible that as a member of Jiulong Mountain, do you have no right to establish 
another mountain gate? 

“Yes…” Lin Kai answered with a guilty conscience. 

“Don’t be afraid. Even though Xianmen is established here, you are still a member of 
Jiulong Mountain.” 

“Remember, if Jiulong Mountain needs it, Xianmen is also Jiulong Mountain, 
understand?” 

After hearing Kui’s words, Lin Kai’s little chicken nodded like a peck: “Understand, 
understand.” 

“One more thing.” 

“Recently, someone frantically assassinated a member of Jiulong Mountain.” 

“At present, eighteen cave owners have been killed.” 

“Three team leaders were killed, two team leaders were killed, and a deputy mountain 
leader was killed.” 

Lin Kai’s eyes widened when he heard Kui’s words. 

Even the deputy mountain master was assassinated? 

How perverted this person is? Dare to fight against China? 

“Fuck, so perverted?” Lin Kai was in a cold sweat all over, and Kui called himself. Could 
it be that the next target of that murderous demon was himself? 

“you do not need to worry.” 



“I fought him once. The opponent’s cultivation base was around the master, but he was 
already disabled by me. According to satellite positioning, he was near Jiangjing Town.” 

“If you find him, don’t be surprised and report to me in time.” 

“Activate your fairy disciple, go find this person!” 

“His information, I will send it to your phone later.” 

Lin Kai breathed a sigh of relief after hearing Kwai’s next words. 

Damn it, scared me to death, I thought someone was going to assassinate Lao Tzu! 

“Understood.” Lin Kai replied. 

Then, Aoi hung up the phone. 

Soon after, Lin Kai received a text message from Kui. 

In the text message, there was a photo. The person in the photo was a middle-aged 
man in his forties with a shaggy beard and a very mature man. 

A grandmaster in his forties? 

Genius! 

Lin Kai sighed in his heart. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai forwarded the text message to Wang Gang, asking him to send the 
immortal disciple to find this person. 

After that, Lin Kai flexed his muscles and walked out of the chairman’s office, ready to 
go home. 

All the way to the underground parking lot, just after getting down to the underground 
parking lot, Lin Kai heard a burst of laughter. 

“Wang fried!” 

“Sorry?” 

“Three three with five! I have no license! Hahaha! Give money!” 

Lin Kai glanced at the place where the sound was made, frowning at the time. 



Outside the security booth, three security guards were sitting at a small table, fighting 
the landlord! 

The three security guards, with cigarettes dangling from their mouths, looked carefree, 
and there was a high-power electric fan to keep them warm. 

Three people, it was a joy to play. 

These three people are responsible for the security of the parking lot. The three security 
guards need to patrol the parking lot non-stop. 

But at this moment, these three people are sitting together playing cards! 

At that time, Lin Kai frowned and he walked over quickly. 

“What are you doing here?” Lin Kai asked coldly. 

When the three security guards heard the words, they all looked up at Lin Kai. 

Three security guards, one fat and thin, and one short. 

The fat security guard raised his eyebrows and looked at Lin Kai. 

“What are we doing, what does it matter to you?” 

The fat security guard didn’t open up Lin’s eyes at all. The leader in the company, he 
knew a lot, and knew that Lin Kai was not a member of the company, so he was not 
afraid at all. 

“During work, you don’t go on patrol, but sit here to play cards?” Lin Kai frowned and 
asked. 

“What’s up with you? Who are you?” The skinny security guard slammed the card in his 
hand on the table. 

He stood up and stared at Lin Kai fiercely. 

The fat security guard and the short security guard also stood up, and the three of them 
stared at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and smiled, “Hehe, you work in this company, don’t 
you know who I am?” 

The fat security guard looked at Lin Kai up and down, and laughed. 

“Haha! Is it possible that you are a new cleaner? Funny!” 



“Hahahaha!” The skinny security guard also laughed loudly: “I don’t look like a cleaner, 
like a dung picker!” 

“Hahahaha!” 

The three security guards pointed at Lin Kai, laughing, arrogant and arrogant, not 
opening Lin Kai’s eyes at all. 

Lin Kai was also out of anger. How could such a scumbag stay in his company? 

“Where is your captain? Call me your security captain!” 

Lin Kai must teach the security captain a lesson. These three security guards are really 
too rampant! 

The fat security snorted and pointed to himself: “Humph! I’m sorry, I’m the captain of the 
security! What’s wrong with me?” 

OK! 

No wonder these three security guards are so confident, it turns out that this fat security 
guard is the captain of the security! 

The security captain took the lead in not focusing on work, playing cards and gambling 
during working hours, and using the company’s electricity to use high-power heating 
appliances. 

Where is the security guard? These are clearly three ancestors! 

“You are the security captain? Who hired you? Actually let someone like you become 
the security captain?” Lin Kai asked coldly. 

The fat security guard looked arrogant and stepped forward. 

“Why? You are the leader of the company? The pipe is **** wider than the Yellow 
River!” The security captain asked with a cold snort. 

The skinny security guard also said in a brave manner: “Boy, I advise you not to be 
nosy! Our security captain, but came in through the back door!” 

“The three of us have been playing cards here for more than a year! No one has ever 
dared to take care of our business!” 

“The last one who took care of our business has already got out of the company!” 

Arrogant! Too arrogant! 



So there is a backer! No wonder I have been in the company for more than a year. 

Lin Kai’s heart became more and more angry. No wonder Dafeng Entertainment 
Company was facing bankruptcy some time ago, and even the security guards didn’t 
take their work at heart. Can such a company last? 

The fat security guard looked at Lin Kai up and down and laughed, “Hehe, look at you, 
is this the new leader in the company?” 

“I don’t care what department leader you are, my patron, you can’t afford it!” 

“Fuck me now!” 
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Lin Kai was also angry when he heard this. 

“Oh? Then you are telling me, who is your backer?” Lin Kai asked, squinting. 

Seeing that Lin Kai was not leaving yet, the fat security guard was also angry. 

“I said your kid doesn’t cry without seeing the coffin, right? I tell you! The vice president 
of the company is my uncle!” 

“Boy, just like you, I can get you out of the company with a single call, do you believe 
it?” 

The attitude of the fat security guard was arrogant. 

The skinny security guard and the short security guard both held their arms and stared 
at Lin Kai arrogantly. 

vice president? Lin Kai narrowed his eyes, and he immediately thought of the chubby 
middle-aged man. 

No wonder! No wonder it was so inflated, it turned out to be the nephew of the vice 
president. 

Lin Kai hated these related households to his bones. The Huang Mao of Xianmen relied 
on being a related household and did whatever he wanted in Xianmen. 

Unexpectedly, there are related households in my company. 

“It turned out to be the vice president’s nephew!” Lin Kai suddenly realized and nodded. 



Seeing Lin Kai nodded, the three security guards thought Lin Kai was scared. 

The fat security guard looked smug: “You know you’re scared? Boy, since you are new 
here, you don’t even ask about it. Although I’m just a security guard, who dares to upset 
Lao Tzu in this company?” 

“Don’t think I am just a security guard. My monthly salary is your salary for a year!” 

The expression of the fat security guard was a swell. 

Hearing this, Lin Kai was also quite curious. He asked, “How much do you earn a 
month?” 

At this time, the thin security guard said: “Our captain has a monthly salary of 100,000!” 

“Boy, dumbfounded, right?” 

One hundred thousand! 

After hearing this number, Lin Kai’s heart was furious. 

A small security captain has a monthly salary of 100,000! 

Needless to say, his uncle must have opened the back door for him! 

One hundred thousand is fine. If the security guard had real knowledge, Lin Kaidao 
wouldn’t care about him. 

But these three security guards sit in the parking lot and gamble like the uncle. Uncle 
can bear it, but aunt cant bear it! 

“Really ridiculous!” 

“The company actually raises your eateries!” 

“No wonder this company has faced bankruptcy several times. It’s no wonder that the 
company is not bankrupt if you are here!” 

Lin Kai was very angry, he said angrily. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the three security guards immediately looked at Lin Kai 
with bad eyes. 

“Boy, you **** say one more try!” 

The security captain looked at Lin Kai very angrily. 



The three people surrounded Lin Kai, flexing their hands one after another, their eyes 
fierce. 

It seemed that they wanted to beat Lin Kai violently! 

But Lin Kaisi was not afraid, he asked: “What? Are you trying to hit someone?” 

There was a cruel look in the fat security’s eyes: “Beat someone? Even if I beat you 
crippled today, what can I do?” 

After all, the fat security guard took out the walkie-talkie and said: “Turn off the 
monitoring of the underground parking lot! Everyone, all come to the underground 
parking lot!” 

Soon after, a voice came from the intercom: “Received!” 

After a while, a rush of footsteps sounded, and a dozen security guards rushed over! 

With a word, the fat security called all the security guards in the company who were on 
duty. 

A dozen security guards directly surrounded Lin Kai. 

The fat security guard held his arms, raised his head, and looked at Lin Kai with his 
nostrils: “Boy, dare to offend me in the company, I think you are tired of life!” 

“Lao Tzu tells you that now the monitoring is off, I will beat you up, no one knows!” 

“Brothers, did you see me hitting someone?” 

As soon as the fat security guard’s words came out, a dozen security guards showed 
playful smiles on their faces. 

They yelled: “No!” 

The fat security man smiled triumphantly when he heard this, and saw that he squeezed 
his fist and made a crackling sound. 

“Boy, you kneel down and apologize for me now, it’s too late!” 

Arrogant! It is too arrogant! 

Lin Kai has never seen such an arrogant security guard! 

Turn off monitoring and beat people? 



This is simply arrogant! 

At that time, Lin Kai nodded, and there was also a hint of hatred in his eyes. He directly 
took out his mobile phone and prepared to call Li Xin. 

But as soon as the phone was taken out, the security captain slapped Lin Kai’s phone 
on the ground. 

With a snap, the phone fell to the ground and fell apart. 

“You **** want to call the police?” The fat security guard’s eyes were ruthless. 

“No way!” 

“Now I knelt down and kowtow to apologize! Hurry up!” 

The fat security guard pointed to Lin Kai and said arrogantly. 

Lin Kai was also completely enraged. 

He didn’t want to do it, but these security guards repeatedly challenged his Lin Kai’s 
bottom line. 

“You have to die?” 

“Yeah! It’s crazy! I’m looking for death! What’s the matter?” 

The fat security guard looked arrogant. 

Lin Kai also smiled, and when he stretched out his hand, Bai Longyin had appeared in 
his hand out of thin air. 

As soon as the long knife was taken out, Lin Kai held the handle of the knife in one 
hand and the scabbard in the other. 

The fat security guard saw Lin Kai take out the knife, not only was he not afraid, but a 
playful smile appeared on his face. 

He deliberately put on a look of fear. 

“Yo-yo-yo! Where did you get a knife from?” 

“Are you a mafia? Are you trying to scare me to death?” 

“You have the ability, you killed me!” 



After all, the fat security man deliberately stretched his neck and stretched his neck in 
front of Lin Kai. 

He looked at Lin Kai with contempt: “You have the ability to kill me! Do you dare you? 
Killing is illegal!” 

“I beg you, kill me! Persevere!” 

There was a burst of laughter all around, and a dozen security guards all laughed. 

“Hahahaha! You have the ability to kill our captain! Take a knife to scare who is here?” 

“You have the ability to do it! Hahaha!” 

“Fool! What age is this? Still using a knife to scare people?” 

“You have the ability to do it!” 

The fat security guard smiled provocatively. 

He craned his neck and laughed: “Do you dare you? Persuaded!” 

Lin Kai laughed as well. He said solemnly: “You are now threatening the lives of 
Jiulongshan members. The culpability is more serious than assaulting the police. Have 
you considered it clearly?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the security guard shrank his neck pretending to be 
scared. 

“Ouch, you scared me to death.” 

“Return to Jiulong Mountain, do you know what mountain I am from? I am from Huaguo 
Mountain!” 

After all, the security guards around laughed. 

“Hahahahahaha!” 

The security captain stretched his neck again and looked at Lin Kai defiantly. 

“It’s the same sentence, you have the ability, you **** pull the knife out!” 

“You have the ability to kill me! Force one!” 

“You trash, you killed me! Do you dare you? Don’t dare, don’t wander around in front of 
Lao Tzu with a broken knife!” 



“Rubbish!” 
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After the fat security said, there was a burst of laughter. 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai sarcastically, with contempt in their eyes. No one believed 
that Lin Kai dared to kill. 

What if you take a knife? Do you dare to do it? Now it is a society ruled by law! 

And Lin Kai laughed too, I want to keep you alive, but you want to die! 

At that time, Lin Kai shook his head and laughed. 

“Hehe, do you want to die?” 

Hearing what Lin Kai said, the fat security guard also smiled. He turned his head 
horizontally and smiled: “You have the ability, you killed me!” 

The fat security guard just said this, only to hear a brush, a cold light lit up! 

Lin Kai suddenly pulled out Bai Longyin! 

And a dragon chant sounded in the ears of everyone, Lin opened the knife very quickly, 
but in less than a second, Lin Kai had already retracted Bai Longyin. 

And everyone’s eyes widened. 

The fat security guard also opened his eyes wide. After a while, the fat security guard 
touched his neck. 

At this time, he only felt that his neck seemed to be wet. 

Just about to speak, blood was pouring out of the fat security guard’s mouth. 

“Uh…hmm…” 

The fat security man wanted to speak, but couldn’t say a word. 

His eyes widened, he never thought that Lin Kai really dared to do it! 

And Lin opened the knife so fast! He couldn’t react at all! 



He really dared to kill! 

The fat security guard had no time to think about it, his body had already lost control, 
and with a plop, the fat security guard’s body fell to the ground. 

From his mouth, blood constantly poured out. 

He has become a dead man! 

The scene is as silent as death! 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai with fear in their eyes! 

This person is really terrifying! 

He actually dared to kill people! 

At that time, all the security guards subconsciously moved away from Lin Kai, this is a 
lunatic! He actually killed the security captain! 

The skinny security guard and the short security guard were also dumbfounded. They 
looked stupidly at the fat security guard who had died, with expressions of fear on their 
faces. They didn’t know what they were going to do now. 

Is it to run away, or to fight Lin Kai to the death? 

The two looked at each other. They are just two small security guards. Where is the 
determination to work hard? 

In an instant, the two cried out in horror at the same time. 

“Killed!” 

The screams echoed throughout the underground parking lot. 

A dozen security guards all stepped back, with a look of fear. 

Lin Kai shook his head, looked at the dozen or so security guards in front of him, and 
cursed: “What the **** is a bunch of rice buckets, my company, how can you raise a 
bunch of trash?” 

“your company?” 

The voice of the thin security guard was trembling. 

Is it possible that this person is the new chairman? 



Such a thought came up in everyone’s mind, it’s impossible! Is the new chairman so 
young? 

At this moment, with a dingdong sound, the elevator door of the underground parking lot 
suddenly opened. 

I saw a chubby man walked out of the elevator, he walked out of the elevator in a suit 
and leather shoes, with a briefcase under his arm, humming a little song. 

“Yeah, so lively?” 

The fat man saw more than a dozen security guards at a glance. He smiled and asked, 
“Where is your captain?” 

A dozen security guards all looked at the ground in horror. 

The chubby man also looked at the ground. After seeing the dead security captain, he 
opened his eyes wide and asked angrily: “Who did it?” 

“Who killed my nephew?” 

The person here is naturally the uncle of the security captain and the vice president of 
the company. 

But Lin Kai turned around at this time, glanced at the vice president lightly, and said, “I 
did it.” 

The vice president also looked at Lin Kai. The moment he saw Lin Kai’s face, he was 
stunned. 

He naturally knows the new chairman of the company. 

He was stupid, the chairman actually killed his nephew? 

At this moment, even if the vice president felt angry, he did not dare to be 
presumptuous in front of Lin Kai. 

“Chairman, why did you kill my nephew…” 

The vice president asked cautiously. 

Chairman? 

As soon as these three words came out, all the security guards took a breath. Is this 
person in front of him the chairman of Dafeng Entertainment? 



No wonder he is so arrogant, it turns out that he is the chairman! 

Those who insulted Lin Kai just now all lowered their heads, wishing to bury their heads 
in their crotch. 

To show off in front of the chairman, they are simply bored! 

Lin Kai glanced at the vice president coldly, stepped forward, and slapped the vice 
president in the face. 

With a snap, Lin Kai slapped the vice president’s face severely, and the vice president 
also exclaimed, and a five-fingerprint appeared on his face. 

He covered his face, his glasses were knocked off by Lin Kai’s slap. 

“Well, you are a vice president! Relying on being a vice president, let your nephew be 
the company’s security captain.” 

“If your nephew has real talents, it’s fine, your nephew actually took security guards to 
gamble in the underground parking lot!” 

“Don’t put me in your eyes, relying on you to be his uncle, acting nonsense, and even 
turning off the surveillance and punching me!” 

“You, a vice president, dare to give a small security guard a salary of 100,000 a month. I 
don’t think you **** want to do it anymore!” 

Lin Kai roared, and the vice president trembled. 

His nephew has always been very insightful, and he never provokes someone with a 
certain status in the company. 

Why did you get blind today and provoke the chairman? 

With a plop, the vice president knelt down, shaking all over. 

“Chairman, I was wrong with the chairman, I am so used to him, sorry for the 
chairman…” 

“I’m not a human being, I admit my mistake, I beat myself!” 

Snapped! Snapped! Snapped! 

I saw the vice president hit his mouth vigorously. 

Lin Kai snorted coldly, without any sympathy in his eyes. 



He said: “Please? It’s useless! Go to the finance department to get your salary this 
month, get out of here!” 

After all, Lin Kai pointed at the dozen or so security guards in front of him, and said 
angrily: “And you, get out of here!” 

“My company, you don’t need a bunch of rice buckets!” 

Lin Kai expelled the entire security team in a rage. 

The vice president was also paralyzed on the ground all of a sudden, he was finished, 
and fired him. He will be a fart in the capital from now on! 

The dozen or so security guards were also dumbfounded, and Dafeng Entertainment 
gave the security guards excellent treatment. 

Losing this job, and wanting to find such a good job again, it can be said to be as 
difficult as heaven! 

Lin Kai snorted and left the underground parking lot. 

At the same time, he greeted Du Jinhu and asked him to deal with the security captain. 

Really think, Lin Kai dare not kill you? I kill you, not only that no one will hold Lin Kai 
accountable, it is also reasonable and legal! 
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Then, Lin Kai called Wang Gang and asked him to transfer 20 people from Xianmen to 
Dafeng Entertainment Company as a security guard. 

Dafeng Entertainment is currently Lin Kai’s money printing machine. 

A Dafeng entertainment company can bring Lin Kai hundreds of millions of profits a 
month. 

And the group of waste security guards were expelled as well. 

Then, Lin drove the car directly back to Yulong Pavilion. 

The night was speechless, and early the next morning, Lin Kai came to work at Dafeng 
Entertainment Company as usual. 

In fact, Lin Kai’s job is very easy, just looking at a few larger contracts. 



Li Xin will help Lin Kai handle trivial matters. 

The current Dafeng Entertainment Company still lacks management talents. If there is a 
management elite to take care of Dafeng Entertainment Company for Lin Kai, Lin Kai 
will not come to the company every day for inspections. 

In the chairman’s office, Li Xin knocked on the door. 

“Chairman.” Li Xin walked into the office. 

Lin Kai looked up at Li Xin and asked, “What’s wrong?” 

Li Xin replied: “The movie “Nezha’s Trouble in the Dragon Palace” has already held a 
press conference. The organizer has invited Dafeng Entertainment to attend the press 
conference. Do you think?” 

“Where is it?” Lin Kai asked. 

“It’s in the hotel opposite.” Li Xin replied. 

Since it’s on the opposite side, it doesn’t hurt to go. 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “Let’s go then.” 

The Nezha series of movies are relatively popular recently, and they are also an all-star 
lineup. 

The organizer is the famous Zhao Group in the capital. 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Li Xin arrived at the opposite hotel. 

On the third floor of the hotel, a super large lecture hall is already full of people. 

Famous directors and traffic stars in Beijing, Lin Kai even saw a few familiar faces that 
can only be seen on TV. 

It can be said that half of the stars of the entertainment industry have come. 

This shows the appeal of the Zhao Group. 

Lin Kai randomly found a place to sit down. 

At the press conference, there are really not many people who know Lin Kai. After all, 
Dafeng Entertainment is doing well now, but in the entertainment industry, it is just a 
small company that nobody cares about. 



Sitting next to Lin Kai was a girl. 

The girl looks like a twenty-two year old, with collagen on her face. 

She is an actress and her name is Zhang Yutong. 

I saw that she was wearing a clean white ceremonial group, sitting in full, with a little 
pink on her face, very beautiful. 

And her face has a big smile. 

After Lin Kai sat down, she nodded to Lin Kai with a smile. 

Lin Kai was also surprised by Zhang Yutong in his heart. 

This Yutong doesn’t lose those first-line stars, no matter its aura or appearance. 

But Lin Kai has never seen her on TV. 

Lin Kai frowned and looked at Li Xin, and whispered, “Who is this girl next to me?” 

Li Xin glanced at Zhang Yutong, and whispered in Lin Kai’s ear: “Chairman, her name is 
Zhang Yutong.” 

“Is a young artist from Golden Bridge Entertainment.” 

Lin Kai nodded, and asked suspiciously: “How is her traffic?” 

Li Xin replied: “Chairman, she has no traffic. She is an artist who was hidden by Golden 
Bridge Entertainment.” 

“Oh?” Lin Kai was quite interested when he heard this, and he asked, “Why is Xue 
hiding her?” 

Li Xin clearly knows everything about the entertainment industry. 

She replied: “Golden Bridge Entertainment is also an extremely large entertainment 
company.” 

“Bigger than the Zhao Group.” 

“But the chairman of Golden Bridge Entertainment is an old pervert.” 

“He fell in love with Zhang Yutong and wanted to uncover Zhang Yutong, but Zhang 
Yutong was stubborn and unwilling to obey the chairman of Golden Bridge 
Entertainment.” 



“So, it was hidden by Golden Bridge Entertainment.” 

Lin Kai nodded when he heard the words. 

It is a pity that such a good beauty has not been praised. 

Lin Kai shook his head. 

After Zhang Yutong was hidden in the snow, it was impossible to want a big fire. 

Because if she wants to terminate the contract, she must pay a sky-high liquidated 
damages, and she definitely cannot afford to offer sky-high liquidated damages. 

So she can only be hidden by snow. 

Soon after, the press conference began. 

The press conference process was extremely boring, and Lin Kai almost fell asleep in 
his seat. 

An hour later, the boring press conference finally ended. 

But Lin Kai stood up and stretched out. 

He said to Li Xin: “You go out first, I’ll go to the bathroom.” 

“Okay, Chairman.” Li Xin nodded in agreement, and walked out of the press conference. 

Lin Kai entered the bathroom. After putting the water in, he washed his hands. Just 
about to get out of the bathroom, he suddenly heard a loud noise in the corridor. 

“Zhang Yutong, just leave me! Follow me Liu Tianfang, you will have a better life in the 
future!” 

In the corridor, a middle-aged man in his forties, with a squinted smile on his face. 

He forced Zhang Yutong to the end of the corridor. 

Not far away, there were four personal bodyguards standing. 

This Liu Tianfang is the chairman of Tianqiao Entertainment Company. 

But Zhang Yutong’s expression of horror made her want to escape, but she couldn’t find 
a place to escape. 

Liu Tianfang looked impatient, he had long wanted to take Zhang Yutong. 



But Zhang Yutong’s temper was too stubborn. After snow hiding for a period of time, he 
knew that it was impossible to obtain Zhang Yutong through snow hiding. 

Ever since, Liu Tianfang greeted the Zhao Group and deliberately changed the location 
of the press conference to this hotel. 

Zhang Yutong was specifically called over. 

This time, he just wants to cook the raw rice for mature rice! 

“Chairman, please respect yourself!” 

“I said it, I won’t agree!” 

Even if Zhang Yutong was very scared, he was still stubborn. 

There was a trace of anger in Liu Tianfang’s eyes. 

“Smelly bitch!” 

“I asked you to sleep with me, it’s his mother who looks up to you! Do you know how 
many women want to climb into Lao Tzu’s bed?” 

“Following Lao Tzu, Lao Tzu will let you become a big star in the future!” 

Zhang Yutong looked ugly when she heard the words. She looked directly at Liu 
Tianfang and said stubbornly: “I will get everything I want through my own efforts! I don’t 
need you to give it to me!” 

After listening to Zhang Yutong’s words, Liu Tian became angry! 

He raised his hand and slapped Zhang Yutong directly! 

Snapped! 

Zhang Yutong shouted, covering his face, and fell into the corner. 

Tears were already streaming from the corner of her eyes. 

Liu Tianfang snorted coldly: “Huh! Bitch, shamelessly, today you are not willing, you 
have to be willing!” 

After all, Liu Tianfang went to grab Zhang Yutong’s collar! 

At this moment, a big hand was placed on Liu Tianfang’s shoulder. 



“Hit a woman? You are a man!” 
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At this moment, Liu Tian frowned and turned his head. 

Lin Kai, who had just walked out of the bathroom, was looking at Liu Tianfang with a 
smile, and his eyes were full of killing intent. 

“Who the **** are you?” Liu Tian scolded angrily. 

He slapped Lin Kai’s hand away and said, “Get out of here! Don’t be damned!” 

After all, Liu Tianfang wanted to continue to force Zhang Yutong. 

But at this time Zhang Yutong, if he grabbed the straw, would have hid behind Lin Kai. 

Although she didn’t know Lin Kai, Lin Kai was obviously more reliable than this Liu 
Tianfang. 

Liu Tianfang was also angry when he saw this scene. 

“You bitch! Get out of here!” 

After Liu Tianfang said, he wanted to catch Zhang Yutong. 

But when Lin Kai pushed, Liu Tianfang stepped back directly. 

“You are a big man, forcing a woman, are you embarrassed?” 

Lin Kai asked with a smile. 

At this time, Liu Tianfang was really angry. He pointed at Lin Kai: “Do you the **** know 
who I am? Dare to take care of my nostalgia?” 

“Lao Tzu is the chairman of the Golden Bridge Entertainment Company! She is an artist 
under my banner. This is Lao Tzu’s family affairs. You don’t need to worry about it! Get 
out of here!” 

After Liu Tian let out a roar, the four strong bodyguards standing in the distance also trot 
over. 

As soon as the bodyguard came over, Liu Tianfang’s confidence increased. 



He pointed to Lin Kai’s nose and cursed: “I will give you ten seconds to disappear in 
front of my eyes, otherwise I will be rude to you!” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai was not afraid, he smiled: “Hehe, well, I will give you ten seconds 
to kneel in front of me, or I will let you drink urine!” 

Liu Tianfang laughed at what Lin Kai said. 

“Hahaha! What a **** brag! It’s up to you?” 

Liu Tianfang looked disdainful. There were four powerful bodyguards behind him. Would 
he be afraid of Lin Kai in a small area? 

Moreover, Lin Kai looked so thin and weak. The four bodyguards behind him could 
hammer Lin Kai into a pool of mud as soon as they shot! 

Zhang Yutong, who was hiding behind Lin Kai, was also biting her silver teeth. Although 
Lin Kai was her only hope now, she knew that Lin Kai was not their opponent. Lin Kai 
staying here was only dragged down by herself. 

At that time, Zhang Yutong stood up from behind Lin Kai and said, “You go! You are not 
their opponent. Liu Tianfang’s background is very tough!” 

Zhang Yutong said with tears that even though she knew that doing so would be cruel 
to her, she didn’t want to see someone who was beaten with half-body asylum because 
of her. 

Lin Kai laughed too. He once again guarded Zhang Yutong behind his back and smiled: 
“Don’t worry, Lin Kai doesn’t pay attention to the chairman of a small entertainment 
company.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Liu Tianfang laughed: “Haha! Really **** crazy! Good! 
Boy, since you said this today, then I will satisfy you!” 

After that, Liu Tianfang pointed at Lin Kai and said angrily: “Fight Lao Tzu!” 

Liu Tian gave an order, and four strong bodyguards stood up at that time. 

I saw them flexing their hands in front of Lin Kai, with playful look in their eyes. 

They didn’t regard Lin Kai as their opponent at all. After all, Lin Kai standing in front of 
them was nothing more than a thin young man. 

“Boy, squat on the ground, holding your head, lest I kill you.” 

A bodyguard held his fist and sneered. 



Lin Kai glanced at the bodyguard and laughed. 

brush! 

Lin Kai suddenly kicked it, and this kick hit the bodyguard’s chest! 

And the bodyguard’s eyes widened. At this time, he only felt that a train hit his chest. 

The whole person flew upside down! 

He flew out for more than ten meters, and then slid more than ten meters on the ground. 

Afterwards, he wowed and vomited a big mouthful of blood, and the whole person was 
directly unconscious. 

This move made the three bodyguards’ eyes widened. 

Fuck me! Kick an adult man more than ten meters away? Is this power that humans can 
possess? 

“Go together!” 

A bodyguard yelled, and all three bodyguards rushed towards Lin Kai. 

But Lin Kai smiled, his movements were so fast that people could not see clearly. 

He caught a bodyguard’s collar with one hand, and hit his face with a fist! 

Then, he kicked another bodyguard’s lifeblood! 

In the end, Lin Kai made a knee blow and hit the head of the last bodyguard. 

The three bodyguards had all been brought down before they approached Lin Kai. 

It was too late and it was fast, and it only took Lin Kai three seconds to solve the three 
bodyguards. 

Three seconds later, three thumps and thumps sounded, and all three bodyguards fell 
to the ground, life and death unknown. 

In this scene, Liu Tianfang is silly. 

Liu Tianfang was dumbfounded, this skill is something humans can have? Even special 
forces can’t fight like this, right? 



My three bodyguards are all retired special forces! Tens of thousands of wages a 
month! 

When I met this person, I didn’t even survive for three seconds and was killed by a 
spike? 

Zhang Yutong also stopped sobbing at this time, she stared at Lin Kai blankly. 

This man is so capable of fighting? 

No wonder he dared to save himself, it turns out that his skill is so strong! 

Suddenly, Zhang Yutong also had a good impression of Lin Kai. This man is so strong! 

After eliminating the four bodyguards, Lin Kai looked at Liu Tianfang. 

But Liu Tianfang was dumbfounded, and his bodyguards were solved, what should he 
do? 

Lin Kai looked at him with a smile, and said, “I gave you a chance, but you don’t cherish 
it yourself!” 

Even though his bodyguard was defeated, Liu Tianfang was still not afraid of Lin Kai. 

He said: “Do you dare to move me? I’m the chairman of Skybridge Entertainment 
Company! I can just say…” 

Before Liu Tianfang had finished speaking, Lin Kai directly raised his hand and slapped 
Liu Tianfang’s face. 

With a snap, Liu Tianfang’s face crooked, a trace of blood was dripping from the corner 
of his mouth, and a tooth was blown out! 

Liu Tianfang was beaten stupid, he looked at Lin Kai with an incredible expression: “Do 
you dare to hit me?” 

Lin Kai looked at Liu Tianfang with a smile, and said, “You are the one who hit!” 

After all, Lin Kai slapped it again! 

With a slap, this slap shattered Liu Tianfang’s pride. 

As the chairman of Skybridge Entertainment, no one has ever dared to do something 
with him. 



But today, he was stunned when he met a person who was not afraid of things. He beat 
his bodyguard, not to mention it! 

At this time, Liu Tianfang was finally scared. 

His voice trembled: “Don’t fight, don’t fight, don’t you just want money? I’ll give it to you! 
I will give you how much you want!” 

At this time, Liu Tianfang thought that Lin Kai wanted money, so his voice trembled and 
begged for mercy. 

He took out a bank card from his pocket and handed it to Lin Kai. 
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“There is a million in it, is that enough?” 

Liu Tianfang said with a trembling voice. 

After seeing that bank card, Zhang Yutong trembled all over. Will Lin Zhuan abandon 
himself because of this million? 

After all, one million is not a small sum to an ordinary person! 

If he really abandons himself because of this million, he still can’t escape the fate of 
being let by Liu Tian! 

Lin Kai looked at the bank card in his hand, and he also smiled. 

I saw him throw the bank card on Liu Tianfang’s face and said, “One million? Who the 
**** do you look down on?” 

Zhang Yutong breathed a sigh of relief when Lin Kai hadn’t accepted the one million. At 
the same time, she also took a high look at the man. 

Even if one million is not in his eyes, this man really regards money as dung! 

Liu Tianfang was taken aback, one million won’t work? 

He asked: “Then how much do you want?” 

Lin Kai gave a smirk at this time, and said: “Hahaha! I want you to drink urine!” 



After all, Lin Kai grabbed Liu Tianfang’s collar with one hand, and prepared to take Liu 
Tianfang into the bathroom. 

When Liu Tianfang saw this, he was dumbfounded. He struggled desperately and 
shouted: “No! No! I was wrong! Dad! You let me go!” 

In the midst of Liu Tianfang’s screaming, Lin Kai let Liu Tian into the bathroom. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai put Liu Tian into the toilet with one hand! 

Although the toilet is clean, it is a place to go to the toilet after all, and it is still 
somewhat insulting. 

Lin Kai still didn’t feel like it. At that time, he untied his trouser belt and **** on Liu 
Tianfang’s body! 

After putting out the water, Lin Kaiping put on his pants contentedly, and kicked Liu Tian 
aside. 

“Don’t let Lao Tzu see you in the future! Lao Tzu sees you once and beats you once!” 

Lin Kai has never been polite to a scum like Liu Tianfang. 

Liu Tian lay down on the ground, smelling of urine. 

He looked at Lin Kai who was leaving, with hatred in his eyes. 

You wait for me! I will kill you sooner or later! 

After Lin opened the bathroom, he saw Zhang Yutong panicked at a glance. 

Lin Kai said lightly: “Let’s go.” 

Then, Lin Kai led Zhang Yutong out of the hotel. 

Zhang Yutong’s face has always been worried. 

She looked at Lin Kai and stopped talking. 

Although Lin Kai can fight well, Liu Tianfang is a rich and powerful man! Just now Lin 
Kai took Liu Tianfang into the toilet, and naturally he did something indescribable to Liu 
Tianfang. 

When Liu Tianfang returns to the company, he will retaliate against Lin Kai! 

I can’t escape my responsibility! 



“thank you” 

Zhang Yutong looked at Lin Kai and thanked him quietly. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly: “No thanks.” 

“That Liu Tianfang, he is very rich and powerful, why don’t you go out and hide first?” 
Zhang Yutong asked cautiously at this time. 

Because she knows that it hurts her self-esteem to say this to a man. 

“I don’t look down on what you mean, but Liu Tianfang, he is really rich and powerful.” 
Seeing that Lin Kai was silent, Zhang Yutong quickly explained. 

And Lin Kai was also amused by her appearance. 

“Hahaha! Don’t worry, let alone one Liu Tianfang, even if there are ten Liu Tianfang, 
what about?” Lin Kai looked confident. 

After seeing Lin Kai’s self-confidence, Zhang Yutong was also a little relieved. 

“You don’t actually put Liu Tian in your eyes, then you must be a big man?” Zhang 
Yutong asked curiously. 

At this time, the two were standing downstairs of Dafeng Entertainment Company. 

Lin Kai pointed to Dafeng Entertainment Company and said with a smile, “Have you 
seen that company?” 

Upon hearing this, Zhang Yutong looked at Dafeng Entertainment Company. 

After seeing Dafeng Entertainment, she suddenly realized. 

“Oh! So you are from Dafeng Entertainment Company!” 

Dafeng Entertainment is also well-known in the entertainment circle recently. After all, it 
signed a contract with a large-flow star group Tianzhu Girl. 

However, even if Dafeng Entertainment is a small company, it is just a small company. 

Zhang Yutong’s face still showed a worried expression. 

“Don’t worry, Liu Tianfang dare not do anything to me.” Lin Kai explained with a slight 
smile. 



“I’m very curious. I think you look good, you have a good figure, and a good momentum. 
How can an artist like you not be popular?” Lin Kai asked with a smile. 

Zhang Yutong also looked angry at this time: “You saw the scene just now…” 

“Since I signed with Golden Bridge Entertainment, I haven’t played any important roles. 
They’re just runaways. How can I become popular?” 

After all, Zhang Yutong sighed. 

“It’s all my fault. When I signed the contract, I only saw that Golden Bridge 
Entertainment was a big company and signed a ten-year contract.” 

“Liquidated damages, one hundred million!” 

“I don’t have a hundred million yuan. After ten years, I will be old and yellow.” 

Zhang Yutong’s face was full of sad expressions. 

Ten years! How many years do people have? 

Either compromise with Liu Tianfang, or just survive these ten years abruptly! 

Several times in the middle of the journey, Zhang Yutong almost couldn’t bear it and 
wanted to commit suicide. 

“Isn’t it a hundred million?” Lin Kai smiled slightly and looked at Zhang Yutong. 

“As long as you want, I will give you this 100 million, and you will join my Dafeng 
Entertainment Company!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Zhang Yutong’s eyes lit up and she looked at Lin Kai: 
“Really…really?” 

Zhang Yutong couldn’t believe it. Someone would take such a big risk and give one 
hundred million for themselves? 

Lin Kai smiled and nodded, and said, “Of course it is true.” 

“It’s just that I didn’t give you this one hundred million for nothing. You have to sign my 
Dafeng Entertainment Company, and this one hundred million will be deducted from 
your salary.” 

“If you are a big hit, 100 million, it is estimated that you will be able to pay it off soon.” 

“If you are not popular, you will pay the 100 million yuan, how about it?” 



After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Zhang Yutong was also very moved. 

After all, she wanted to leave Golden Bridge Entertainment for a long time, but she had 
no money and couldn’t act. 

However, she was also very worried, what if Lin Kaiyue wanted her unspoken rules? 

Zhang Yutong looked at Lin Kai. Lin Kai was handsome, young, good-looking, and 
strong. He was hundreds of times stronger than Liu Tianfang. 

Even if it was his unspoken rules, I recognized it! 

Lin Kai didn’t even know that Zhang Yutong had a dirty idea now. 

Zhang Yutong nodded heavily and said, “I promise you! I will terminate the contract with 
the company tomorrow! Join Dafeng Entertainment Company!” 

After listening to Zhang Yutong’s words, Lin Kai was also very happy: “Hahaha! Good! 
Welcome to join our Dafeng Entertainment Company!” 

Lin Kai is confident that he can use the resources he has to make Zhang Yutong 
popular. 

To the level of the Tianzhu Girl, even more than the Tianzhu Girl! 
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After sending Zhang Yutong away, Lin Kai returned to Yulong Pavilion. 

For these two days, Lin Kai had been fine. On this day, the sun was shining brightly, 
and Lin Kai was sitting in the courtyard of the Yulong Pavilion, basking in the sun, 
playing with his Bailong Yin. 

This Bailong Yin, but after Lin Kai killed Miyamoto Hanzo, he obtained a sword after 
combining two weapons. 

This Bailong Yin can be said to be Lin Kai’s strongest weapon. 

It’s a pity that he has a good sword, but Lin Kai is not very proficient in sword and sword 
techniques. 

“It would be great if I could master martial arts.” Lin Kai sighed while lying on the rocking 
chair. 



At this moment, the system said in Lin Kai’s ear: “You have obtained a bronze weapon, 
what are you not satisfied with?” 

After listening to the system, Lin Kai was taken aback, a bronze weapon? Is it a 
weapon, and there is a level? 

“What do you mean?” Lin Kai asked. 

The system replied: “In fact, in this world, weapons are also divided into levels. Ancient 
warriors with a slightly higher level know this, but you don’t.” 

When Lin Kai heard this, he suddenly became curious, but the weapons are also 
classified? 

“Oh? Then my Bailongyin is a bronze-level weapon? What is the bronze-level weapon 
in the ranking of weapons?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s question, the system’s contemptuous voice came at that time: 
“The lowest level of weapons is iron. The so-called iron is a weapon made of steel. This 
type of weapon is the most common.” 

“Further up, there are bronzes. Bronzes are not weapons made of bronze. Bronzes are 
a rank.” 

“Bronze is a weapon used by ancient warriors.” 

“Further up, there are silverware. Silverware is a relatively powerful weapon. It is 
extremely rare on the current earth.” 

“Further up, it’s a golden artifact. In fact, you have a golden artifact, that is the Royal 
Dragon Pen.” 

“The golden artifact can contain the existence of the spirit.” 

“Further up, it is a semi-sacred tool, a semi-sacred tool, it is a very powerful existence, 
infinitely close to a divine tool, but it is not a divine tool. On the current earth, it is 
probably difficult to find a semi-sacred tool! 

“Further up, it’s a divine weapon, a divine weapon, as the name suggests, it is a 
weapon used by gods.” 

“Let’s put it this way, Monkey King’s wishful golden cudgel is a kind of artifact.” 

“The most up is the super artifact! The super artifact can be said to be the existence of 
the world origin!” 



“For example, the sky-filling stone used by Nuwa to repair the sky, this type of weapon 
can dominate the world if it can be conquered!” 

After listening to the system, Lin Kai’s world seemed to have opened a new door. 

It’s amazing! 

If it weren’t for the system to tell himself, Lin Kai still doesn’t know that weapons are 
actually graded, and his Bailongyin seems to be awesome, but in fact it is a weapon that 
is one level higher than ordinary weapons. 

Lin Kai nodded and suddenly realized: “That’s it, the Meteor Finger Tiger I used before 
seems to be powerful, but it’s actually a kind of iron?” 

The system replied: “Exactly.” 

No wonder, no wonder Miyamoto Hanzo is so powerful, he used iron to fight his 
bronzes, and he certainly couldn’t take advantage of it. 

Had it not been for a critical juncture, Lin Kai had realized the demigod level skills, he 
would have been killed by Miyamoto Hanzo long ago! 

At this moment, a rush of telephone ringing rang, and Lin Kai took out his mobile phone 
and saw that it was a call from an immortal disciple. 

“Hey?” 

“what?” 

“I’ll be there soon!” 

After that, Lin Kai hung up the phone and then hurried out. 

An immortal disciple’s eyeliner told Lin Kai that he saw the person Lin Kai asked him to 
find in an entertainment venue. 

That person is a master! 

The master was seriously injured. If he didn’t take advantage of his illness to kill him, 
and when his injury healed, it is estimated that more Jiulongshan disciples would be 
killed! 

Lin Kai rushed to the gate of that entertainment venue non-stop. 

This entertainment venue can be said to be the largest entertainment venue in the 
ancient city. 



There are five floors, including video game city, internet cafe, KTV and other 
entertainment venues. 

The name of this entertainment city is called Dahai Entertainment City. 

Soon after, Lin Kai rushed to the gate of Dahai Entertainment City. 

Just as Lin Kai was about to enter Dahai Entertainment City, a man dressed like a 
beggar passed by Lin Kai. 

The man’s clothes were tattered, and he was embarrassed, his eyes were absent, and 
he was slowly entering the sea entertainment city. 

Lin Kai frowned. The man seemed to be a beggar, but judging from his hairstyle and 
dress, he looked like a successful and down-to-earth person. 

Lin Kai didn’t care about him either. He was about to enter Dahai Entertainment City. 
Suddenly, several security guards rushed out. 

It was a punch and kick at that beggar! 

“Fuck! Would you dare to come? Believe it or not I beat you to death?” 

“Smelly beggar! If you don’t have money, don’t come to our sea entertainment city! 
Also, our boss won’t see a beggar!” 

Several security guards were extremely vicious, and at that time, they beat the beggar 
to the head. 

Lin Kai frowned, even if he was a beggar, there was no need to beat him like this, right? 

Lin Kai couldn’t bear to watch the beggar be beaten. He stood up and stopped a group 
of security guards. 

“Wait a minute! What are you doing? He didn’t enter your casino, why did you beat 
him?” 

When Lin Kai spoke, several security guards looked at Lin Kai. 

When several security guards saw that Lin Kai was dressed in general and extremely 
young, they all snorted. 

“Do you care? This stinky beggar has soiled the floor of our entertainment city! I just kill 
him, and you don’t need to care about it!” a security guard shouted. 

Lin Kai frowned and stepped forward to help the beggar. 



But the beggar was very ambitious. He threw Lin Kai’s hand and said angrily: “Don’t 
move me! I don’t need you to be pitiful!” 

After all, the beggar stood up and straightened his tie. 

Even if his tie has broken into a rope. 

“Yeah, Wang Zhentian! You’re **** a beggar, and you still consider yourself a successful 
person?” 

“Hahahaha! A stinky beggar who wants to see the boss of our casino? Dreaming!” 

A group of security guards laughed. 

Wang Zhentian? 

After hearing this name, Lin Kai was taken aback. 

He was too familiar with this name. 

The richest man in Beijing, Wang Zhentian? 

Take a closer look, as expected, the beggar in front of him is the richest man in Beijing, 
Wang Zhentian! 

It’s just that, how did he fall into this situation now? 

Even though Wang Zhentian was covered in dust and blood, but his waist was straight, 
he looked at the group of security guards in front of him and snorted coldly. 

“Huh! Your boss is an ungrateful villain! You will not end well if you follow him!” 
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Wang Zhentian roared. 

His expression was very angry. There was an unwilling look in his eyes. 

Although Lin Kai didn’t know what made him fall into such an appearance, Lin Kai felt 
that Wang Zhentian did not look like a bad person. 

Over the years, after Wang Zhentian became the richest man in Beijing, he has done a 
lot of good things. 



Three-tenths of his assets are used for charity by subsidizing poor students and building 
schools. 

Lin Kai felt that he was not a bad person. 

Seeing that Wang Zhentian dared to insult their boss, several security guards came 
forward and wanted to beat Wang Zhentian again. 

But this time, Lin Kai stood in front of Wang Zhentian. 

“What are you doing? Is it lawless?” Lin Kai said angrily. 

“In broad daylight, you will hit someone? What did he do wrong? What qualifications do 
you have to hit him?” 

Lin Kai was very angry. Wang Zhentian didn’t steal it or robbed it. These security guards 
had no right to hit anyone! 

Seeing Lin Kai’s nostalgia, several security guards rolled up their sleeves and pointed at 
Lin Kai’s nose and cursed, “There is nothing to do with you here, get out!” 

“Do you know what place this is? This is Lord Long’s territory! If you dare to make 
trouble in Lord Long’s territory, it will be you!” 

The security guards were very arrogant. 

It is said that the boss of Ocean Entertainment City is a well-known figure on the road. 
As his dog legs, these security guards are naturally very arrogant. 

Lin Kai snorted coldly, and said, “What Dragon Lord, I have never heard of it! But I know 
that you are not qualified to beat people!” 

At this moment, a security guard said angrily: “Boy, are you going to get out? If not, I will 
fight with you!” 

Lin Kai snorted coldly: “Humph! If you have the ability, come and hit me!” 

joke! How many ordinary people will I be afraid of you in the later stage of Laozi’s 
dignified Qi training period? 

Seeing that Lin Kai could not leave, at that time, the security guard gave a cold snort, 
waved his hand, and said angrily: “Brothers! This kid is nosy and beat him up!” 

The security guard gave an order, and at that time seven or eight security guards 
pounced on Lin Kai! 



Lin Kai also narrowed his eyes, and he moved too. 

Lin Kai’s skill is extremely powerful, even without using his spiritual power, he can easily 
clean up the group of security guards. 

At that time, there was a crackling sound of fighting, and Lin Kai used his powerful 
speed and strength to directly knock the seven or eight security guards to the ground! 

At that time, the onlookers were shocked. 

Seven or eight per person? The strength of this person is too strong! 

Even Wang Zhentian gave Lin Kai a high look. 

In his heyday, the bodyguards around him were just like Lin Kai! 

Seven or eight security guards supported each other and stood up. Although they were 
beaten, they were not afraid of Lin Kai. 

I saw them, each with a grimace in their eyes, pointing at Lin Kai: “Boy, you have a kind! 
Don’t go if you have the ability!” 

After all, seven or eight security guards ran directly into Dahai Entertainment City. 

Seeing them gone, Lin Kai looked at Wang Zhentian. 

Lin Kai was a little curious. He took out a pack of paper from his pocket and handed it to 
Wang Zhentian, motioning Wang Zhentian to wipe his face. 

But Wang Zhentian glanced at Lin Kai coldly, and slapped away the paper in Lin Kai’s 
hand. 

“I don’t need your pity!” Wang Zhentian said coldly. 

Between his eyebrows, there is arrogance! 

As the richest man in Beijing, he has his own dignity! 

Lin Kai looked at the stripped tissue and laughed: “Hehe, the richest man in Beijing, his 
aura is quite strong! However, how did the former richest man in Beijing become a 
beggar?” 

Speaking of this, Wang Zhentian’s face showed a trace of hatred. 

He said: “Don’t worry about it!” 



Lin Kai smiled slightly. Actually, Lin Kai could vaguely guess something without Wang 
Zhentian. 

Wang Zhentian is so angry now that even no one believes it. 

Then he must have been betrayed by his relatives, or even betrayed by the person he 
trusted the most, before he came to this point. 

As for the grudge between him and the owner of Ocean Casino, Lin Kai didn’t know this. 

Just as Lin Kai was preparing to speak, only a rush of footsteps sounded. 

Afterwards, dozens of security guards rushed out from the sea entertainment city! 

Each of these dozens of security guards is holding a baton! Wearing a security uniform, 
with a brutal look. 

There are more than 20 security guards! 

In addition to these security guards, more than 30 young people rushed out. 

Each of these thirty-odd young people had tattoos and held weapons such as steel bars 
and blades in their hands. 

Fifty or sixty people! It directly surrounded Lin Kai and Wang Zhentian. 

The crowds onlookers were also far away from Lin Kai. Everyone knew that Lin Kai was 
finished! 

He just hit it, but it was from Brother Long! 

Brother Long, is a famous and ruthless character in the capital! 

At this time, Hunhu and the security guards spread out a passage, and a person walked 
out of the sea entertainment city. 

I saw the man in his thirties, his body was strong, not the kind with muscles, but the fat 
and strong! 

I saw a scar on his face and a long dragon on his body! Very domineering! 

Brother Long, formerly known as Zhang Dahai! Because there is a dragon on his body, 
he was honored as Long Brother by those on the road! 



As soon as Brother Long appeared, he narrowed his eyes and looked at Lin Kai and 
Wang Zhentian: “Who the **** beat me? The man who beat me in Lao Tzu’s place, this 
doesn’t put me in the eyes of Zhang Dahai!” 

The security guards who were beaten looked at Lin Kai with resentment, pointed at Lin 
Kai, and said, “Big Brother! That’s him!” 

Zhang Dahai looked at Lin Kai at that time, and after seeing that Lin Kai was only a 
young man in his twenties, he laughed. 

“Haha! Just such a hanging hair, will you get rid of you?” 

Those security guards also blushed, but this Lin Kai can really fight! 

Zhang Dahai walked towards Lin Kai with a look of arrogance: “Boy, do you know who 
Zhang Dahai is?” 

Before Lin Kai spoke, Wang Zhentian next to him roared, “Zhang Dahai! You white-eyed 
wolf!” 

“I spent a billion for you to support you! You **** look at me now, you turn your face and 
don’t recognize people, right?” 

Upon hearing this, Zhang Dahai looked at Wang Zhentian. 

He laughed, stepped forward, and looked at Wang Zhentian aloft. 

“Yeah, the richest man in Beijing, are you talking to me?” 

“White-eyed wolf? I beg you to give me money? You are willing to give me a billion, 
what is my business?” 

Zhang Dahai sneered: “It’s true that your billions are all used to build the Dahai 
Entertainment City, and my brothers are all supported by you!” 

“Hahahaha! But, it has nothing to do with you!” 

“You are now down, you deserve it! I won’t lend you a penny!” 

“Do you think you are the richest man in Beijing? You are a beggar now! A beggar who 
will never look at him again! Don’t **** put your score of the richest man in Beijing in 
front of Lao Tzu, Lao Tzu doesn’t eat that one!” 

After all, Zhang Dahai patted Wang Zhentian’s face arrogantly. 

Chapter 697: I Bought It 



Chapter 697 

Wang Zhentian was furious when he heard what Brother Long said! 

Seeing that he raised his slap, he wanted to hit Zhang Dahai! 

But that big sea is so tall and big, how can Wang Zhentian be his opponent? 

Zhang Dahai snorted coldly and slapped Wang Zhentian’s face. With a slap, Wang 
Zhentian received a firm slap on the face. 

Wang Zhentian stepped back three steps in a row, looking at Zhang Dahai with an 
incredible expression. 

“Do you dare to hit me?” Wang Zhentian’s eyes were full of shock. 

In the past, Zhang Dahai was a little brother who followed him. 

But now, Zhang Dahai doesn’t take him seriously! 

Zhang Dahai hugged his arms and said high up, “Hit you? If it wasn’t for the face you 
used to be my boss, I would have sent you to the hospital!” 

“Get out of here now! Disappear in front of my eyes!” 

Wang Zhentian looked resentful, and at the same time, he was very helpless. 

He was helpless, Zhang Dahai was well supported by him, and Dahai Entertainment 
City was also well built by him. But now Zhang Dahai does not recognize Wang 
Zhentian who is bankrupt! 

Wang Zhentian’s mood was a downturn. 

At this moment, Lin Kai spoke suddenly. 

“Even if you give a dog a bone, the dog will wag its tail twice, right? Long brother? You 
are really not as good as a dog!” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s voice sounded, countless people at the scene looked at Lin Kai. 

The crowd onlookers all exclaimed, is this Lin Kai so rampant? Even Long Brother dare 
to scold? 

Brother Long’s little brothers also looked at Lin Kai sternly. 

Zhang Dahai’s eyes narrowed, and his tone increased: “What the **** did you say?” 



Lin Kai looked at Zhang Dahai without any fear: “I said, you are a white-eyed wolf!” 

Zhang Dahai nodded when he heard the words, and he smiled: “Hahaha? I am a white-
eyed wolf? I am a white-eyed wolf. What can you do to me?” 

“Boy, do you know who I am? Dare to talk to me like this?” 

“Don’t think you know how to be a three-legged cat, so you don’t need to put me in your 
eyes and tell you that with so many people behind Lao Tzu, one person can swallow 
you to death!” 

Zhang Dahai squinted at Lin Kai. 

When Lin Kai heard this, he smiled with his arms folded: “Ha ha, do you think there is a 
difference between a rice bucket and a group of rice buckets?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, not only Zhang Dahai was furious, but Zhang Dahai’s little 
brothers also looked at Lin Kai with an angry expression. 

It’s crazy! Lin Kai was the first person who dared to speak up in front of Zhang Dahai! 

Zhang Dahai looked up and down Lin Kai: “I don’t know who gave you so much 
courage. It’s too late for you to hit 120!” 

Lin Kai looked at Zhang Dahai and smiled: “Hehe, I don’t know who gave you such a 
solid foundation, dare to show off in front of me!” 

Hearing what Lin Kai said, a security guard who had just been beaten up by Lin Kai just 
stepped up. He pointed to Lin Kai’s nose and yelled: “Boy, you **** speak carefully!” 

“Our boss is the owner of Dahai Entertainment City! Dahai Entertainment City is the 
largest entertainment city in the entire Fifth Ring! It is worth one billion!” 

“Our boss can throw you into the river to feed the fish with a word, do you believe it?” 

As soon as his words came out, there was noisy surroundings. 

Yes, this sea, but the boss of the sea entertainment city! Dahai Entertainment City can 
bring Zhang Dahai hundreds of millions of income in one year! 

His subordinates have even raised a group of young thugs. Who dares to provoke this 
evil star? 

They thought that Lin Kai was just a newborn calf who was not afraid of tigers. After 
Zhang Dahai repaired him well, he would understand what was going on. 



Even Wang Zhentian couldn’t stand it anymore. He looked gloomy and said: “Boy, there 
is nothing to do with you here, go!” 

He was worried that if Lin Kai stayed, Zhang Dahai would attack him, after all, Zhang 
Dahai was notorious for being a dogged dog! 

Lin Kai smiled slightly, looked at Zhang Dahai, and said, “Isn’t there a broken 
entertainment city? I bought this entertainment city!” 

“When I buy the entertainment city, I will expel you scumbags first!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the audience fell silent. 

After a few seconds, there was a burst of laughter. 

Everyone was amused by Lin Kai’s words. 

Zhang Dahai laughed even more: “Hahahaha! I really laughed at me! Are you going to 
buy Dahai Entertainment City?” 

“Do you know how much my Ocean Casino is worth? A billion! Do you have a **** 
billion?” 

“You also said that you want to buy my Ocean Entertainment City? What a big joke!” 

Zhang Dahai’s little brothers all laughed. 

They looked at Lin Kai’s eyes as if they were looking at a mentally retarded person. 

A child about twenty years old actually threatened to buy Dahai Entertainment City? 

Even if you are a rich second generation, you can’t buy Dahai Casino! 

Dare to ask which rich second generation can get one billion out? Even the rich second 
generation of the big capital family, there is no way to come up with a billion! 

“This young man, I’m afraid he’s lost his heart, he’s so crazy, he’s gone!” 

“Yeah, dare to fight against Long Brother, this kid is afraid of being more fortunate!” 

“Ugh” 

At that time, there were waves of discussion around him. 

Wang Zhentian’s expression changed even more. Originally, Lin Kai had a pretty good 
impression in his heart. 



But after hearing Lin Kai say that, he also shook his head in disappointment. 

I thought he was an ambitious young man with passion. 

“Boy, stop bragging here! Get out! Get out!” Wang Zhentian also said angrily. 

Even if Lin Kai could only brag, he didn’t want to hurt Lin Kai because of himself. 

Lin Kai glanced at Wang Zhentian and asked, “Don’t you believe me?” 

Wang Zhentian looked at Lin Kai and asked, “What do you want me to believe in you?” 

Lin Kai nodded when he heard this. At that time, he took out his mobile phone. 

“Isn’t it one billion? I’ll have someone send the money right now!” 

Lin Kai glanced at Zhang Dahai. 

Today, he wants to buy Dahai Entertainment City! One billion is not a big sum for Lin 
Kai. 

At that time, Lin Kai took out his cell phone and dialed Du Jinhu’s number. 

“Hey, Brother Du, I’m here in Dahai Entertainment City, please bring over one billion in 
cash.” 

“Yes, it’s cash, fast.” 

After that, Lin Kai hung up the phone. 

Seeing Lin Kai actually call someone to send one billion in cash, the scene was silent 
again. 

The deafening laughter rang! 

This time, not only Zhang Dahai was amused, but the passers-by who were watching 
also laughed while clutching their stomachs. 

“Hahahahaha! Really laughs at me!” 

“You actually have to adjust one billion in cash? Are you crazy?” 
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“Do you know the concept of a billion in cash? You are going to empty the bank!” 

Zhang Dahai clutched his belly and laughed, tears came out. 

Lin Kai has become a big joke! 

Zhang Dahai’s subordinates were also unsteady when they were teased by Lin Kai. 

Seeing that they didn’t believe it, Lin Kai tilted his head and smiled helplessly: “Hehe, 
don’t believe it? If you don’t believe it, just wait.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the sea yelled: “Okay!” 

“I Zhang Dahai wants to see, who will give you these billions today!” 

Zhang Dahai has now regarded Lin Kai as a joke, a mentally retarded. 

Suddenly, when Lin Kai hit his little brother, he was not so angry anymore. After all, it 
was meaningless to care about someone with a brain problem. 

Ten minutes have passed, and twenty minutes have passed. 

Twenty minutes later, Zhang Dahai was already a little impatient. 

He stepped forward and looked at Lin Kai condescendingly: “Boy, where’s your billion?” 

Zhang Dahai’s voice has cooled down. He has lost his patience. Now he wants Lin Kai 
to know what the price of bragging will be! 

But Lin Kai looked at his watch seriously and said, “It should be coming soon.” 

“Are you **** bragging?” Zhang Dahai laughed, raised his eyebrows and looked funny. 

“For the entire Fifth Ring, how many people can take out one billion in cash from the 
bank? Except for Du Jinhu and Xianmen.” 

“You kid, can you still get billions of cash from the bank with just one phone call?” 

“Do your spring and autumn dreams, go to you!” 

After all, the fifty or sixty people behind Zhang Dahai have already moved over. 

They want to let Lin Kai know now, the price of bragging! 



“Boy, dare to be wild in front of my Zhang Dahai. You are afraid that you don’t know 
how to write dead words. Today, Zhang Dahai will tell you that some people can’t afford 
to offend you!” 

Having said that, Zhang Dahai clapped his hands, and dozens of people have 
surrounded him. 

These dozens of people looked at Lin Kai with a playful look, ready to do it. 

The people around were also far away from Lin Kai. Everyone knows that Lin Kai is 
dead today! 

Brother Long was angry, no one could escape from Brother Long intact! 

At this moment, Wang Zhentian frowned, Lin Kai only came out for him after all, and 
now that Lin Kai had something out of it, he naturally couldn’t just ignore it. 

He clenched his fists, preparing to fight to the death with dozens of people in front of 
him! 

But at this moment, a rumbling engine sounded. 

The ground trembled for a while, everyone looked back, and saw five trucks 
approaching! 

These five brand-new trucks stopped directly at the gate of Dahai Entertainment City! 

At this moment, a security guard had walked over quickly and shouted: “No parking is 
allowed here! Go away!” 

Ten drivers came down from five trucks. 

The ten drivers ignored the security guard at all. They hurried to the back of the truck, 
unlocked the door with the key, and then opened the door. 

Everyone looked at these ten truck drivers with a puzzled face. What are they doing? 

Afterwards, they saw a scene that they will never forget in their lifetime! 

I saw the back doors of five trucks opened at the same time. At that time, with a crash, a 
pile of red banknotes fell from the truck! 

At a glance, it is all red! 

Each roll of banknotes is about 10,000 yuan, and the containers of five trucks are all red 
banknotes! 



The visual impact absolutely shocked everyone! 

Ten drivers stood by the truck, their waists bulging, obviously there was a real guy on 
them. 

With so much money, everyone looked silly at that time. 

The sea opened his mouth wide at the time. He never expected that a billion yuan 
would actually appear in front of him! 

He has never seen so much money in his life! 

The money was delivered by that person with a single call? 

If this is the case, who is that person? 

Wang Zhentian was also dumbfounded after seeing one billion in cash. 

Although he was once the richest man in Beijing, the money in his bank card is 
hundreds of billions. 

However, the impact of billions of dollars in cash is too great! This is really shocking! 

Lin opened a phone call to transport one billion people, he is definitely not a simple little 
person! 

Lin Kai came to the back of the big truck with his hands behind his back at this moment. 
He picked up a stack of banknotes and looked at Zhang Dahai. 

“Don’t you want a billion? Here you are!” 

After all, Lin Kai smashed the banknotes on Zhang Dahai’s face! 

Zhang Dahai was stunned by Lin Kai’s money. This is really a billion, and it is really the 
one billion that the man brought in with just one phone call! 

The little brothers of Zhang Dahai also had their expressions as if they had seen a 
ghost! 

This person has a great background! 

The eyes of the onlookers stared down. 

Some people stammered and were speechless with excitement. The most excited 
person had fainted at this time, a billion! 



This is one billion that can make a person rich for a lifetime! 

Zhang Dahai’s face was an ugly face. From childhood to childhood, when was he hit by 
money like this? 

Even though the impact brought by one billion yuan was very shocking, Zhang Dahai, 
who had always regarded face seriously, still snorted coldly. 

“Isn’t it one billion? Even if you bring one billion, I won’t sell Dahai Entertainment City!” 

Zhang Dahai looked at Lin Kai with a hint of triumph in his eyes. How about you have a 
billion? I don’t sell, what can you do with me? 

Lin Kai also laughed when he heard this: “Hehe, don’t sell? Is this yours?” 

Zhang Dahai snorted coldly: “Humph! My entertainment city, why can’t I call the shots?” 

Lin Kai nodded and said with a smile: “Hehe, believe it or not, I can spend a billion to 
buy your entertainment city, or can I make your entertainment city go bankrupt without 
spending a penny?” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Zhang Dahai’s heart was a little panicked. 

But with so many young brothers behind him, Zhang Dahai naturally couldn’t admit it. 

He snorted: “Humph! If you have the ability, you will let my casino go down!” 

Lin Kai smiled when Zhang Dahai had no regrets. Hehe, I don’t need charity to deal with 
a wicked person like you. 

A billion, it’s too cheap for you! 

Lao Tzu, today I dont need a penny to spend, make your own sea entertainment city! 

At this moment, I saw a Rolls Royce driving from a distance. 

The black Rolls-Royce is noble, and after the black Rolls-Royce, there are also two 
black Land Rover off-road vehicles. 

When these three luxury cars appeared, they attracted the attention of many people. 

The license plate number of the black Rolls Royce is very attractive, Beijing 99999! 

After seeing this pair of license plates, Zhang Dahai’s eyes widened and exclaimed: “Du 
Jinhu, Hu’s car!” 
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Speaking of Du Jinhu, the expressions of all the people present changed drastically. 

Du Jinhu is on the Fifth Ring of Beijing, and he is very famous. When it comes to the 
Golden Tiger Club, it is frightening! 

The Golden Tiger Club is the most powerful force on the Fifth Ring Road in Beijing! 
Business is all over the five rings, and it is said that behind the Golden Tiger Club, there 
is a fairy gate to support it. 

Du Jinhu, the president of the Golden Tiger Club, is like a godfather. 

So as soon as Du Jinhu’s car appeared on the scene, everyone held their breath, and 
the atmosphere did not dare to breathe. 

That Dahai looked even more nervous. He had a relationship with Du Jinhu, but a small 
character of his level had no chance to talk to Du Jinhu. 

But now, Du Jinhu appeared at the gate of his sea entertainment city, he must have a 
relationship with Hu Ye! 

Rolls-Royce brought two Land Rover cars and stopped directly to the door of Dahai 
Entertainment City. 

From the two Land Rover vehicles, eight black-clad men walked off. 

These eight brawny men in black are elite members of the Golden Tiger Club and are 
also Du Jinhu’s bodyguards. 

And Du Jinhu, walking down from the Rolls Royce, saw Du Jinhu wearing a black coat, 
stepping on bright crocodile shoes under his feet, and the gangster’s aura exuded. 

As soon as he appeared, countless people on the scene felt the pressure. 

I saw Du Jinhu walking towards Zhang Dahai with eight bodyguards. 

But Zhang Dahai was taken aback, then overjoyed! 

Could it be that Du Jinhu remembered himself? Want to take the initiative to talk to 
yourself? 

When he thought of this, Zhang Dahai couldn’t help being excited. If he could talk to Du 
Jinhu before his hands, how much face would he have? 



It just happened to let the person who took out one billion to take a look at my 
connections with Zhang Dahai! 

With joy on Zhang Dahai’s face, he quickly walked towards Du Jinhu. 

Zhang Dahai stretched out his hand and just wanted to shake hands with Du Jinhu, but 
he didn’t realize it. Du Jinhu didn’t even look at him, and walked directly by him. 

Zhang Dahai’s hand froze in midair. 

Du Jinhu walked directly towards Lin Kai, with a warm smile on his face. 

“Brother Lin, am I late?” Du Jinhu hugged Lin Kai’s shoulder directly. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “Hehe, it’s not late.” 

This scene caused the jaws of everyone on the scene to fall to the ground. 

Lin Kai and Du Jinhu actually know each other? And are you brothers with Du Jinhu? 
Everyone was dumbfounded. 

The expression on Zhang Dahais face is also very exciting, this Lin Kai, is he back so 
big? Even Du Jinhu and him are brothers? 

For a while, his mood was very complicated. 

Zhang Dahai’s little brothers were all silent at this time. Seeing that Lin Kai was actually 
Du Jinhu’s brother, how could they dare to be presumptuous in front of Lin Kai? 

That Du Jinhu gave them an order to make them disappear in the capital! 

And Wang Zhentian also looked at Lin Kai silly. 

This little guy has such a strong background? 

The people onlookers around were also shocked. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and glanced at Zhang Dahai. 

It was this look that almost made Zhang Dahai’s soul fly! No wonder he said that he 
could ruin his sea entertainment city without spending a penny. 

This is not bragging! 

As long as Du Jinhu gives an order, who will dare to spend in Dahai Entertainment City 
in the future? 



Thinking of this, Zhang Dahai stiffened all over. 

It’s over, this time it’s completely over! 

“Brother, what do you want one billion in cash for?” Du Jinhu asked curiously. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly: “Hehe, it’s useless now, Brother Du, please bring the cash back.” 

Du Jinhu believed in Lin Kai’s words 100%. At that time, Du Jinhu waved his hand and 
one billion in cash was pulled away. 

“Brother, who made you unhappy?” Du Jinhu asked. 

Lin Kai glanced at Zhang Dahai and said, “This kid is too mad, no one pays attention to 
him, Brother Du, I want his Dahai Entertainment City to close down, do you know what I 
mean?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Du Jinhu narrowed his eyes and looked at Zhang Dahai. 

But Zhang Dahai shook all over, and almost knelt down for Du Jinhu. 

“Dare to be rampant in front of my brother? Boy, are you afraid that you are tired of 
living?” Du Jinhu said coldly. 

“Master Tiger, I…” Zhang Dahai wanted to explain something, but Du Jinhu waved his 
hand and interrupted him. 

“Okay! Don’t say anything! Starting today, dismiss all of your subordinates and shut 
down the casino yourself!” 

“If you let me find out that you dare to use the casino to make money, you know the 
end!” 

Du Jinhu’s words are like imperial decree. 

As soon as his words came out, Zhang Dahai was dumbfounded. 

He almost collapsed on the ground. This time, it was completely over. He Zhang Dahai 
lived on the entertainment city! 

Without the entertainment city, he is not even a fart! 

At this moment, Zhang Dahai felt extremely regretful in his heart. He knew that Lin Kai’s 
background was so big, so why did he provoke him? 



It’s all right now, the entertainment city is gone, and the little brother is gone. In the 
future, it is estimated that people who I look down on will ride on their necks and shit. 

Zhang Dahai was dumbfounded. 

At this moment, a burst of laughter sounded: “Hahaha! Hahahaha!” 

“Zhang Dahai! This is retribution!” 

“You ungrateful white-eyed wolf! Didn’t you expect you to have today? Hahaha! Have 
fun!” 

Wang Zhentian laughed loudly, with a look of relief. 

Seeing Zhang Dahai being punished by Lin Kai, in his heart, how cool he was! 

Wang Zhentian laughed and wanted to leave. 

But Lin Kai chased it quickly and called out, “Friend, stay!” 

When Wang Zhentian heard this, he stopped and looked back at Lin Kai, raising his 
eyebrows: “Are you busy?” 

Wang Zhentian was once the richest man in Beijing. He is only in his early thirties this 
year. He is a business prodigy. If he were not framed by his subordinates, his future 
would be limitless. 

Lin Kai couldn’t just watch such a good talent slip away from him. 

“Friend, are you interested in coming to work in my company?” Lin Kai asked 
expectantly. 

Although Lin Kai punished Zhang Dahai, Wang Zhentian had a good impression of him. 

But Wang Zhentian is an arrogant person. He disdains working in a small company, nor 
does he disdain a meager salary. 

“Hehe, if you pay me tens of thousands of dollars a month, I advise you to die! I will be a 
beggar! I will not be an office worker!” 

Wang Zhentian said proudly. 

This person is so proud! 

“No, no, no, please, a business genius like you, with a salary of tens of thousands of 
yuan a month, is really a shame.” 



“I would like to ask you to be the president of my company and give you 10% of the 
company’s shares, with an annual salary of ten million yuan, how about? 

Lin Kai asked with a smile. 

Lin Kai’s treatment is not low. 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Wang Zhentian was also stunned. 

The annual salary is ten million yuan. The main reason is that Lin Kai is willing to give 
up 10% of the company’s shares? 

The price paid is too great, right? 
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“Dare you use me?” Wang Zhentian raised an eyebrow and looked at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and asked, “Why don’t I dare?” 

Wang Zhentian backed his hands and said, “My Yahoo company has been snatched 
away, and even let out a word, who dares to help me Wang Zhentian is to be an enemy 
of Yahoo company, you dare to use me?” 

It is for this reason that Wang Zhentian now lives on the street. 

No one dared to help him, and he was even more in debt. 

“I owe tens of billions of debts, do you dare to use me?” 

“The two of us, it’s just the first time we met, so you trust me?” 

Lin Kai laughed too: “Hehe, life is short, take a gamble, win both you and me. If you 
lose, I admit, I Lin Kai, I can afford to lose!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Wang Zhentian laughed loudly: “Hahahaha! Good, true 
temperament, I like it!” 

“Good! Since you believe me, then I won’t let you down, I promise you!” 

Lin Kai was very excited after hearing Wang Zhentian’s words, and he stretched out his 
hand. 

“Happy cooperation.” 



Wang Zhentian also stretched out his dirty hand and shook hands with Lin Kai. 

“Happy cooperation.” 

Next, Lin Kai sent a special car to take Wang Zhentian to a bathing room, and then 
bought Wang Zhentian new clothes, and then sent someone to take Wang Zhentian 
back to Dafeng Entertainment Company. 

But Lin Kai didn’t leave, he still didn’t do one important thing. 

That is, investigation and monitoring. 

When he arrived at the monitoring room of Dahai Entertainment City, Lin Kai began to 
investigate and monitor. 

Lin Kai discovered that just two hours ago, a man walked into the Dahai Entertainment 
City. 

The man seemed to be 1.73 meters tall. He was wearing a black hooded coat and his 
hat covered his face. He could only see his profile in a daze. 

I saw him with a shaggy beard and a pale face, walking into the sea entertainment city. 

Then he walked into a KTV private room, and then disappeared out of thin air. 

I never saw him come out again, and he was not seen in the single room. 

Lin Kai was very curious, where could this person go? 

At this time, all the guests in Dahai Entertainment City were all emptied, and Zhang 
Dahai’s little brothers also all left. Dahai Entertainment City has become a dead city. 

Lin Kai came to the single room where the man in black had come. 

I saw a few pinched cigarette butts and a can of beer on the table in the single room. 

There are still some blood stains on the ground. 

Suddenly, Lin Kai’s gaze was attracted by a note on the table. 

There were a few big characters written in blood on the note. Lin Kai just glanced at it, 
and he became numb and got goose bumps! 

I saw six big characters written in blood on the note: The next one is you! 



After seeing these six **** words, Lin Kai quickly checked around, not knowing why, he 
suddenly felt very gloomy around him. 

Could it be that he had already discovered that he was sending someone to investigate 
him? 

So, the next thing he wants to do is himself? 

At this time, Lin Kai was completely panicked. 

That’s a master! If he wants to kill himself, maybe it will be easy, right? 

Lin Kai hurriedly left the single room and walked out of Dahai Entertainment City. 

He took out his cell phone and wanted to make a call to Kwai. After all, that person has 
already focused on him, and if he doesn’t notify Kwai, he’s afraid he will soon become a 
corpse! 

As soon as he took out his mobile phone, Lin Kai suddenly realized that there was no 
signal around! 

The surrounding signals seem to have been blocked! 

Already started hunting? 

Lin Kai suddenly felt a sense of crisis. 

When he raised his head subconsciously, he saw a dark shadow passing by the top of 
the sea entertainment city. 

I read it wrong? Lin Kai rubbed his eyes. 

impossible! 

Golden pupil! Lin Kai muttered silently, and the perspective function was directly turned 
on. At that time, he saw through the wall on the fifth floor of Dahai Entertainment City. 
Behind the wall, there was no one! 

However, on the ground, there is a cigarette **** that has not yet been pinched! 

He has always been here and has never left. He deliberately let the people of the 
immortal door find him. He is leading the snake out of the cave! 

Lin Kai knew at this time that he had been targeted! 

run! 



This was Lin Kai’s only thought. 

At that time, he ran away quickly! 

No one followed Lin Kai along the way. 

After running for several kilometers, Lin Kai stopped a taxi on the side of the road. After 
getting into the taxi, Lin Kai finally breathed a sigh of relief. 

“call” 

“Fortunately, there is no danger.” 

Lin Kai sighed that he was lucky. 

“Sir, where are you going?” the taxi driver asked. 

Lin Xinxing replied absently: “Cuihu Garden, near Water Pavilion.” 

“Ok.” 

The driver agreed and started the taxi. 

Along the way, Lin Kai gradually relaxed his vigilance. In his opinion, he ran so far, that 
Grandmaster should not be able to catch up. 

Inadvertently, Lin Kai glanced at the taxi driver through the rearview mirror. 

At that time, Lin Kai’s hair exploded! 

The unshaven chin is exactly the same as the person he saw in the surveillance! 

Moreover, looking at the scenery outside the window, this is not the way to Cuihuyuan 
at all, he has already pulled himself to a deserted place! 

“Master, stop, I want to get off!” Lin Kai said in a panic. 

The taxi driver faintly replied: “What’s the hurry? I haven’t arrived yet.” 

“I’m not going anymore, I want to get off!” Lin Kai said again. 

The taxi driver smiled weirdly at this time: “Haha, wait a minute, we will be at the Naihe 
Bridge soon.” 

After hearing these words, Lin Kai understood that he was him! He wants to kill himself! 
Start first! 



Lin Kai shouted angrily and hit him with a punch! 

But he just stretched out one of his own hands and easily caught Lin Kai’s strenuous 
punch. 

“Take hands to the taxi driver, I can report you!” He smiled playfully. 

“Don’t **** pretend! Park me!” 

Lin Kai roared. 

At this time, a brake sounded and the taxi had stopped on the highway. 

Lin Kai quickly opened the car door and jumped down. 

He knew that he couldn’t run away, and now he can only fight hard with him! 

The man also got out of the car. At this time, Lin Kai had already seen his face clearly. 

Plain-looking, small-eyed, is a person who is placed in a crowd and will never take a 
second look. 

But at this time, he put on his black gloves and walked towards Lin Kai with a smile. 

“Don’t blame me, I can only blame you for your meddling too much. When you get to the 
Lord Yan, remember to say hello for me.” 

After all, the man rushed up quickly and slammed Lin Kai with a punch! 

Both speed and explosive power are very powerful! 

Lin Kai hadn’t reacted yet, he had already hit Lin Kai’s chest with a punch! 

At this moment, Lin Kai’s hairs exploded, and he subconsciously used his spiritual 
power to stop this man! 

Bang! 

As soon as Lin Kai’s aura shield was released, it was shattered, and the man hit Lin 
Kai’s chest with a punch! 

And Lin Kai’s chest was also dented visible to the naked eye! His eyes widened, a 
mouthful of blood spurted out, and his body flew upside down! 
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Chapter 701 Grandmaster! 

So tough! This was Lin Kai’s first thought. 

The man in front of him is so powerful! His punch almost made Lin Kai lose his combat 
effectiveness! 

At this time, Lin Kai only felt his chest numb, and his body had fallen to the ground. 

I saw that Lin Kai’s chest was already sunken! 

Lin Kai was seriously injured, and at that time, he spat out a mouthful of blood! 

His head was dizzy, Lin Kai almost fainted! 

It is too powerful! 

And the man walked slowly in front of Lin Kai, glanced at Lin Kai, and joked. 

“Yeah, are you still dead? Your life is pretty hard!” 

The man shook his head, his eyes were filled with indifference, even though your life is 
hard, what about? Today you are also a dead! 

There was a look of disdain in the man’s eyes. 

“Just you? Or the little leader of Jiulong Mountain? It really makes me look down!” 

“Everyone in Jiulong Mountain should die!” 

In the eyes of men, there is hatred, hatred for Jiulongshan! 

Lin Kai didn’t know what Jiulongshan did to him that made him hate Jiulongshan so 
much, but Lin Kai knew that his life might not be saved this time. 

What he has to face is a master! The fighting power of the master is extremely terrifying! 

If you have true energy, you are a martial artist, and if you release true energy, you are 
a martial artist! 

And Zhen Qi Yuwu is Wu Sheng! And Zhen Qi is the master! 

The grandmaster’s infuriating form is very terrifying! 



Facing a grandmaster, Lin felt helpless at the beginning, and he was too small in front of 
him! 

He can pinch himself to death with one hand! 

But Lin Kai gritted his teeth, Lin Kai refused to accept it! 

I can’t just die in this person’s hands! At that time, Lin Kai gritted his teeth, braced 
himself, stood up from the ground. 

“If you have the ability, you will kill me!” 

After seeing Lin Kai stand up, the man’s eyes also showed surprise. 

He obviously didn’t expect Lin Kai to stand up even after taking his punch! 

“Yeah, yes, kid, there are two tricks, but I want to see if you can hold a few punches!” 

After that, the man snorted coldly, rushed to Lin Kai once again, and struck Lin Kai’s 
chest with a punch! 

This punch, with the real energy of the master! And even the air was torn apart, and 
only a whirr, the punch came in front of Lin Kai! 

If this punch hits Lin Kai’s chest, Lin Kai will definitely die! 

And this time, Lin Kai was serious too. He didn’t plan to run away. Anyway, whether or 
not to run is a death. It’s better to fight this man! 

At that time, Bai Longyin appeared in Lin Kai’s hands! 

And all the spiritual power of Lin Kai rushed into Bai Longyin crazy! 

Lin Kai gritted his teeth and said angrily: “Take me a knife!” 

After all, Lin Kai directly drew the long knife! Only heard a brush! A cold light lit up! 
There was even a dragon chanting in the ears of the two! 

This knife slashed at the fist of the grandmaster! 

And that grandmaster’s expression also changed, he felt murderous aura from Lin Kai’s 
cut! 

Moreover, he felt that Lin Kai’s knife had no true energy, but rather an unknown 
powerful energy. 



Suddenly, the grandmaster did not dare to fight, and quickly took two steps back! 

With a cry, Lin Kai cut the air with this knife, but cut the air out of the cracks! 

If this knife is slashed on that grandmaster, the grandmaster might also be injured! 

After the vigorous exercise, the grandmaster’s face was slightly pale, he covered his 
chest, his expression was a little uncomfortable. 

At this time, Lin Kai suddenly remembered that Kwai once said to himself that he was 
seriously injured by Kwai! 

Now he should be hurt! 

Thinking of this, Lin Kai has a lot of confidence. This time, maybe he doesn’t have to 
die! 

Withdrawing Bai Longyin, Lin Kai carefully looked at the man in front of him. 

Bai Longyin has only the first sword that is the most powerful. If the first sword cannot 
hit the enemy, then this weapon does not need to continue to exist. 

Lin Kai stared at the man, and the man smiled at this time. 

“Haha, it’s kind of interesting.” 

“No wonder the three martial sages are willing to become your subordinates, you kid, 
you are indeed very strong.” 

“But, what about Qiang? You met me and you are going to die today!” 

“It’s true that I was seriously injured, but I still managed to get the one you away!” 

After that, the corner of the man’s mouth showed a sneer. 

I saw that he stood up straight, stretched out his hand and held it out of thin air, and a 
breath of real energy appeared from his hand! 

Zhen Qi condensed in the man’s hand, and finally, the man squeezed hard, and a 
dagger transformed from Zhen Qi appeared in the man’s hand! 

After seeing this scene, Lin opened his eyes and narrowed his eyes, because he 
understood that this was the grandmaster’s strongest killer move! 

Infuriating! 



Only a person who can condense his true energy can be called a master! 

And the man sneered, his eyes lighted with contempt: “Boy, in hell, remember to say 
hello to Lord Yan for me!” 

This is the second time he has said such things, and he believes that this is also the last 
time he has said such things, because Lin Kai will definitely not live after he takes the 
shot! 

“dead!” 

He only heard the man roar, and threw the dagger in his hand towards Lin Kai! 

Brush! 

A cold light flashed, and the speed of the dagger was comparable to the speed of 
sound! He came to Lin Kai in an instant! 

And Lin Kai had already prepared, and the Yulong Pen was already in his hand! 

Swipe! When Lin Kai used the Yulong Pen to wave a few times in front of him, ten 
yellow charms had appeared! 

As soon as the magic talisman appeared, it was activated in an instant. Ten magic 
talisman became a ten-layer protection shield, protecting Lin Kai firmly! 

However, the protective shield still couldn’t resist the dagger transformed from Zhen Qi. 

When the dagger collided with the protective shield, only a snap was heard, and the 
protective shield shattered like glass! The aura disappeared in the air. 

Happhhhhhhhhh! 

A series of sounds sounded! 

That dagger transformed from Zhen Qi directly penetrated ten protective covers! 

But after piercing the ten layers of protective shield, the light of Zhen Qi dagger has 
dimmed a lot, and its power is not as good as before. 

The speed was so fast that Lin Kai couldn’t dodge it at all. He only heard a puff, and the 
dagger was already inserted into Lin Kai’s shoulder! 

Lin Kai stepped back a few steps before spitting out another mouthful of blood. 

Fortunately, this dagger didn’t kill Lin Kai. 



Fortunately, ten magic talisman blocked this dagger, otherwise, half of Lin Kai’s body 
might have been exploded now. 

But even so, Lin Kai’s injury was serious, and the hand holding the Yulong pen trembled 
slightly. 

Lin Kai raised his head to look at the man, his eyes flashed cold again. 

“You…damn it!” 

After seeing Lin Kai actually not dead, the man also showed a surprised expression on 
his face. 

Chapter 702: Ten Minutes 

Chapter 702: Ten Minutes 

“It’s not dead?” The man’s voice was surprised. 

You know, Lin Kai is just a little martial artist! A little martial artist, under the master’s 
hand, actually persisted for so long! 

And not dead yet! 

There is no reason why this kid can be the master of the fairy gate! 

He is not an ordinary martial artist, his strength is comparable to a martial artist! 

The man’s face was a little embarrassed. He has already shot twice, but Lin Kai is still 
not dead. If this matter is spread, where will his dignity be put? 

“Boy, you can draw magical charms?” 

“I underestimated you.” 

“However, even if you can draw magic charms, today, you have no chance to draw 
magic charms!” 

Lin Kai took a few steps back when he heard the words, thinking quickly in his mind. 

What method should I use to kill the person in front of me? 

Yes! 

Suddenly, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up. 



Because he remembers that there is a magic talisman that can summon demons from 
**** to fight for him! 

If you can summon such a demon, you can kill the grandmaster in front of you! 

Thinking of this, Lin Kai didn’t hesitate, and immediately started drawing the magic 
talisman. 

I saw the dragon pen in Lin Kai’s hand constantly waving, and in the air, Lin Kai’s 
spiritual energy continued to become ink, and the charm was gradually taking shape. 

This kind of charm is extremely difficult to draw. If Lin Kai wants to draw successfully, it 
will take at least ten minutes! 

However, Lin Kai may not be able to live ten minutes. 

The man smiled after seeing that Lin Kai was still drawing the magic talisman. 

He tilted his head and didn’t put the magic talisman drawn by Lin Kai in his eyes. 

“Hehe, at a young age, even if you can draw charms, what high-level charms can you 
draw? Can the charms you draw kill me?” 

His eyes are full of playful eyes. 

At this moment, the man didn’t worry about killing Lin Kai. 

He wanted to see what kind of magical talisman Lin Kai could draw! 

Just as Lin Kai was drawing the magic talisman, the man came to Lin Kai’s side and 
looked at Lin Kai with interest. 

“Yeah, your pen is not bad!” 

The man smiled playfully, and even hooked Lin Kai’s chin. 

But Lin Kai was drawing the magic talisman at the moment, and there was no way to 
take this man. 

And this man also relied on this, playing wantonly by Lin Kai’s side. 

“Boy, just accept your fate, it’s your honor to die in my hands!” 

“If you don’t want to die yourself, how about I help you?” 



The man laughed, and saw that he stretched out his hand and squeezed it, and another 
dagger shaped from Zhen Qi appeared in his hand. 

And he kept spinning around Lin Kai, as if looking for Lin Kai’s weakness. 

“Let me take a closer look, where you put the dagger into your body, you will suffer, but 
you will not die.” 

As he said, the man sneered and plunged the dagger directly into Lin Kai’s thigh! 

But Lin Kai frowned, and he couldn’t help crying out in pain at this time, sweat was 
already dripping from his forehead! 

This man is simply a demon! Instead of killing Lin Kai, he chose to torture Lin Kai! 

Now, only three minutes have passed. 

The man was also quite surprised when he saw that Lin Kai didn’t kneel on the ground. 

“Yeah, your endurance is pretty good!” 

The man smiled playfully, and saw that he stretched out his hand again and shook it 
again, and a dagger shaped from Zhen Qi appeared in his hand again. 

This time, the man didn’t show any mercy, and plunged the dagger directly into Lin Kai’s 
other thigh. 

At this moment, Lin Kai couldn’t help but roar! 

Both legs were stabbed with daggers, and Lin Kai would never forget the pain! 

The blood flowed down Lin Kai’s thighs and onto the ground. A large swath of blood had 
appeared under Lin Kai’s body! 

Lin Kai clenched his teeth, struggling to support. 

When my magic talisman is drawn, I must kill you! 

Lin Kai continued to draw the magic talisman, and at this time, there were still five 
minutes before the magic talisman was successfully drawn! 

These five minutes were the most difficult five minutes for Lin Kai! 

It’s not an exaggeration to describe it as living like years. 

And that man didn’t plan to kill Lin Kai, he planned to torture Lin Kai! 



I saw him stretch out his hand and hold it again. This time, what appeared in his hand 
was not a dagger, but an ice needle made of True Qi! 

The ice needle is only the size of a silver needle, and looks extremely sharp. 

And the man’s face also showed a cruel smile. 

“Boy, I don’t think you are doing well! You need acupuncture! Let brother help you with 
acupuncture and acupuncture!” 

After all, the man pinched an ice needle and plunged it directly into Lin Kai’s arm! 

Fully thrust the ice needle into Lin Kai’s arm! 

On Lin Kai’s forehead, sweat the size of a bean was already shed, which was so 
painful! 

Lin Kai almost couldn’t help but scream! 

This man is simply a demon! A madman! 

Lin Kai is still drawing the magic talisman at the moment, and there are still three 
minutes before the magic talisman is drawn successfully. 

Only the last three minutes! After three minutes, I will kill you with my magic talisman! 

Seeing that Lin Kai still didn’t give up drawing, the man was also a little angry. 

“Your kid is very tolerant, right? Okay! I see how tolerant you are!” 

After that, the man didn’t stop, and ice needles plunged into Lin Kai’s body! 

On the lap! On the arm! On the back! On the chest! 

As long as the place where the ice needle can be pierced, the man has not let it go! 

And every ice needle was completely inserted into Lin Kai’s body! 

There are hundreds of them inserted! 

At this time, Lin Kai lost consciousness in his body, and saw a lot of blood shed from his 
body. 

Lin Kai has become a blood man! 

Lin Kai roared out loud! 



“I must kill you! I must kill you! I won’t let you go!” 

The man saw that Lin Kai was so crazy, a satisfied smile finally appeared on his face. 

Like a butcher teasing his prey, he smiled happily. 

“Hahahaha! Call! Just call it! The louder you call! The more I like it!” 

“I like to watch you look like you are not as good as death. I want you to die in pain! 
Hahahaha! People in Jiulong Mountain, all deserve to die! All are damned!” 

The man laughed madly. 

With that said, hundreds of ice needles appeared in his hand! 

If these hundreds of ice needles were pierced into Lin Kai’s body, even if Lin Kai was a 
god, he would not survive! 

At this moment, a yellow ray of light lit up, and the magic talisman was drawn! 

The Hell Demon Talisman is finally drawn! Quickly form in the air! 

Lin Kai was overjoyed! After grabbing the magic talisman, he threw it at the man! 

But the man didn’t know how to be sharp, and grabbed the magic talisman in one hand, 
and the magic talisman disappeared into the air with a snap. 

“What?” The man frowned. 

I don’t know why, he always feels a little bad. 

Chapter 703: Hell Demon Talisman 

Chapter 703 Hell Demon Spirit Talisman 

“You are dead!” 

At this moment, Lin Kai gave a grinning smile. 

Although his body is really painful now, he has been stabbed with ice needles! 

Every ice needle was completely submerged in Lin Kai’s body. 

Lin Kai now is better than death! 

But it doesn’t matter, now Lin Kai has finished drawing the Hell Demon Talisman! 



The **** demon charm was also used by Lin Kai instantly. 

After Lin Kai finished using the **** demon charm, he saw a five-pointed star pattern 
appeared from the ground. 

In the pattern of the five-pointed star, a black gloom began to emit! 

The black gloom looked terrifying, and just a glance made people feel goosebumps! 

The man looked at the five-pointed star pattern on the ground and stepped back several 
steps. Although he didn’t know what kind of charm Lin Kai was using, the man already 
felt a dangerous aura from the five-pointed star pattern in front of him! 

The man frowned. You know, even though he is seriously injured now, he is a master! 

What kind of magic talisman is that can make a master feel dangerous? 

That Lin Kai was so young that he was so proficient in drawing magic charms? 

Who is this young man? A series of questions appeared in the man’s mind. 

At this moment, only a burst of angry roar was heard! 

That sound was very terrifying, it was not like a sound made by humans, nor was it like 
a sound made by animals, it was like a sound made by a devil. 

At that time, both Lin Kai and the man’s hearts trembled. 

This magic talisman is the key to open hell! 

After using the talisman, you can summon a demon from hell! 

At this moment, with a snap, a hand stretched out from the five-pointed star pattern! 

Then, out of the five-pointed star pattern, an inhuman person crawled out! 

That guy, completely dark, glowing with black light, looked like a human, but not a 
human. 

The guy has black scales, his eyes are like two lamps, big and terrifying, and his eyes 
are hollow. 

In both hands, holding two weapons made of human bones! This is the devil in hell! 

After seeing it, the man was taken aback, stepped back several steps, and exclaimed, 
“What is this?” 



The man felt a dangerous breath from the monster in front of him! 

And Lin Kai laughed! He felt that the monster in front of him is currently under his 
command! In other words, this monster will not attack Lin Kai, but whoever Lin Kai lets it 
attack, it will attack whom! 

The man narrowed his eyes, clasped his hands tightly, and was ready to fight at any 
time. 

Lin Kai looked at the man in front of him, his eyes narrowed, he simply hated the man in 
front of him! 

He is about to let the **** demons attack the man in front of him! 

“Give me up!” 

Lin Kai gave an order, and the **** demon immediately rushed towards the man! 

Brush! 

I saw the **** demon brandishing the long knife in his hand and slashing towards the 
man! 

The strength of the **** demon is very powerful! It has the cultivation base of Wu Sheng 
peak level! 

Although not as good as the grandmaster in front of him, you must know that the 
grandmaster in front of him is already seriously injured, and the **** demon in front of 
him who is not afraid of death is enough for him to drink a pot! 

At that time, the **** demon slashed towards the man’s face! 

The man also squinted his eyes and squeezed his hand, and a long knife made of Zhen 
Qi appeared in his hand. 

At that time, the man also roared and ran towards the **** demon! 

One person and one devil fought in front of Lin Kai! 

Crackling, the weapons in the hands of the two kept clashing. 

Although the **** demon is not as strong as that man, the **** demon is not afraid of 
death. 

So, the **** demon can still have a few tricks with that master. 



After more than a dozen rounds of fighting, only a roar from the man was heard, and he 
slashed on the neck of the **** demon, and the **** demon uttered an unwilling roar on 
the spot. 

Disappeared into the air… 

When the man killed the **** demon, he also made a triumphant laugh. 

“Hahahaha! What kind of monster is this? But that’s all!” 

“The monster you have summoned for so long is just vulnerable!” 

The man smiled. 

Smiled triumphantly. 

Even if you summon this thing that is neither human nor ghost? It is not Lao Tzu’s 
opponent, but Lao Tzu can kill it! 

But even if the man killed the **** demon, at this time, the man had already consumed a 
lot of true energy. 

He was already injured, and fought a war with the **** demon, so the man now has 
already sweated a lot. 

The **** demon was killed, is Lin Kai desperate? 

A man would never give Lin Kai a second chance to draw a magic talisman! 

Lin Kai desperate? Do not! Lin Kai is not desperate! 

The magic extraction ability belongs to Lin Kai’s god-level extraction ability! It can also 
be called Talisman extraction ability, God level extraction ability, very powerful. 

But don’t forget, Lin Kai also has a god-level extraction ability, that is, copy extraction 
ability! 

Lin Kai has never used this extraction ability, but today, this extraction ability can come 
in handy! 

When using the magic talisman long ago, Lin Kai had already copied one of the **** 
demon magic talisman, that is to say, Lin Kai now has countless **** demon magic 
talisman in his hand! 

Lin Kai laughed at this moment, a trace of hatred flashed in his eyes. 



“Do you think you won?” Lin Kai asked. 

The man looked at Lin Kai and tilted his head: “Otherwise?” 

Lin Kai laughed too, it can be said that he laughed: “Hahaha! You are so naive!” 

After all, Lin Kai took out ten **** demon charms! 

After seeing these ten **** demon charms, the man’s eyes widened! 

Even if he is a master, you must know that he is not in his peak state now! 

If Lin Kai summoned ten demons like just now, he would definitely let him drink a pot! 

However, thinking about it more carefully, the man shook his head. 

He sneered: “Hehe! Impossible! Don’t try to lie to me!” 

“That kind of magic talisman, so powerful, you can draw one in ten minutes, it is already 
very impressive, how could you still have ten?” 

“So, you are lying to me!” 

After all, a triumphant smile appeared on the man’s face, as if he was excited to expose 
Lin Kai. 

But Lin Kai’s face did not show any horrified expression. 

He smiled slightly: “Oh? Haha, well, is it true? You will know right away.” 

After that, Lin Kai’s spiritual power was poured into the magic talisman, and ten magic 
talisman flew in front of the man with a flick of the magic talisman! 

Chapter 704: Wholesale Charms? 

Chapter 704: Wholesale Spirit Talisman? 

“Hell Demon Talisman, use it!” 

Lin Kai gave an order, and then with a snap, ten magic charms burst open! 

At this time, the five-pointed star patterns appeared from the front and back of the man. 

After seeing the five-pointed star pattern, the man panicked completely. 

It’s really a **** demon charm! This kid actually has ten more! 



Even if he is a grandmaster, he is not calm at this time. If ten monsters like just now 
appear, even if he is a grandmaster, he can do nothing! 

Swipe! 

From the ten five-pointed star patterns, one monster after another jumped out. 

These monsters are exactly the same as the monster just now. 

And each one looks hideous. 

Strength is at the peak of Martial Saint! 

Seeing these ten martial sage peak-level monsters, even if he was a master, he felt a 
headache. 

“Give it to me!” 

Lin Kai gave an order, and at that time, ten monsters launched an attack. 

At that time, ten monsters besieged the man. 

And that man had already gone through a great battle, his physical strength and true 
spirit had been exhausted, but now he had to face the siege of ten monsters! 

Even so, he gritted his teeth and roared: “You all die to me!” 

After all, a weapon appeared in his hand with a man’s skill! 

I saw that it was a long knife! 

The long knife is about one meter long and looks like a Tang knife. 

This Tang sword is not the same as Lin Kai’s Bai Longyin, this Tang sword is obviously 
wider and simpler. 

Although this long knife is very simple, but when the long knife is out, his momentum 
immediately increases! 

Lin Kai also felt that this knife seemed very aura. 

Silver level weapons! 

Lin Kai immediately determined that this weapon was a silver-level weapon, otherwise it 
would be impossible to have such a powerful aura! 



This man actually has a silver-level weapon! 

At that time, the man held a Tang knife and fought a fierce battle with ten monsters. 

And the grandmaster is worthy of being a grandmaster, holding a silver-level weapon, it 
took half an hour to kill all ten monsters! 

After killing the last monster, the man half-kneeled on the ground, panting. 

At this time, he was already sweating profusely, and dozens of wounds appeared on his 
body. Although each wound was not fatal, it caused him to shed a lot of blood! 

His face was pale, and he was already seriously injured. After a fierce battle, his 
physical strength has gradually become weak. 

There is not much infurience left. 

Even if he is a master, he can’t hold it! 

At this moment, the man looked at Lin Kai, with murderous intent in his eyes! 

Dare to make me so embarrassed, I must kill you! 

This time, the man decided, this time he will not be merciful, and directly kill Lin Kai! If 
he hadn’t played with Lin Kai just now, how could he be so embarrassed? 

“Boy, this time, you are dead!” 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets, looked at the man in front of him faintly, and smiled 
slightly. 

“Oh, really?” 

The man picked up his Tang Knife and stood up. He smiled contemptuously: “Hehe, can 
you still have the magic talisman just now? Every one is probably a priceless treasure, I 
don’t believe you still have it!” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly, and saw his hand touch his pocket. 

And the man’s heart also made a thud. 

Is Lin Kai real? 

impossible! Every one of such charms is priceless! How could Lin Kai have so many 
charms? 



Is it possible that his house is a wholesale charm? 

With a crash, the man was completely dumbfounded! 

Lin Kai took out countless charms from his pocket! 

Even the magic talisman can’t be held by hand, it has fallen to the ground! 

Fuck me! 

The man’s eyes widened. He never thought that such a powerful magic talisman, in Lin 
Kai’s hands, is like a worthless piece of paper, as much as it needs! 

“impossible!” 

The man shook his head, this time he was completely flustered! 

He was already at the end of the battle, if Lin Kai gave him another wave, he would 
definitely not be able to hold it! 

The man at this time didn’t want to kill Lin Kai, he just wanted to escape now! 

At that time, the man turned around and ran away without saying anything! 

The speed of the master is very fast, and with a swish, the man ran on the highway! 

But Lin Kai narrowed his eyes. This time, he must not be allowed to run away. He is a 
master! If he wants to assassinate himself in the future, he is likely to die in his hands! 

At that time, there was a crash! Hundreds of magic charms were swayed by Lin Kai! 

Hundreds of five-pointed star patterns appeared on the ground. 

When the man was running wildly, he glanced back, that is, when he glanced like this, 
the man’s soul was almost frightened! 

I saw behind him, chasing countless **** demons! 

There are hundreds of them! 

Some are running and some are flying! There is even a **** demon running wild with Lin 
Kai on his back! 

Good guy, that battle was really crowded, and the red flags are on display… 



The courage of the man was shocked. Is it possible that this kid’s house is really a 
wholesale charm? 

He was already physically exhausted, but rushed all the way, and in the end, he almost 
collapsed on the road. 

His true anger has not allowed him to escape. 

With a plop, the man fell directly onto the road. 

He was panting, sweating and blood all over, he looked at Lin Kai, his eyes were full of 
fear. 

He can’t run anymore, he knows that this time, he may not be able to survive. 

“Don’t kill me, don’t kill me…” 

“I can give you what you want! Don’t kill me!” 

At this time, the man made a begging voice, he was already scared. 

And Lin Kai limped down from the **** demon, his injuries were also very serious, even 
worse than the man’s injuries. 

Lin Kai’s eyes were full of hatred. 

He pointed to the two daggers stuck in his thigh, and gritted his teeth and said, “Let me 
not kill you? Why? You stabbed me twice?” 

The man also panicked at this time, his face was pale and out of breath: “I…I can 
surrender to you! Do you want a master-level subordinate, too?” 

A master-level subordinate? Indeed, with a master-level subordinate, Lin Kai can better 
navigate the capital. 

However, Lin Kai did not have the confidence to make the man in front of him truly 
surrender to him. 

After all, he has so much murderous intentions towards Jiulong Mountain. 

I also hate myself very much. 

I can’t control him at all! 

It’s better to kill him, there is no need to worry that he will retaliate against himself. 



Lin Kai sneered: “Ha ha, surrender to me? You are not worthy!” 

“kill him!” 

Lin Kai gave an order, and saw countless **** demons rushing forward! Countless big 
knives made of human bones slashed at the man! 
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“No!” The man let out an angry roar! 

But he is already at the end of the crossbow, he is not the opponent of many **** 
demons at all! 

Under a siege, the man lay on the ground, his eyes widened, and he died unwillingly. 

Bang! 

A series of crackling sounds sounded, and the **** demons began to dissipate in the air. 

Soon, Lin Kai was left alone. 

Lin Kai sat on the ground, panting, his face pale. 

Now he felt tingling all over his body when he moved casually, and his body was 
pierced with hundreds of ice needles! 

The kind of pain can be imagined! 

At the last moment, Lin Kai took out his mobile phone, sent a text message to Kwai, and 
died on the ground. 

… 

This sleep, I don’t know how long has passed. 

When Lin Kai woke up again, he opened his eyes and saw the gray stone wall. 

Looking around, the surrounding environment is so familiar. 

The huge stone room, the furniture and color TV are all available, and the residence in 
the mountain, here is the cave house of Jiulong Mountain. 

Lin Kai returned to his cave. 



After moving, Lin Kai took a breath of air-conditioning. 

The whole body was sore, but it didn’t sting anymore, and now I seemed to have 
recovered a lot. 

How long did you sleep? 

I took out my mobile phone and saw that I had actually been asleep for a week! 

It seems that Aoi brought herself here. 

Lin Kai leaned on the head of the bed and took a deep breath. It seemed that he was 
dead! Lived under the hands of the master. 

“Dear Dongzhu, the Ninth Mountain has left you something, please check it in the safe.” 

At this time, the artificial intelligence in the cave mansion reminded. 

What did Aoi leave for herself? 

At that time, Lin Kai supported his body and came to the safe. 

Using fingerprints to open the safe, I saw a black bag and a letter in the safe. 

I picked up the black bag, it was heavy, and I didn’t know what it was. 

Opening the bag, a magical scene happened. 

Lin Kai could actually feel that there were so many things in the bag! Loaded a lot of 
things that it simply can’t fit! 

There are spars, weapons, and cheats! 

The contents in the bag belonged to the Grandmaster who was killed by Lin Kai! 

“The Qiankun bag, which is a space for storing things, is extremely rare on the earth, 
and you earn it.” 

The voice of the system came from my ears. 

It is actually a bag of heaven and earth? 

Lin Kai was very excited. It seemed that the master was quite rich! There are even 
things like Qiankun bags! 

But now, the universe bag is opened! 



Eight thousand spars are stored in the universe bag! 

Eight thousand spars! Lin Kai’s eyes widened. With Lin Kai’s own two thousand spars, 
Lin Kai already owns 10,000 spars! 

It is no exaggeration to say that 10,000 spars are enough to buy a silver-level magic 
weapon! 

In addition to these eight thousand spars, there is also a long knife. 

This long knife is the long knife that the grandmaster used. The long knife is called 
Hurricane, and it is a silver-level weapon. 

After getting this long knife, Lin Kai was very excited. This weapon is very powerful! 

In addition to the long knife, there is also a martial arts secret book in the Qiankun bag. 

Take it out and see, the name of this cheat book is Mengshen Yidao! 

The so-called Mengshen Knife is a sword technique created by a master named 
Mengshen. 

According to legend, in his dream, Meng Shen accidentally discovered the highest state 
of using a knife! 

That is, use the sword technique in a dream! 

In the dream, all the moves that are difficult to achieve in reality become easy. If you 
bring this state back to reality, you will become a dream god! 

Dream God’s knife is very powerful. 

But it is also very difficult to practice. 

If you want to bring yourself back to reality in your dreams, you have to fall asleep for a 
second, and control yourself to do whatever you want in your dreams. It is extremely 
difficult to practice Dream God with one knife. 

Even the dead master didn’t practice the dream of a sword. 

Lin Kai was immediately attracted by the contents of this sword technique. 

From this look, there are countless days and nights… 

After half a month, Lin Kai finally woke up from the immersion. For more than a dozen 
days and nights, Lin Kai had been practising the Dream Sword. 



I have to say that this dream of God is too difficult to practice, especially for Lin Kai to 
control his sleep and wake up freely. 

In his dream, Lin Kai could not find the state. 

In the past half month, Lin Kai only touched the threshold of Mengshen’s knife. 

No wonder that Grandmaster couldn’t make a dream of a sword, and the difficulty of 
getting started is too high! 

If he could make a stab at Dream God, then it was probably not him who died a week 
ago, but Lin Kai. 

Putting the knife into the Qiankun bag, Lin Kai picked up the letter again. 

This is a letter from Kwai to Lin Kai. 

Opening the letter and taking a look, Lin Kai raised his eyebrows. 

Was he actually promoted to deputy mountain owner? 

Because he killed a grandmaster alone, he avenged the dead Jiulongshan members. 

It just so happened that Mountain Nine lacked a deputy mountain owner, so Lin Kai was 
promoted to deputy mountain owner! 

Jiulong Mountain is the deputy mountain owner who is below 10,000 people! 

Lin Kai was excited. 

The right of the deputy mountain owner can be said to be very big! Being promoted to 
deputy mountain master shows that Lin Kairang has supreme power in Jiulong 
Mountain! 

Lin Kai was promoted to deputy mountain lord, not only because he did meritorious 
service, but also because of the immortal gate behind him. 

Nowadays, the fairy gate is also very strong in the capital. 

There are three martial arts-level masters, to win Lin Kai well is equivalent to winning 
the fairy gate! 

Upgraded to the deputy mountain owner, Lin Kai’s account has one million more points! 

Lin Kai wanted to buy as many things with this million of points, he could buy as many 
things with this million of points! 



Cool! 

Lin Kai couldn’t wait to take out his mobile phone and selected it in the Jiulongshan APP 
store. 

… 

On the other side, in a dark cave. 

One person stood up. 

The man’s body was so dark that there was a thick layer of mud, and his hair was 
scattered, like a lunatic! 

There is hatred in his eyes! 

If Lin Kai were here, he would definitely exclaim! 

Because this person was Lin Yuan who was executed by Lin Kai’s people half a year 
ago! 

That’s right! The second young master of the Lin family, Lin Yuan! Lei’s son! The proud 
son of the Lin family! 

Six months ago, Lin Lei and Lin Yuan took the Lin Lei Party and all rebelled! 

He almost killed Lin Ting and Lin Kai. Later, Lin Kai helped his father get through the 
difficulties relying on his contacts. 

At that time, Lin Kai did not see Lin Yuan die with his own eyes. 

But Lin Yuan’s father, Lin Lei was really dead. 

The old celestial master who always wanted to accept Lin Kai as his apprentice has 
never been able to accept Lin Kai as his apprentice. 

Then he saw Lin Yuan who had been executed. 

Ever since, he saw that Lin Yuan had a good talent, so he saved Lin Yuan and 
accepted Lin Yuan as his apprentice. 
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The old master was the old man who wanted to accept Lin Kai as his apprentice in 
Yanjing. He was unpredictable and powerful, and even Lin Kai couldn’t figure out his 
bottom line. 

After accepting Lin Yuan as his apprentice, the celestial master gave all his life lessons 
to each other, and soon after, the celestial master died. 

And now Lin Yuan has reached the level of Martial Saint! 

This is only half a year! It is already Wu Sheng! Lin Yuan’s talent for cultivation can be 
called an evildoer! 

The reason why Lin Yuan’s cultivation base can rise so fast is not only because of his 
strong talent. 

It’s because of his hatred of Lin Kai! 

This hatred caused Lin Yuan to practice day and night. Six months later, Lin Yuan had 
become a martial sage! 

Lin Kai, if it weren’t for you, my father would die? 

If it weren’t for you, I would already be the next generation of the Lin family! 

You are going to die, your father is going to die too! 

I want you to know that I, Lin Yuan, are better than you! 

Lin Yuan walked out of the cave with a cold look, he strode towards Jiangbei City. 

Lin Kai, I’m looking for you! 

… 

Soon after, Lin Yuan, like a savage, arrived in Jiangbei City. 

But he didn’t go directly to the Lin’s family to start the killing. He went to a clothing store 
in Jiangbei City, bought a suit, and took a shower. 

A spiritual Lin Yuan appeared again. 

Lin Yuan went to the barber shop to cut off his hair and stood at the gate of the Lin 
family. 

The Lin family is magnificent! The first family in Jiangbei! The powerful family behind the 
Lin Group! 



Six months ago, I was also the young master of the Lin family. 

But half a year later, I, Lin Yuan, actually became a person who even wanted to survive! 

In half a year, Lin Yuan didn’t even dare to go out of the cave! I was afraid of being 
found by your Lin family and killing me. 

But now, hehe… 

Lin Kai, I want to find you! 

If you let my father die, I will defile your wife first, and then kill your father! Destroy the 
entire Lin family again! I want you to die! 

Soon after, a person hurriedly walked out of Lin’s house. After seeing Lin Yuan, he was 
instantly silly. 

The incoming person is a steward of the Lin family, and a spy who had been ambushing 
Lin Ting before Lin Yuan. 

He hides very deeply, until now, Lin Ting has not found him. 

After seeing Lin Yuan, the housekeeper’s expression changed as if he had seen a 
monster: “Young…Master?” 

His voice trembled. 

Lin Yuan grabbed the butler’s collar and asked, “Where is Lin Kai?” 

The butler looked pale and stammered: “Master Lin Kai… Master is in the capital.” 

“The capital?” Lin Yuan’s head tilted, this kid actually went to the capital? 

“Is he engaged?” Lin Yuan asked coldly. 

“I’m engaged…” The butler dared not refute, and answered honestly. 

“with who?” 

Lin Yuan asked. 

“Beijing Longjia, Long Xiaoyun, Long Xiaoling.” 

The butler answered honestly. 

Hearing the answer, Lin Yuan let go of the housekeeper. 



He straightened his collar and his eyes were full of cold colors: “After half an hour, post 
Lin Kai’s current situation to my phone. Don’t tell anyone, I’m still alive.” 

“Yes, master.” 

The butler did not dare to have two minds, he knew the character of his own young 
master. 

He got up cruelly, and even killed his relatives! 

He did not dare to betray Lin Yuan. 

… 

One day later, inside the Longjia, Second Ring Road, Beijing. 

The villa in the northwest corner of the Long family is the exclusive villa of Long 
Xiaoling. The entire villa is painted pink, and the girl is full of heart. 

And inside the villa, the decoration is luxurious, pink atmosphere, full of naughty 
atmosphere. 

Sitting in front of the dressing table, Long Xiaoling is trying out the latest cosmetics. 

They are all imported goods she bought from abroad. The price of a lipstick is the 
average person’s one month’s salary. 

Long Xiaoling looks like a water spirit. 

She was in the Long Family, and she was a flower of the Long Family, and her 
appearance was a bit higher than Long Xiaoyun. 

However, Long Xiaoling is also famous for his waywardness and mischief! 

She was in Long’s house, and no one was convinced, and she would not listen to what 
the old man said! 

“This broken lipstick is really ugly!” 

Long Xiaoling threw the lipstick on the table and stood up angrily. 

She turned in the mirror twice and admired her figure. 

“Oh, I’m getting fat again, Xiao Ling is 90 kilos!” 

Long Xiaoling said to himself. 



At this moment, with a click, the door opened. 

Long Xiaoling frowned, and the only ones who could freely open the door of her room in 
Long’s house were the old man or the older brother and sister. 

“Who is it? Who came to see Xiao Ling?” 

At Long’s house, Long Xiaoling didn’t care about her safety at all. She ran over 
excitedly, wanting to see who opened her door. 

But when she got to the door, she was dumbfounded. 

I saw a strange man standing at the door. 

The strange man wore a black suit and a mask on his face. Long Xiaoling felt familiar 
between his brows. 

But she couldn’t remember who it was for a while. 

“Who are you?” Long Xiaoling frowned and took two steps back, already alert. 

The man stepped forward and laughed: “Little baby, don’t even recognize me?” 

After hearing this sound, Long Xiaoling shouted: “Lin Kai?” 

That’s right, what she heard was Lin Kai’s voice! 

And that person’s eyebrows are very similar to Lin Kai! 

Because he couldn’t see his face clearly, Long Xiaoling didn’t see all of Lin Kai’s face, 
but only with his eyes and voice, he could already make sure that the man in front of 
him was Lin Kai! 

“Lin Kai! What are you doing here? It’s still sneaky!” Long Xiaoling said angrily with his 
arms folded. 

The man took two steps forward and raised his eyebrows: “Don’t you miss your brother? 
My brother misses you to death!” 

After all, the man hugged Long Xiaoling’s pretty waist directly. 

“What are you doing? If you do this again, I’m calling someone! We are not married yet! 
I haven’t recognized you yet!” 

Long Xiaoling struggled at the time and yelled. 



And the man laughed loudly: “Hahaha! What do you pretend as a stubborn bitch? I’m 
going to **** you today! I see your dragon family, how can you take me off! 

After all, the man tore open Long Xiaoling’s clothes directly, and Long Xiaoling’s hot 
figure was exposed to that man at that time! 

The man touched his chin, curled his lips and said, “Don’t tell me, I’m really in good 
shape! I’m so lucky for Lin Kai! Hahaha!” 

“Little wife, I’m here!” 

That person’s cultivation base is extremely high! Long Xiaoling couldn’t resist at all, and 
was crushed on the bed at that time! 

Just as the man was about to succeed, with a bang, the door of the room was suddenly 
kicked open! 

I saw an old man rushing in with a knife! 

He shouted angrily: “Who? Dare to break into my Long’s house?” 

The old man’s aura is very powerful, he is also a martial arts master! 

And the man looked back at the old man, a trace of fear flashed in his eyes. 

He snorted coldly: “I’m Lin Kai! What can you do? If you have the ability, come chase 
me!” 

After all, the man ran to the window quickly, broke the glass, and jumped down! 
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The old man with a knife was worried about Long Xiaoling’s safety and did not pursue 
him. 

He snorted coldly: “Humph! You can’t run!” 

… 

The atmosphere in the Long’s lobby is very depressing. 

Long Xiaolin looked at the video on the computer screen with a green face. 



Through the video, he can conclude that the person who wants to defile his daughter is 
Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai, Lin Kai, Xiao Yun and Xiao Ling will be yours sooner or later, why are you so 
anxious? It’s better now, you made a big mistake! 

Long Xiaoyun’s brother couldn’t sit still anymore, with a bang! Long Xiaotian smashed 
his fist on the table and stood up angrily! 

“Lin Kai! My Long Family treats you so well in vain! Unexpectedly, you did something 
worse than a brute!” 

Long Xiaotian was angry! 

Long Xiaoyun and Long Xiaoling are his two most beloved sisters. Now that he sees his 
sister being bullied, how can he stand it? 

On the side, Long Xiaoling kept sobbing, his eyes were swollen from crying, and his 
face was aggrieved. 

On the other side, Long Xiaoyun stared at the computer screen blankly. 

She was wearing a military uniform, apparently just coming back from the army. After 
seeing Lin Kai on the screen, Long Xiaoyun was dumbfounded. 

She stared at the computer screen, and when she received the phone call, she didn’t 
believe that Lin Shanxi did such a thing! 

However, after seeing the computer screen, she believed that the person on the screen 
was Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai, Lin Kai! 

If Mr. Long hadn’t arrived in time, Xiao Ling’s innocence would have been ruined by 
you! 

Do you know how much weight you have in my heart? Do you know how majestic your 
image in my heart is? But now, your good image in my heart has all collapsed! 

Now in my heart, you are a despicable villain who does no evil! 

Long Xiaoyun’s delicate body was trembling. 

She clenched her fists, gritted her teeth and said: “Lin Kai!” 

“I won’t let you go! Nope!” 



… 

On the other side, after Lin Kai finished his cultivation in the cave mansion, he got up 
and prepared to return to the capital. 

Soon after, Lin Kai arrived at Cuihu Garden. 

When he first arrived at Cuihuyuan, Lin Kai saw a familiar car parked in front of his 
house. 

It was a military-green jeep with a very familiar license plate number. After thinking 
about it carefully, Lin Kai patted his thigh. Isn’t this Long Xiaoyun’s car? 

This sturdy old lady, come to see yourself? At that time, Lin Kai showed a smile on his 
face and walked quickly to meet him. 

With a click, the car door opened and Long Xiaoyun appeared. 

I saw Long Xiaoyun wearing a military uniform, looking at Lin Kai coldly, but now Lin Kai 
hasn’t noticed something wrong. 

“Xiaoyun, why are you here? Don’t tell me in advance.” 

A laughing expression appeared on Lin Kai’s face. 

And Long Xiaoyun shot without warning! Slapped Lin Kai’s face with a slap! 

This slap slapped Lin Kai. 

Although she could not cause substantial harm to Lin Kai, this slap hit Lin Kai’s dignity! 

“Lin Kai, I, Long Xiaoyun, really didn’t expect you to be this kind of person!” Long 
Xiaoyun said with gritted teeth. 

Her eyes are already moist. 

Hit him, hurt her heart! 

Lin Kai held his face and was dumbfounded. 

“What’s wrong with me?” 

“You are so embarrassed to ask what’s wrong with you? What do you do that is not as 
good as a brute, don’t you know?” 

Long Xiaoyun almost roared, his expression was heartbroken. 



That’s her sister! 

My sister who has never been harmed since childhood! 

Lin Kai, if you do this, do you know how much psychological shadow it will leave my 
sister? 

“What’s wrong with me?” Lin Kai was still confused. 

Long Xiaoyun stared at Lin Kai, pointed at Lin Kai, gritted his teeth and said: “Lin Kai, 
starting today, the marriage between my Long family and your Lin family will be officially 
cancelled!” 

“Our Long Family will never forgive you Lin Family!” 

After all, Long Xiaoyun got into the jeep directly, stepped on the accelerator, and 
disappeared in front of Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai covered his face, looking at the jeep going away with a dazed expression. 

What’s wrong with me? Lin Kai didn’t understand at all. 

With a feeling of doubt, Lin Kai returned to the villa, but his originally good mood was 
broken by Long Xiaoyun’s slap. 

He took out his cell phone and called Long Xiaolin, then called Long Xiaotian and even 
Long Xiaoling. 

But strangely, they all refused. 

Lin Kai was really puzzled, what happened? Lin Kai immediately dispatched an 
immortal disciple to investigate this matter. 

Lying on the bed, the whole night passed. 

The next day, Lin Kai learned through his secretary Li Xin that after Wang Zhentian took 
over the company, he fired ten executives and hundreds of employees, and arranged 
talents he thought were elites. 

In just over half a month, the company’s development speed can be described as rapid! 

Dafeng Entertainment is now a well-known entertainment company in the Five Rings. 

This Wang Zhentian is indeed a business prodigy, and he did not mistake him! 



And Lin Kai felt that Zhang Yutong, who had a good foundation, had also obtained 
countless resources in this nearly one month. 

It can be considered a small name. 

Everything is moving in a good direction. 

At this time, Wang Gang walked in from outside the villa. 

Since the establishment of Xianmen, Wang Gang and the three have rarely returned to 
the Yulong Pavilion. After all, the affairs of Xianmen have been busy enough for them. 

“Sect Master.” Wang Gang said respectfully. 

Lin Kai glanced at Wang Gang and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

Wang Gang took out a red invitation letter with both hands and handed it to Lin Kai. 

“Sect Master, this is an invitation letter for the Spirit Talisman Conference. It was 
specially sent to our fairy gate. There are ten in total. Sect Master, you see?” 

Talisman Assembly? 

Lin Kai raised his eyebrows, and there is still a magical talisman meeting in the capital? 

interesting. 

At that time, Lin Kai accepted the invitation letter and asked, “When will it start?” 

Wang Gang replied: “It started in the afternoon. The invitation letter was delivered long 
ago, but you have not been with you, so it was handed over to you today.” 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “I know, I will go.” 

After all, Wang Gang went out. 

In this world, Lin Kai is not the only one who can draw magic charms. 

Ancient warriors are relatively rare, while Talismans are even more rare. 

Therefore, this magical talisman conference is something you can’t find. 

At one o’clock in the afternoon, Lin Kai drove into a Volkswagen sedan and headed 
towards the place where the Magic Conference was held. 



About half an hour later, Lin Kai successfully arrived at the venue of the Magic Talisman 
Conference. 

The Talisman Conference is held in a private manor, and the private manor has already 
been contracted. Anyone who can enter the Talisman Conference is a person with a 
reputation in the capital. 

At the gate, Lin Kai took out the invitation letter and entered the private manor smoothly. 

The private manor is very large and luxurious. The roads are clean and the scenery is 
pleasant. A breeze blowing on the face makes Lin happy. 

Good place. 

In the center of the private estate, there is an old castle with a European and American 
style of architecture. There are five floors, elegant and high-end. 

Do you like this site? Donate here: 
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This is the place where the Magic Conference will be held. 

Entering the castle, the noise immediately rang into the ears, and people came and 
went in the castle, so it was so lively. 

Those who can enter the castle are all celebrities in the capital. 

It may be a business tycoon, it may be a social wizard, and there are also ancient 
warriors and talismans. 

On the walls of the old castle, there are sticky charms for display. 

These charms were all drawn by a charm master and then pasted on the wall for 
display. If someone is fancy, you can also contact the charm master to buy the charm. 

Many people have already chosen their favorite charms by the wall. 

Lin Kai also looked at the magic talisman on the wall with interest. 

Just looking around, Lin Kai shook his head. 

These magical charms are just some low-level magical charms, and the drawing 
difficulty is extremely low for Lin Kai. 



It seems that there are really very few talismans on the earth, and even such ordinary 
magic talisman must be offered on the wall for people to watch. 

Lin Kai shook his head. 

“Come on! It’s Master Xu Changping’s charm!” 

At this moment, without knowing who yelled, everyone walked towards that place. 

Lin Kai quickly walked over. 

I saw a black magic talisman on the wall. 

There are complicated lines on the black magic talisman, and the body of the magic 
talisman is still glowing, which looks mysterious and mysterious. 

Below the magic talisman, there are notes that belong to the magic talisman. 

Psychic Talisman: After using the psychic talisman, you can summon a demon from the 
hell, whose level is around the warrior. 

After seeing this magic talisman, everyone onlookers exclaimed! 

“I’m going! Can you summon the devil from hell?” 

“This talisman paper is amazing! It is indeed the talisman paper of Master Xu 
Changping!” 

“It’s amazing, but the price is really expensive!” 

“Two thousand spars, although expensive, but this magic talisman is worth so many 
spars!” 

There was a sound of discussion, and the onlookers gave thumbs up. 

Although the practicality of this charm is not high, they still think it is a very powerful 
charm. 

After all, it is possible to summon the devil out of hell! 

Xu Changping seems to have a very high status in everyone’s hearts. 

Upon seeing this, Lin Kai couldn’t help but laughed out loud. 



This was obviously the lowest level psychic talisman, but it was enshrined as a magic 
talisman by this group of fools. Lin Kai couldn’t hold back for a moment, he laughed 
directly. 

Lin Kai laughed, when countless people noticed Lin Kai. 

After seeing Lin Kai’s indifferent look, everyone was displeased. 

“What are you laughing at? Is it possible to laugh at Master Xu’s work?” a fat man asked 
very unhappy. 

Lin Kai finally stopped the laughter and said, “I’m sorry, I can’t hold it back.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the crowd onlookers became unhappy at the time. 

“What do you mean by that kid? Listening to what you mean, you seem to look down on 
Master Xu’s work!” The fat man asked coldly. 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head, and said, “It’s good if you guys are happy. I didn’t 
look down on it. I just feel that this magical talisman that can be drawn at will is not 
worth watching.” 

Lin Kai was telling the truth, but this sentence fell into the ears of everyone, but it 
changed. 

At that time, everyone was angry. 

“I’m going, you can really brag! Xu Changping is a well-known rune master in the 
capital. Do you dare to laugh at his works?” 

“A magic talisman that can be drawn at will? You can draw one on the spot if you have 
the ability!” 

“The cows are in heaven! You don’t even look at the works of Master Xu Changping. Is 
it possible that you are better than Master Xu? Ha ha!” 

A wave of doubts sounded, and Lin Kai immediately became the target of besieged. 

Lin Kai frowned and said, “I’m telling the truth, this magic talisman is indeed a low-level 
magic talisman that can be drawn at will!” 

“You think it is advanced because you haven’t seen a more advanced magic talisman!” 

After hearing what Lin Kai said, a burst of laughter rang out. 

Everyone laughed. 



The fat man was even more playful and contemptuous: “Boy, I think you were kicked in 
the head by a donkey!” 

“Dare you say that Master Xu’s works are low-level?” 

“Master Xu is the most powerful talisman in the Fifth Ring!” 

“It depends on your age and your tone of voice. Whose child are you? Call me your 
parents!” 

The fat man is dressed in a costume, and his status among these people is not low. He 
has a strong aura and pointed at Lin Kai angrily. 

But Lin Kai waved his hand, he didn’t want to care about this group of people. 

“Whether you believe it or not, I don’t bother to care about it with you.” 

After that, Lin Kai turned around and wanted to leave. 

However, it was not so easy for this group of people to let Lin Kai go. At that time, a 
group of people surrounded Lin Kai with a crash! 

This group of people are basically Xu Changping’s admirers, and they are all very 
interested in magic charms. 

They all came here with a learning mentality to ask for advice from Xu Changping. Now 
they are naturally very upset when they see someone who does not put Xu Changping’s 
works in their eyes. 

“You kid, you want to leave after you’re bragging? Impossible! You must explain things 
clearly today!” 

“You must apologize to Master Xu! If Master Xu is not here, you apologize to Master 
Xu’s works!” 

“Yes! Apologize to the work! Kow your head to apologize for the magic talisman now! 
Otherwise you don’t want to leave!” 

There was an uproar, and the group of people made Lin Kaiwei’s impenetrable! 

Lin Kai was not allowed to leave at all, and many passersby came to watch after 
hearing this. 

Lin Kai frowned, just because he told the truth, he let himself kneel down with a magic 
talisman? This group of people is too deceitful! 



“Why? Don’t let people tell the truth? This is a low-level magic talisman! Even if the 
heavenly king comes here, it is still a low-level magic talisman in my eyes!” 

Lin Kai’s voice resounded throughout the lobby. 

At this time, two figures appeared. 

“Oh? Let me see, who has such a big tone! Said that my charm is a low-level charm?” 

As soon as this sound rang, everyone turned their heads together and looked at the two 
people. 

I saw a man in a black robe walking with his hands behind his back, about sixty years 
old, wearing glasses, and gentle. 

Although the cultivation base is only around the martial artist, his aura is very powerful, 
his eyebrows are cold, and he strode forward, he is the master respected by everyone, 
Xu Changping! 

And behind Xu Changping, followed by a bodyguard. 

This bodyguard is amazing, his level is around Wu Sheng! 

There are martial arts-level bodyguards to protect the body. From this we can see how 
rare a martial artist is in this era! 

As soon as Xu Changping appeared, there was a loud noise, this is Xu Changping! 
Famous Fushi, Xu Changping! 

Xu Changping hurried to Lin Kai’s front, he looked up and down Lin Kai, and suddenly 
laughed. 

“Hahaha! It’s ridiculous! I thought someone was here to kick my Xu Changping’s place! 
Unexpectedly, it was a stinky brat!” 

“Boy, you are not too old, and your tone is not young. Dare to say that Xu Changping’s 
work is a low-level magic talisman? Do you know how to draw a talisman? Do you know 
what a talisman is?” 

Chapter 709: You Cheated 

Chapter 709 You Cheated! 

“I dare not say how proficient in drawing amulets, but this kind of low-level amulet on the 
wall, I can still draw easily!” 



Lin Kai said lightly. 

When Lin Kai’s words came out, the audience was in an uproar! 

This kid is too crazy! 

Master Xu Changping, but the most famous Talisman in the Five Rings! In the entire 
five rings, absolutely no one has higher than Master Xu’s technique of drawing symbols! 

And this stinky little brat, who actually said Master Xus works, can he paint at will? 

This is such a big joke! 

The fat man stood up again: “Don’t brag! Who do you think you are? Master Xu’s work, 
can you defile Qi?” 

“That’s right! If your kid is so good, why don’t you see Wu Sheng’s bodyguards by your 
side?” 

“Bringing bragging and not drafting! Haha!” 

A group of people sneered. 

Then Xu Changping also carried his hands behind his back, and smiled coldly: “Hehe, 
what a big tone!” 

“My psychic talisman, although it is not a very difficult talisman to draw, it is definitely 
not something a man like you can draw!” 

“You are so crazy! If you have the ability, you can draw a picture on the spot!” 

Xu Changping deliberately made things difficult for Lin Kai. 

He didn’t believe that a young man of about twenty years old could have the ability to 
draw psychic talisman! 

In his opinion, Lin Kai was nothing more than a young man who didn’t know the sky and 
earth. 

Lin Kai heard this and snorted coldly, “You let me draw and I draw, what do you think of 
me? I shot it once, it’s expensive!” 

Lin Kai told the truth. 

He Lin Kai is proficient in god-level runes anyway, and his drawing rune technique can 
be called the best in the world! 



How could it be possible to draw charms for this group of people for nothing? 

If you only ask Lin Kai to draw the magic talisman, but with such a tough attitude one by 
one, Lin Kai naturally refuses to follow their set. 

“Don’t draw? Is it possible that you are a guilty conscience, knowing that you have no 
real ability, and are afraid?” The fat man asked with a sneer at this time. 

“Yeah! Are you scared?” 

“If you are so good, you would have drawn a magic talisman!” 

“Bringing bragging not to draft, I will blush for you!” 

A ridicule sounded around, and Lin Kai frowned. 

Lin Kai sneered and said, “Hehe, it seems that you don’t believe that I can draw magic 
talisman? Ok! I will show my hand today to open your eyes and let you know what a real 
talisman is!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Xu Changping clapped his hands and said, “Okay!” 

“If you can draw a psychic talisman today, then forget it.” 

“If you can’t draw it, I must make you pay for it today!” 

Xu Changping looked domineering, it didn’t seem like he was joking. 

As a Talisman, his status is extremely noble, as can be seen from his Wusheng 
bodyguard. 

Soon after, a table was brought over. 

There are four treasures of the study on the table, and ink for drawing magic charms. 

Lin Kai couldn’t use Yulong Pen to draw such low-level psychic talisman. 

At that time, Lin Kai picked up the brush and drew directly. 

I saw that Lin Kai’s drawing speed was extremely fast. In just three seconds, a psychic 
talisman was drawn by Lin Kai. 

That’s right, just three seconds. 

It’s just that Lin Kai’s psychic talisman is a simplified version without so many strokes, 
but the effect is the same. 



However, compared with Xu Changping’s psychic charm, this one by Lin Kai looks like a 
doodle. 

Everyone looked at the magic talisman drawn by Lin Kai for a few seconds. 

Then a burst of laughter broke out! Everyone is laughing at Lin Kai! 

“What the **** is this? It seems to be something drawn by my stupid dog!” 

“That’s it? You claim to be able to draw it easily? This is shit, right?” 

“Hahaha! I laughed to death, your technique is not as good as my three-year-old son’s 
drawing!” 

There was a burst of laughter. 

The fat man laughed at this time too: “Hahaha! I really laughed at me! The pretense 
failed, right? Did you show stuff?” 

Then Xu Changping also sneered. 

This ending was in his expectation. 

“I’ll just say, how can a stinky hairy boy draw magical charms?” 

“Boy, with your talent, let alone drawing charms, I am afraid that writing elementary 
school homework is enough!” 

As soon as Xu Changping said something, a burst of laughter sounded again. 

Lin Kai frowned and said, “What? Do you think that my magic charm can’t be used?” 

Then Xu Changping sneered: “Hehe, everything is wrong in the order of your strokes, 
how can it be used?” 

“Boy, if you don’t understand, don’t pretend to understand!” 

Lin Kai smiled helplessly when he heard the words. 

He picked up the magic talisman and clamped his **** in it: “Okay! I will show you today, 
can my magic talisman be used!” 

After that, Lin Kai poured his spiritual power into it and threw the magic talisman out 
casually. 

Snapped! 



The magic talisman exploded! 

I saw a five-pointed star pattern appeared from the ground, and everyone looked over. 

The five-pointed star pattern seemed to be connected to hell, emitting a dark light. 

Soon after, I saw a strange hand grabbing the ground and crawling out of the five-
pointed star pattern! 

Everyone shouted in exclamation and backed away. 

I saw a ghost crawling out of the five-pointed star pattern! 

Specifically, it is a skeleton! The skeleton was the size of a normal person, there was no 
trace of flesh and blood on the body, it was completely assembled from bones! 

In its hand, it held a weapon made of bones. 

The cultivation base is around the martial artist. 

This is the skeleton soldier! 

After seeing the skeleton soldier, everyone was stunned. 

The magic talisman he painted can actually be used? 

And you can also summon the devil in **** to fight for yourself! 

This kid has real ability! 

Moreover, he can draw the psychic talisman in three seconds, this kid, it is hidden! 

The people who had laughed at Lin Kai just now were dumbfounded. 

Everyone looked at the skeleton soldier, stupidly speechless. 

Xu Changping’s eyes were even more shocked. 

The psychic talisman was drawn in three seconds? You know, he is the strongest 
talisman in the five rings, and it takes ten minutes to draw psychic talisman! 

This kid is so strong? 

impossible! He is so young, it is impossible for him to have such high attainments in 
drawing symbols! 



Even if he is a disciple of the master, he shouldn’t be so strong! 

He really couldn’t figure it out. 

Suddenly, Xu Changping’s eyes lit up, he patted his thigh and said, “Okay! You kid, 
dare to cheat, don’t you?” 

“Did you quietly use another psychic talisman? In fact, the psychic talisman you drew is 
fake!” 

When Xu Changping’s words came out, the audience was in an uproar! Everyone 
looked at Lin Kai. 

Everyone woke up from the shock, yes! He is so young, how could he have such high 
attainments in drawing magic charms? 

He must be cheating! 

Chapter 710: Spring Talisman 

Chapter 710 

“Cheating?” Lin Kai laughed at the words. 

Need to cheat yourself? 

“Haha, is it so difficult to admit that others are good?” Lin Kai asked. 

Then Xu Changping determined that Lin Kai was cheating, and he angrily said, “You are 
cheating! It is impossible for anyone to draw a magic talisman in such a short time!” 

“Draw a magic talisman in three seconds. You are not cheating, what are you?” 

As soon as Xu Changping’s words came out, everyone also accused Lin Kai. 

Xu Changping is the real master, and Lin Kai, no one knows him at all. 

“It makes sense. Even Master Xu Changping takes ten minutes to draw the psychic 
talisman. This kid can draw it in three seconds. This is not cheating. What is this?” 

“It’s too despicable. I thought he was someone with a lot of abilities. I didn’t expect him 
to be a villain who cheated and sensationalized!” 

“Hehe, it’s shameless!” 

Everyone pointed at Lin Kai’s nose and cursed. 



Xu Changping’s face was also full of pride. 

Humph! Your little tricks, in front of me, Xu Changping, don’t work at all! 

Lin Kai laughed when he heard this, “Hehe, you said I was cheating? Okay! I will let you 
give up today!” 

“Come on! You say what magic talisman to draw, I will draw what magic talisman! Let 
you see if I am cheating!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, there was an uproar at the scene! 

Is this kid too crazy? 

What kind of magical talisman can someone draw? 

Don’t talk about him, even Xu Changping can’t do it! 

When Xu Changping heard the words, he even sneered: “Boy, don’t be afraid to flash 
your tongue when you speak big words! There are tens of thousands of magic charms, I 
just say one, you will? 

Lin Kai nodded proudly: “Yes!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the scene was silent for a few seconds, and then 
thunderous laughter broke out! 

Lin Kai’s words are simply a joke! What a joke! 

A young man of about twenty years old, even if he can draw magic charms, he will only 
draw a few kinds of magic. 

However, Lin Kai spoke out loudly, saying that he would have tens of millions of 
charms! 

This makes people laugh out loud! 

Xu Changping laughed loudly: “Hahaha! It’s ridiculous! Well, you draw me a Spring 
Talisman!” 

The so-called Chunguang Talisman is actually a kind of functional magic talisman. 

This way of drawing magic charms disappeared thousands of years ago. 

Xu Changping wanted to use this kind of charm to make things difficult for Lin Kai! 



He didn’t believe that Lin had drawn this kind of magic trick! 

After hearing what Xu Changping said, a burst of laughter rang out, and everyone knew 
that Xu Changping was making things difficult for Lin Kai, and they all looked at Lin Kai 
coldly. 

What people didn’t expect was that Lin Kai nodded and said: “Coincidentally, I can 
really draw this kind of magic!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, the scene was silent again. 

After a few seconds, there was another burst of laughter! 

“Hahaha! Really laughed at me! This kid cheated just now to sensationalize, and now 
he says he can draw Springlight Talisman?” 

“Who at the scene doesn’t know that the method of drawing the Chunguang Talisman 
has long been lost! Even Master Xu Changping doesn’t know it, would you?” 

“Hahaha! A joke! A big joke!” 

Everyone was amused by Lin Kai’s words. 

The eyes that Xu Changping looked at Lin Kai were even more like looking at a big fool. 

“Hahaha! It’s ridiculous!” 

“Only you, can draw the Spring Talisman? If you can draw the Spring Talisman, then I 
will also draw the ancient **** beast charm!” 

Xu Changping didn’t believe what Chunguang Talisman Lin Zhuan painted. 

Lin Kai sneered at this moment: “Hehe, don’t believe it? Then stare at your dog’s eyes!” 

After that, Lin Kai picked up the writing brush on the table, moistened it with ink, and 
blessed the writing brush with spiritual power, and started drawing. 

Chunguang Talisman is a functional magic talisman, and the difficulty is relatively high, 
but for Lin Kai, it is still a piece of cake. 

I saw the brush in Lin Kai’s hands, as if it had become a living thing. 

Every stroke and every painting contains Lin Kai’s profound pen power, and the drawing 
process is extremely complicated. 

After three minutes, Lin Kai dropped the brush in his hand with a snap. 



A Chunguang Talisman is drawn! 

“This is the Spring Talisman!” 

Everyone stared at the Spring Talisman drawn by Lin Kai, all dumbfounded. 

What is this thing? One stroke on the left and the other on the right. Is this thing a spring 
charm? 

A few seconds later, there was another burst of laughter. 

“Hehe, this is the Chunguang Talisman? According to you, my three-year-old son will 
draw amulets too!” 

“What kind of **** is this painting? Is this a spring charm?” 

“Drew it a few times, this is the Spring Talisman? Isn’t it shit!” 

There was a burst of laughter. 

None of the people present had seen the Spring Light Talisman, so they didn’t believe 
that the Spring Light Talisman drawn by Lin Kai! 

Then Xu Changping also sneered. He deliberately said: “As we all know, Chunguang 
Talisman is a functional magic talisman.” 

“The biggest function of this kind of charm is to ripen plants.” 

“Since you said this is a Spring Light Talisman, it is so good, I want to see if your Spring 
Light Talisman can ripen plants in the end!” 

After that, Xu Changping waved his hand, and one of his subordinates readily 
understood, and immediately carried a potted plant. 

This potted plant is not an ordinary potted plant. The plants planted in it are actually 
cacti! 

Xu Changping smiled playfully: “Hehe, since you said this is a spring talisman, you have 
the ability, you let the cactus bloom!” 

Cactus blooming is extremely difficult. It takes several years to grow fast, and even 
decades to grow slowly! 

Xu Changping is making things difficult for Lin Kai. 

There was a roaring voice around: “Yes! Have the ability to make cacti bloom!” 



“Yes! You are not awesome? Didn’t you say that this is a spring charm? Have the ability 
to make cacti bloom!” 

“Hehe, bullshit, don’t you dare now? I’ll just say you’re rubbish!” 

There was a burst of mockery, and everyone mocked Lin Kai with contempt. 

They all believe in Xu Changping, because Xu Changping is a famous Fu master! And 
Lin Kai is not even a fart. 

No one believes that the charms drawn by Lin Kai are Chunguang charms, and no one 
believes that Lin Kai’s charms can ripen cacti. 

Lin Kai also sneered coldly: “Hehe, then I will let you see what is called the Spring Light 
Talisman!” 

After that, Lin Kai clamped the magic talisman with **** and patted the cactus! 

With a snap, the magic talisman took effect and exploded directly above the cactus. The 
magic talisman turned into stars and fell into the pot. 

One minute has passed, two minutes have passed, and three minutes have passed. 
There was no movement of the cactus in the pot! 

At this time, Xu Changping laughed and said, “Hehe, this is your Chunguang Talisman? 
Why is the cactus not moving at all? What can you say? You are a liar!” 

Chapter 711: Where Is Lin Yizong? 

Chapter 711 Where Is Lin Yizong? 

However, Lin Kai made a booing motion at this time, and he whispered: “Don’t talk, it 
disturbs the growth of the cactus.” 

Seeing Lin Kai look like this, everyone laughed. 

Lin Kai is pretending to be a mysterious person. He is a liar. It is already a certainty. No 
matter how much he acts, he can’t change other people’s views of him! 

But at this moment, the cactus was moving! 

At this time, the cactus seemed to be alive and began to grow rapidly! Growing at a 
speed visible to the naked eye! 

The cactus, which was originally only the size of a palm, grew to the size of a basketball 
in ten seconds! 



And on the top of the cactus, a yellow flower bone appeared! 

After a few more seconds, with a snap, the flower bones are blooming! 

Extremely beautiful! 

Like a flame in the night, it illuminates everyone’s heart! 

So beautiful! This flower! 

When everyone looked at the flower on the cactus, they were shocked. 

The cactus actually bloomed! What does this prove? Prove that the Spring Talisman is 
true! 

Prove that Lin Kai really can draw the Spring Talisman! 

You know, that’s a spring light charm that has been lost for many years! Everyone’s 
eyes looking at Lin Kai changed. 

At this moment, the scene was silent, and the expression on everyone’s face was a 
shock. 

That being said, drawing a psychic talisman in three seconds is true! 

He said that he is proficient in the drawing methods of tens of millions of charms, which 
may also be true! 

The shock in everyone’s heart is no less than the discovery of the New World! 

Then Xu Changping opened his eyes wide, and said excitedly: “This… how is this 
possible?” 

At this time, Xu Changping’s excited heart almost jumped out of his throat! 

You know, Chunguang Talisman is a long-lost magic talisman! If this kind of talisman 
can flow into China again, then China will be much stronger! 

Chunguang Talisman has many functions! It can make some precious plants become 
no longer precious! 

It can change the entire Chinese nation! 

And that Lin Kai, actually can really draw the Spring Talisman! 

This shocked his heart, and at the same time, he blushed very much. 



It seems that he really met a master today! And he didn’t believe the master just now, 
mocking in every possible way. 

His face flushed at the thought of this. 

The Wusheng bodyguard behind Xu Changping also looked at Lin Kai at this time, and 
his eyes changed. 

As a martial sage, he is naturally unwilling to be a bodyguard for a martial master. 

However, he played in a big family, and Xu Changping was the talisman in that big 
family. In desperation, he could only be Xu Changping’s bodyguard. 

But after seeing Lin Kai, he suddenly realized that this is the real talisman! 

Compared with him, Xu Changping is not even a fart! 

If he could pull this master into the family and let him be Lin Kai’s bodyguard, he would 
be willing! 

The surprise of everyone present was not small! 

After Xu Changping was surprised, he recovered his calm. 

He snorted coldly: “Humph! Who knows what special means you used to make the 
cactus bloom!” 

Even if he knew that Chunguang Talisman was true, Xu Changping was reluctant to 
admit it. 

The expressions on the faces of the onlookers were also very strange. 

The strength that Lin Cheung has shown is really too strong! Lin Kai is even more 
powerful than Xu Changping! 

But I have never heard of such a person in Huaxia State! 

Could it be that he is an old monster hidden in the city? Such a question appeared in 
everyone’s mind. 

Who is he? 

At this moment, a loud noise rang out. 

“Why is it so lively? What’s the matter?” 



Everyone looked over. 

I saw a person walked in from the gate. The man was 1.8 meters tall and forty years 
old. He was wearing a suit with full muscles and a beard. He was extremely sexy. 

Sexy uncle, Wang Gang! 

And behind Wang Gang, ten disciples of the immortal door followed. 

Xianmen disciples wore black Xianmen costumes with golden fairy characters 
embroidered on their chests. 

Immortal door is here! 

Everyone’s eyes lit up. 

In recent times, Xianmen has gained fame in the capital! 

Three martial arts! There is even a guardian beast! Divine beast is also the cultivation 
base of Wusheng level. 

Lin Yizong, the master of that sect, even claims to be the first master in the capital. 
According to rumors, Lin Yizong is the youngest martial artist in the whole capital! 

The disciples of Xianmen are also extremely powerful! 

The magic talisman in the fairy gate is like no money, so the strength of the fairy gate 
disciples is very powerful. 

Seeing Wang Gang, a group of people immediately surrounded him and went up to 
please Wang Gang. 

“Elder Wang, you are here, please come inside!” 

“Elder Wang, it’s really an honor for us to visit the Fairy Gate!” 

“Elder Wang, please have tea!” 

At that time, countless people surrounded Wang Gang and others. 

When Xu Changping saw this, he walked over quickly, just down this step, lest Lin Kai 
embarrass him. 

I saw Xu Changping walk over quickly and smiled: “Elder Wang, long time no see!” 



Xu Changping obviously knows Wang Gang, after all, Xu Changping’s size is also a 
personal thing. 

After seeing Xu Changping, Wang Gang also showed a smile on his face: “Hahaha! It’s 
been a long time! Master Xu, how have you been recently?” 

Xu Changping’s face immediately showed a wry smile: “I’m not good!” 

“Did you not say you wanted to introduce me to the sect master of the fairy door? It’s 
been half a month, why is there no news?” 

Xu Changping is very eager to see the master of the fairy gate. 

After all, the immortal gate master Lin Yizong has risen to fame, and he is also known 
as the youngest martial sage. 

Lin Yizong is the belief of the entire fairy gate! 

The crowd onlookers also looked at Wang Gang eagerly. 

Lin Yizong is a legend in their hearts. If they could meet Lin Yizong, they would be 
willing to let them live a few years less! 

“Yes! Elder Wang, we all want to see someone who can create an immortal gate!” At 
this moment, someone roared. 

There was also a wry smile on Wang Gang’s face. 

“Everyone, I am the master of the immortal door, I have a lot of opportunities, and I 
don’t have time to participate in the magic conference.” 

“But this time, I will take the place of the sect master to participate in this magic fair!” 

It seems that this time the sect master did not come, otherwise this group of people 
would not ask themselves where Lin Yizong is, Wang Gang thought in his heart. 

After listening to Wang Gang’s words, the faces of everyone were disappointed. 

Many people had heard that the Fairy Talisman would invite people from the fairy gate, 
so they came to visit Lin Yizong. 

Now that he hasn’t seen Lin Yizong, he is inevitably disappointed. 

Wang Gang gave a wry smile and shook his head. Lin Kai was so busy day by day, how 
could he have time to meet you little people? 



Just about to leave, Wang Gang suddenly saw Lin Kai not far away. 

After seeing Lin Kai, Wang Gang was taken aback. 

Isn’t this Lin Yizong? 

It is really strange that Lin Yizong is right in front of your eyes, but you ask me where is 
Lin Yizong? 

Chapter 712: Fire Jade 

Chapter 712 Fire Jade 

Everyone sighed and shook their heads, disappointed in their hearts. 

Many people came to Lin Yizong, but unfortunately, Lin Yizong was not here. 

But at this moment, I saw that the fairy gate elder Wang Gang looked excited and 
quickly walked towards Lin Kai. 

“Door!” 

After seeing Lin Kai, the ten immortal disciples shouted in unison: “I have seen the 
master!” 

This sound, full of momentum, silenced the entire scene. 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai, stupefied. 

Gatekeeper? Is he the master of the fairy gate? 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai blankly, but couldn’t react. 

“Sect Master, I thought you were not coming.” Wang Gang stepped forward and smiled. 

Lin Kai said with his hands behind his back, “I’m bored at home, come and have a look.” 

Seeing the two talking, everyone’s eyes widened. It seems that Lin Kai is really the 
master of the fairy gate! 

Everyone was shocked. 

It turned out that the person who was mocked by them just now was the master of the 
fairy gate! 



Xu Changping’s face was also full of shocked expressions. He never thought that Lin 
Kai was the master of the fairy gate! 

No wonder, young, full of momentum, and ability to draw symbols is a hundred times 
stronger than himself! 

It turns out that he is the master of the fairy gate! 

Everyone’s heart was very shocked. 

This immortal sect master, as expected, was very young and very handsome. 

Such a young Martial Saint can be called a peerless genius! 

And the person who insulted Lin Kai just now wanted to bury his head in his crotch. 

That’s the master of the fairy gate! The immortal sect master who can kill them in one 
sentence! And they were disrespectful in front of the immortal gate master just now, and 
they were so presumptuous! 

The fat man could not wait to disappear in the magic talisman conference at this time, 
he was trembling, he was scared! 

The expression on Xu Changping’s face is even more colorful. 

He has always regarded Lin Kai as a clown, but he didn’t realize that he himself is the 
real clown! 

“The door… the owner?” One person stammered and asked, “Elder Wang, do you think 
he is the owner of the immortal door?” 

Upon hearing this, Wang Gang nodded heavily and said, “Yes, he is the master of my 
fairy gate!” 

A sound of inhaling air-conditioning sounded. 

The master of the immortal gate is so young! 

“What? Surprised?” Lin Kai smiled slightly, looking at everyone and asked. 

“Do you think that someone like me who is inconspicuous in the crowd, how can I be the 
master of the fairy gate?” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s words came out, no one spoke. 

But in everyone’s heart, the thoughts are the same as Lin Kai said. 



In their opinion, as the master of the immortal gate, his identity must be extremely 
noble. 

You can’t hug you when you go out? At least you have to bring dozens of immortal 
disciples, right? 

It is really rare to see a sect leader like Lin Kai who is calm. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly at this time and said, “Hehe, what’s the matter with the sect 
master? The sect master is also a human! The sect master is also flesh and blood.” 

“I, Lin Yizong, are just like you, just ordinary people!” 

“But, don’t underestimate anyone. You don’t know what kind of ability he has, and you 
don’t know his true identity.” 

“So, it’s better to stay low-key in this world.” 

Lin Kai’s words were taunting Xu Changping! 

Isn’t your Master Xu great? Isn’t it awesome? Why are you silent now? 

You are just a bully who is afraid of hardship! 

But Xu Changping flushed and lowered his head, not daring to look directly at Lin Kai. 

The person who had laughed at Lin Kai just now was also ashamed. 

At this moment, only a few old men squeezed in. 

These elders were all well-known figures at the magic talisman conference, and they 
were basically famous talisman masters. 

This time the Magic Talisman Conference was also held together by a few of them. 

When several old talisman masters appeared, they immediately attracted the attention 
of many people. 

“I don’t know if the sect master of the immortal gate is coming, there are missed far to 
welcome, some missed to welcome!” 

Several old rune masters held their fists in a very respectful manner. 

Lin Kai also clasped his fists: “Hehe, I didn’t want to reveal my identity. The younger 
generation suddenly attacked, didn’t you disturb the old seniors?” 



Seeing that Lin Kai was the master of the immortal gate, but was humble, he even 
called them seniors. 

This made several old talismans not only feel that there is light on their faces, but also 
that Lin Kai is a man of creation. 

Of those young and promising ancient warriors, which one is not a superior 
appearance? Only Lin Kai is not. 

“The immortal sect master came to the site of a few of our old guys, it really made us 
shine!” 

An old man in a red robe smiled. 

This old man is respected as Guo Lao by everyone, and his technique of drawing 
symbols is better than that of Xu Changping. 

“Master Lin, there are so many people here, why don’t we move to the elegant room 
upstairs for a while?” 

Lin Kai nodded directly: “Okay.” 

Then, Lin Kai followed a few elders to the private room upstairs. 

The charms displayed on the first floor are just some low-level charms. 

The magical charms displayed in the upper room are all advanced magical charms that 
are more difficult to draw. 

This kind of magic talisman is very precious, of course, with Lin Kai’s ability, he can still 
draw it at will. 

When they arrived in the private room, several old men and Lin Kai sat down one by 
one, and Lin Kai sat in the main seat. 

“I have long heard that the master of the fairy gate is young, but his aura is 
extraordinary and his strength is super strong! Now when I see it, it is indeed a well-
deserved reputation!” Old Guo came forward politely. 

The other elders also quickly flattered. 

“Sure enough, he is a talented person!” 

“Xianmen Sect Master, he is really well-deserved! Hahaha!” 



“I can see the true face of the immortal gate master today, so that the old and the young 
will live for a few years! Hahaha!” 

Lin Kai also smiled embarrassedly when he heard the words: “What immortal sect 
master, the junior is also an individual, so it’s fine for several elders to treat the junior as 
a normal person.” 

After a burst of laughter, the old men stepped into the subject. 

Mr. Guo said at this time: “I just heard that Master Lin drew the Spring Talisman on the 
first floor? 

Several old men all lit up and looked at Lin Kai. 

They are all very interested in Chunguang Talisman. 

Lin Kai took a sip of tea and nodded: “Yes.” 

“We old guys have no hobbies in our lives. We just like to draw magic charms. Dare to 
ask Master Lin, can you teach us how to draw this spring light charm?” Guo asked 
eagerly. 

Lin Kai laughed when he heard the words. 

Of course he would not teach them. 

Not because Lin Kai was stingy, but because Lin Kai didn’t understand who they were. 

Although Chunguang Talisman is good, they can do good deeds with Chunguang 
Talisman. 

What if they use spring charm to accelerate the growth of drugs? 

Therefore, Lin Kai did not intend to teach them. 

But at this moment, Lin opened his eyes and saw that there was a piece of jade on Guo 
Lao’s waist! 

The jade pendant attracted Lin Kai at once. 

Because it is a piece of superb spirit jade! Fire jade! 

Chapter 713: God 

Chapter 713 Rune God! 



Lin Kai naturally recognizes fire jade. 

Because he remembered that there was a set of magic charms that needed to be 
portrayed on jade. 

There are five sets of this kind of charms. 

They are fire jade, water jade, golden jade, wood jade, and earth jade. 

That’s right, it is the five attributes of jade, wood, water, fire, and earth, on which 
symbols are drawn. 

Once the five jade stones are gathered together and the talisman is drawn on them, this 
set of magic talisman can be obtained. 

And the role of this set of magic talisman is very against the sky! 

You can keep one party safe! 

And cultivating under the Five Jade Talisman will be much faster than in other places. 

The fire jade is translucent, and there is a faint flame beating in it. 

This kind of jade is useless to ordinary people, but to Lin Kai, it is simply invaluable! 

That old man Guo saw that Lin Kai had been staring at his jade pendant, so he took it 
off. 

“Master Lin is interested in this jade pendant?” the man asked. 

Lin Kai took the jade pendant and watched it carefully. After looking at it for a long time, 
Lin Kai was sure that this was Huoyu! 

“Huoyu, a good thing!” Lin Kai exclaimed. 

Old Guo smiled and nodded: “I got this fire jade accidentally. I don’t know what it is for. I 
have been carrying it with me all these years.” 

“Lin Sect mainly likes it, so give it to Lin Sect Master.” 

Lin Kai was very excited after hearing what he said. 

“Really? Then I would like to thank senior.” Lin Kai accepted Yu Pei very excitedly. 

Although it is difficult to get five pieces of jade pendant to the sky, Lin Kai still wants to 
give it a try. 



If all is gathered, his fairy gate will be invincible! 

But Lin Kai is not a greedy person for petty and cheap things. After taking other people’s 
jade pendant, Lin Kai naturally has to do something for them. 

“I can’t take this jade pendant for nothing, Old Guo, I promise you a request.” 

“No matter what magic talisman you ask Lin Kai to draw, if Lin Kai can draw one, I will 
give you one unconditionally!” 

Hearing this, Old Guo looked at Lin Kai in surprise. 

Listening to Lin Kai’s tone, he seems to be very talented in drawing symbols! 

“What can I get what I want?” Old Guo asked incredulously. 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “Yes.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Old Guo jokingly laughed: “Hahaha! Then please ask 
Master Lin to draw me a soaring talisman!” 

After hearing what Guo Lao said, the other elders all laughed. 

Ascension talisman is a magic talisman that allows people to temporarily have the ability 
to fly. 

However, the drawing method of this kind of magic talisman has long been lost, and the 
drawing difficulty is extremely high. 

They don’t think Lin meeting draws this kind of magic. 

When Lin Kai heard this, he directly agreed: “Yes!” 

After that, Lin Kai directly took out the Yulong pen. 

As soon as the Yulong pen came out, the old men’s eyes widened. As a talisman 
master, having a good pen is what they dream of. 

And Lin Kai’s Yulong brush is the best among brushes! 

Extremely aura! They didn’t know that the brush in Lin Kai’s hand was a spirit brush, not 
an ordinary brush. 

As soon as the Yulong Pen came out, the spiritual power was poured into the Yulong 
Pen, and then Lin Kai began to draw the Ascension Talisman in the air! 



After seeing this scene, the old men’s eyes widened! 

They are all well-known rune masters in the capital, but even so, to draw magical 
charms, they have to do their duty to draw on paper! 

Where have they ever seen a charm drawn in the air? 

No ink needed! No paper needed! Just swipe! 

What state is this? This is the realm of Rune God! 

Several old men were shocked. 

It only took Lin Kai a minute to draw the soaring symbol. 

As soon as the Ascension Talisman landed, the elders were all dumbfounded. 

This is a soaring talisman! The long-lost soaring talisman! 

Now that they see this magic talisman, they are very excited, because this magic 
talisman can fulfill their flying dreams! 

At the same time, the look they looked at Lin Kai changed at that time. 

Even the ascension talisman can be drawn, this Lin Kai is definitely not an ordinary 
person! 

It seems that he is not talking big words, he can draw any magical charms he wants, he 
is not pretending to be forceful, he is really awesome! 

Several old men glanced at each other, eyes filled with shock. 

They are a lot of years old, and there is no such thing as a twenty-year-old guy! 

What a shame! 

Soon after, only a few elders got up together, they knelt up to Lin Kai. 

“Meet the Rune God!” 

Several old men said in unison. 

Lin Kai was also taken aback when he saw this: “What are you doing? Hurry up!” 

Lin Kai helped the old man one by one. 



The expressions on the faces of several old men were an excitement, as if they had 
won 50 million lottery tickets. 

The old man Guo burst into tears and said excitedly: “Master Lin, you don’t know!” 

“On today’s earth, there are very few people who can draw magic charms. People who 
can reach our level are already known as masters.” 

“It is rumored that only the **** of runes can draw amulets in the air. No ink or paper is 
needed. You are the **** of runes alive!” 

Old Guo was very excited. 

That’s right, no one can draw amulets in the air. Lin Kai is the first one, so they are 
honored as the **** of runes! 

Lin Kai was also dumbfounded. He said, “Hahaha! Where am I? What rune **** am I? I 
just had better luck!” 

At this time, Old Guo glanced at the other rune masters, and he knelt down with a plop. 

“When I see the **** of runes, I am extremely excited! Today, please accept me as a 
disciple!” 

Old Guo knelt, the others were taken aback, they also knelt down quickly. 

“Pray for Fu Shen to accept us as disciples!” 

If this scene is seen by the people on the first floor, they will be shocked! 

These people are the bearers of the spirit talisman world! Which one is not a respected 
master? 

And these masters, all knelt in front of Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai couldn’t laugh or cry. He wanted to accept disciples, but he didn’t know what the 
behavior of these people was. 

“I’m sorry, everyone, I can accept disciples in Lin Yizong, but I accept disciples 
depending on fate.” 

After all, Lin Kai didn’t want to stay in this place of right and wrong, and quickly left the 
room. 

When several old talisman masters saw Lin Kai leave, their faces were filled with 
disappointment. 



Old Guo sighed: “Oh…” 

“We were too hasty!” 

“Unexpectedly, the sect master of the immortal gate is actually the Rune God alive! The 
future immortal gate will definitely become the most famous sect of the Huaxia 
Kingdom!” 

… 

In a dim room in a hotel, a person stood by the window, staring coldly at the door of 
Long’s house not far away. 

Since entering Long Xiaoling’s room and being discovered, Lin Yuan has stayed near 
Long’s house. 

But the Long Family was already on guard, and Lin Yuan wanted to start again, and it 
was even more difficult for him to succeed. 

Although he did not succeed in tarnishing Long Xiaoling, Lin Yuan’s figure and 
appearance were very similar to those of Lin Kai. The Long family thought that this was 
Lin Kai did, not Lin Yuan. 

Lin Yuan smiled coldly: “Hehe, Lin Kai, if I can’t get your woman, I will ruin you! I want 
you to betray your relatives!” 

Chapter 714: Cute 
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Lin Yuan snorted and disappeared into the hotel. 

… 

Three days later, in a small family in the fifth ring of the capital, only a mess was seen! 

Among the mansions, the ones who were robbed, the ones who smashed! Several 
babysitters died. 

The bodies were piled up in the yard. 

The owners of the mansion squatted in the corner, shaking. 

In front of them, a dozen people stood. 

These dozen people, all covered their faces and looked down upon their faces. 



But their clothes are those of Xianmen! 

The long knives in their hands are all stained with blood! Lin Yuan took the lead, a 
dozen people, coldly looking at the owner of the mansion. 

“Today, I, Lin Yizong, robbed you of your property and killed your babysitter. Do you 
accept it or not?” 

Lin Yuan asked coldly. 

Lin Yizong? 

The owner of the mansion looked at Lin Yuan. 

Lin Yuan was young and had a deep cultivation base, and he looked like a handsome 
man just looking at his eyes. 

It resembles the rumored Lin Yizong! 

The owner of the mansion nodded quickly: “Serve, take…” 

Lin Yuan snorted and looked at the wife of the mansion owner. 

The wife of the owner of the mansion is also very beautiful and has a hot body. 

Lin Yuan touched his chin, and evil thoughts arose in his heart. 

When the mansion owner saw this, he knelt down and begged for mercy: “Master Lin, 
you can ask for as much money as you want, don’t touch my family!” 

After all, the owner of the mansion knelt and came to Lin Yuan, and pleaded bitterly 
while pulling Lin Yuan’s pants. 

“I’m going to your mother!” 

But Lin Yuan kicked the owner of the mansion away. 

He looked at the wife of the owner of the mansion, walked forward directly, and pulled 
the woman into the room. 

Then, an indescribable voice came from the room… 

On this day, Lin Kai was lying on the sofa of Yulong Pavilion watching TV. 

Lin Kai still didn’t know anything about what Lin Yuan did. 



Suddenly, his cell phone rang, and it was a call from Wang Zhentian. 

This Wang Zhentian is worthy of being a business genius. It has only been a month 
since he joined the company, and the company has undergone earth-shaking changes. 

Dafeng Entertainment is no longer the money-losing company it used to be. 

The profit in a month is also hundreds of millions. 

Answered the phone: “Hello?” 

Wang Zhentian’s voice immediately sounded: “Chairman, our company has been 
developing well recently, but I think we need to develop on the Internet.” 

“Oh?” Lin Kai asked with interest, “What do you mean?” 

“I mean, start another company that specializes in networking!” 

“Nowadays, live webcasts are also very profitable. If you can win a few celebrities, you 
will earn no less than celebrities.” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai raised his eyebrows. This was indeed a good idea. 

Today’s Internet celebrities have tens of millions of fans at every turn. If you can also 
hold so many Internet celebrities, you still have to worry about the lack of funds for 
development? 

“can.” 

“Since you agree, I will do this. In addition, Chairman, you can also pay attention to the 
small anchors with good foundations on the Internet.” 

“If conditions permit, it can be brought to our company.” 

After that, Wang Zhentian hung up the phone. 

Lin Kai also downloaded a live broadcast software and started looking for a network 
anchor with a good foundation. 

What anchor is most popular in this era? Of course it is a female anchor! 

As long as the female anchor looks good, she doesn’t know anything, and the number 
of people in the live broadcast room will not be small. 

So Lin Kai deliberately looked for female anchors. 



After searching for about half an hour, Lin Kai’s eyes suddenly brightened, because he 
finally found a pretty good female anchor. 

The female anchor looked like she was about 20 years old, with collagen on her face, 
lovely looks, big eyes, and she was very beautiful. 

And she is of the loli type, with ponytails and a small face, the most important thing is 
that her figure is very hot. 

It can be said to be Tong Yan Ju! 

Moreover, her live broadcast room does not have many fans. 

There are only a few hundred. 

This female anchor is called Mengmeng, she is as cute as her name is. 

At this time, Lin Kai began his typing plan. 

“Hello, I am the chairman of Dafeng Entertainment. I would like to invite you to sign our 
company. Do you have time?” 

As soon as the news was sent out, it was like sinking into the sea. 

After a long time, Lin Kai’s message was not replied. 

Instead, there was a group of people in the live broadcast room making a fuss. 

The monk uses Rejoice to wash his hair: “What? Dafeng Entertainment? I am still the 
chairman of the world’s top 500 companies!” 

Sad: “This buddy, do you want to have **** for nothing?” 

I am a big local tyrant: “Hahaha! I’m so laughing!” 

Passerby: “The anchor dances, I will give you a rocket!” 

… 

The comment area in the live broadcast room was very lively, but the female anchor did 
not respond to Lin Kai. 

I saw the female anchor Mengmeng selling cute while thanking the fans for the small 
gifts. 

Lin Kai didn’t talk to him at all. 



Is it necessary to brush gifts? 

Lin Kai frowned. 

Thinking about it, Lin Kai recharged three hundred yuan and went in. 

I swiped a hundred lollipops directly! 

One hundred lollipops is one hundred dollars! 

Mengmeng is just a small anchor. When she sees this, she also shines, and hurriedly 
said: “Thank you Lin Yizong for the 100 lollipops! Love you! Oh!” 

When Lin Kai saw it, it really worked, and women like money! 

At that time, Lin Kai typed: “Beauty, do you have time to come out and meet?” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s news was sent out, the comment area exploded! 

Mengmeng’s fans laughed. 

Tang Seng shampooed his hair with Rejoice: “Are you kidding? I want to ask 
Mengmeng for a hundred dollars?” 

Li Da’s ability: “I rely on, the local tyrants smashed the anchors are millions of dollars, 
you want to hire a female anchor for a hundred dollars?” 

I played with Galen: “I paid 500 yuan, but Mengmeng refused to add me to WeChat. 
You still want to ask Mengmeng Goddess for a hundred dollars? Funny!” 

The wind blows: “Hehehe, you want to ask a goddess?” 

All kinds of ridicule in the comment area. 

After Na Mengmeng thanked Lin Kai, there was nothing to follow. 

It seems that one hundred yuan is only enough to make her thank Lin Kai. 

At this moment, a sports car suddenly appeared from the screen! That is a red Ferrari 
sports car! 

As soon as the sports car appeared, gorgeous special effects appeared on the screen 
at that time! 

A sports car, worth RMB 1888! 



The popularity of the live broadcast room rose a lot at the time of the sports car! 

When Mengmeng saw the sports car, her eyes were bright! She stood up from the 
chair, showing a good figure and full upper body, bowed and thanked: “Thank you sad 
brother for the sports car! Love you!” 

Mengmeng gave that one a kiss! 

And the user named Sadness directly typed in the comment area: “The brother who just 
paid 100 yuan, you should save it! The cute goddess belongs to Lao Tzu!” 

“A hundred yuan, do you still want to pick up girls? You should save to buy lollipops for 
yourself!” 

Do you like this site? Donate here: 

Chapter 715: Reward 10 Million 
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Sadness is extremely arrogant. 

And that Mengmeng also winked at the sadness again and again, and in a blink of an 
eye he forgot Lin Kaishu’s 100 lollipops. 

At this time, the user named Sadness once again made a ruthless statement: “The kid 
who paid 100 yuan, let me show you how the female anchor made an appointment!” 

After all, I saw another sports car appeared! 

The gorgeous special effects are very eye-catching. The female anchors cute face is full 
of joy, and she can only see her shaking her body. 

He said coquettishly with a voice that made people feel sober: “Thank you for sadness! 
Sad brother, okay!” 

Swipe! 

One after another sports cars appeared! The user named sorrow directly paid more 
than 30,000 yuan! Dozens of sports cars! 

The popularity of the female anchors live broadcast room has also risen sharply! From 
just a few hundred people, it soared directly to more than a thousand people! 

Sadly, he pretended to comment in the comment area: “Sister, I want to date you. Do 
you have time?” 



Then Mengmeng stopped pretending at this time, and nodded quickly: “When I have 
time, where is Brother Sad from?” 

“People from Beijing.” Sadness replied in the live broadcast room. 

Mengmeng’s eyes lit up: “Mengmeng is also from Beijing, what a coincidence!” 

With more than 30,000 yuan, the female anchor was fished away. 

Lin Kaixinzhong was also inexplicably hot, I can see you, it is your blessing! 

You join Lao Tzu’s company, Lao Tzu will make you popular! But you just ignored Lao 
Tzu for more than 30,000 yuan? 

Okay, I don’t want you anymore! 

Just as Lin Kai was about to leave her live broadcast room, only a Ding Dong sound 
was heard, and a system prompt came from Lin Kai’s ear. 

“The system reminds you that the task is released, you will receive a reward of 10 
million in the live broadcast software, and you will get an extraction capability.” 

After listening to the system, Lin Kai froze. 

What? Let yourself reward 10 million in this app? 

Is the system crazy? 

The idea of the system is really confusing, there is no way, in order to extract the ability, 
Lin Kai still has to stay in the cute live studio. 

And Lin Kai also began to charge money from his bank card into the software. 

But it takes a certain amount of time to recharge, because ten million is too much! 

At this moment, Mengmeng has already started pk with other anchors. 

The so-called pk is actually more gifts than fans, and whoever has more gifts wins. The 
anchor who wins can punish the other party. 

The opposite of Mengmeng is also an extremely beautiful female anchor. 

The female anchor has many fans, and there are tens of thousands in the live broadcast 
room. 

At that time, Mengmeng and the female anchor had already started pk. 



Unfortunately, in Mengmeng’s live broadcast room, not many people brush gifts, only 
one sad is brushing gifts. 

Mengmeng kept shaking her body and said with milk, “Thank you for the supercar sent 
by your sad brother! Thank you, brother!” 

On the opposite side of the live broadcast room, the beauty showed an expression of 
disgust: “I hate this kind of female anchor who pretends to be stupid and cute!” 

“Old guys in the studio, let’s talk, if this one wins, what do you want her to do?” 

“Let her dance? Good!” 

“Old irons! One person swipe a lollipop! Let her striptease!” 

That beauty anchor is very arrogant, and her popularity value is also very high. 

With a glance, the fan value of the beauty anchor has reached 100,000 points! 

But Mengmeng has only poor three thousand points. 

“Sad brother, come on! Sad brother! Sister can only rely on you!” 

“If you don’t support your sister, she will have to striptease soon!” 

Mengmeng said coquettishly. 

And sadness can’t reward Mengmeng with too many gifts. 

After rewarding Mengmeng several sports cars, he stopped cooking. 

Seeing that there were only ten seconds left before the end of pk, at this moment, Lin 
Kai’s money was fully charged! 

Without hesitation, Lin Kai opened the gift list and picked the most expensive rocket! 
Send ten directly! 

Every rocket is worth 18888! 

Ten rockets lift off in one go! Whoosh whoosh! That special effect caused those mobile 
phones with poor internet speed to freeze directly! 

And Mengmengs fan value reached one million in an instant! Completely crushed the 
female anchor! 

At this time, the live broadcast ended and Mengmeng won! 



Mengmeng looked at the ten rockets in the anchor room blankly, shaking with 
excitement. 

Ten rockets! That’s nearly two hundred thousand! 

It was divided into her hands, and there were eighty to ninety thousand! 

Mengmeng is so excited! And the beauty anchor opposite was also dumbfounded. 

This is the big brother in the other party’s live broadcast room? And this is not your 
average big brother! One shot is hundreds of thousands! 

The comment area also exploded in an instant! 

Tang Seng washed his hair with Rejoice: “I’m going! Isn’t this the buddy who just 
brushed a hundred lollipops? Amazing!” 

Li Dazhi: “66666!” 

I play Galen: “This is the real tyrant! Amazing!” 

Sadness: “I’ll go, brush out hundreds of thousands of dollars? Niu Bian Niu Bian! Can’t 
afford it! Can’t afford it!” 

The popularity of the live broadcast room rose instantly! 

From more than 1,000 online viewers to more than 5,000 online viewers! 

This is the charm of money! 

The female anchor Mengmeng said incoherently with excitement: “Thanks to brother Lin 
Yizong, for sending … ten rockets! Thank you brother!” 

“Brother! Love you! Trojan horse!” 

Mengmeng blew Lin Kai a kiss directly across the screen! 

That attitude, that is a well-behaved! 

In this scene, you can envy the female anchor opposite, this is the real big brother! 
Unfortunately, this real big brother is not in his live broadcast room. 

Mengmeng’s face was also proud, she hugged her arms and said, “Hehe, what’s wrong 
with the crowds in your live broadcast room? There is a big brother in my live broadcast 
room!” 



“My elder brother has rewarded me with more than 100,000 yuan! Thank you, elder 
brother!” 

The voice of Mengmeng’s words was a cute, coquettish Lin Kai’s bones were almost 
crisp. 

No wonder so many people have madly rewarded the anchor with gifts over the years. 
It’s cool! 

Vanity has been satisfied! 

And Lin Kai asked in the comment area at this time: “I will meet at Zijin Garden at three 
o’clock in the afternoon, and my phone will be sent to you privately for a while.” 

Seeing this, Mengmeng did not hesitate, nodded and agreed: “Okay, Brother Lin 
Yizong, Mengmeng will go to you in the afternoon!” 

Mengmeng, who even ignored Lin Kaiai just now, immediately agreed to meet after Lin 
Kai gave hundreds of thousands of gifts. 

The female anchor is still very easy to make an appointment, as long as you have the 
money to hit her! 

That afternoon, when Lin Kai was about to go out, he suddenly found a van parked in 
the yard. 

It’s a van, but it doesn’t look like it. It looks better than a van. 

At this time, Wang Gang happened to get out of the car and walked towards Lin Kai. 

“Sect Master, where are you going? I will see you off?” Wang Gang asked. 

Lin Kai glanced at the van and asked, “What car is that?” 

Wang Gang immediately replied: “Oh, the owner, this is an Elfa, which was bought for 
more than three million yuan. The best match! If you are interested, I will give it to you.” 

Wang Gang handed over the key. 

“Just this broken van, worth more than three million?” 

Lin Kai raised an eyebrow and took the key. 

“Lend me the car for a while and return it to you this afternoon.” 



After all, Lin drove into the car and stepped on the accelerator, driving Alpha out of the 
house. 

Chapter 716: Elfa 
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Elfa is a car that men can understand. 

People who choose this car are generally successful people who understand the car, 
because the car looks too low-key from the outside. 

The lowest price for this car is one million! 

The Elfa that Lin Kai drove would cost at least three million to land! Alpha! 

This car looks like an inconspicuous van from the outside. 

But in fact, its power is very good, the interior is also very simple, the key is to drive 
comfortably. 

Soon after, Lin drove to Zijin Garden. 

Zijin Garden is a small park on the Fifth Ring of Beijing. When he came to the park, Lin 
Kai saw the female anchor Meng Meng at a glance. 

Lin Kai saw Mengmeng through the glass, and the female anchor looks good, not on the 
Internet. 

Even without beauty and filters, it is still beautiful. 

The height is about 1.68 meters, the figure is tall and plump, a baby face is extremely 
cute, a face of collagen. 

When she went out, she had already untied her twin ponytails, and her wavy hair fell 
behind her head, which was very sexy. 

Lin Kai drove the car directly to her, stopped the car, and Lin Kai got out of the car. 

“Hello, are you Mengmeng? Introduce yourself, I am Lin Yizong.” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly when he got off the car. 

After seeing Lin Kai, Mengmeng was taken aback. 

She stared at Lin Kai blankly, and asked in disbelief, “Are you Lin Yizong?” 



Mengmeng was stunned, and Lin Kai looked very ordinary in his clothes, and he didn’t 
seem to be rich at all! 

And the van behind him is no more than 100,000 yuan, right? 

Such a person actually rewarded himself more than 100,000? 

“I am.” Lin Kai nodded and smiled. 

“Let’s go, get in the car and talk.” 

Lin Kai patted Elfa behind him. 

And that Mengmeng’s weird look did not leave. 

“Did you drive this broken bread?” Mengmeng asked with a frown. 

Lin Kai was taken aback, and nodded: “Yes! What’s wrong?” 

After hearing this, Mengmeng smiled with her arms in her arms at the time: “Hehe! I 
thought it was the second generation of rich, rich and handsome! Love is a **** in a 
van!” 

“Just you? I’m ashamed to ask this girl out? It’s a waste of her time!” 

After that, Mengmeng stomped her foot and left angrily. 

Lin Kai frowned, he stopped Mengmeng and said, “Stop! What do you mean?” 

Mengmeng heard the words, turned to look at Lin Kai, and said angrily: “What do I 
mean? Why do you have no money?” 

Lin Kai couldn’t even laugh or cry when he heard this. She thought that she was going 
to pick her up! 

Lin Kai smiled slightly: “Haha, girl, I think you have misunderstood.” 

“Misunderstood?” Mengmeng hugged her arm and said: “What can I misunderstand? 
You brushed me hundreds of thousands, didn’t you just want to soak me?” 

“If you have money, then forget it.” 

“Why do you have no money to brush me gifts?” 

“I’m telling you, I won’t pay you back these hundreds of thousands! Please don’t chase 
me for money in the future! You gave it to me voluntarily, not I forced you!” 



Mengmeng has regarded Lin Kai as an impulsive cock. 

There has been a lot of news recently, all of which were the impulsiveness of the 
wretched old man, and he used his hundreds of thousands of savings. 

The Lin Kai in front of him is probably the same. 

Lin Kai laughed when he heard this, “Hehe, so, you think I have no money, so I have to 
leave?” 

“Yes!” Mengmeng said irritably, “The broken van you drove is not enough to shame me! 
Get out! The farther you go, the better!” 

Mengmeng pointed at Lin Kai and cursed. 

Lin Kai is not a person to provoke. He pointed to Mengmeng and said angrily: “Do you 
know who you are talking to? You have lost an opportunity to become so prosperous!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Mengmeng smiled at the time: “Hehe! I’m rare?” 

“You who drive a broken van, what chance can you give me?” 

“Want to pick me up? You have to be a rich second-generation driving a BMW and 
Benz, right?” 

“You don’t have a BMW or Benz, and the Accord Civic can do it too! Drive a broken 
bread worth tens of thousands of dollars, and want to learn the rich second-generation 
soaking up girls? You are simply a toad and want to eat swan meat!” 

After hearing her words, Lin Kai also sneered: “Hehe, she is really a woman with long 
hair and short knowledge, no matter what, if you don’t cherish this opportunity, then we 
will never see you again!” 

After all, Lin Kai got into Elfa and left directly in the car. 

Na Mengmeng watched Lin Kai’s van leave, and glanced at the license plate number by 
the way: “Hehe, the car is bad, the license plate number is not bad.” 

At this moment, only a young girl rushed over. 

The girl looks beautiful, dressed sexy, and has a hot body. She is a cute girlfriend, 
Qiuqiu. 

The ball pushed Mengmeng and asked: “Mengmeng, who is that man?” 



After seeing the ball, Mengmeng was also quite surprised: “The ball? Why are you 
here?” 

The ball chuckled: “Hehehe, I just passed by and saw you dating that guy, okay! The 
rich and handsome are all caught!” 

“What kind of shit, rich and handsome? He’s just a cock! Driving a broken van and 
wanting to pick me up, huh!” 

“Smelly dick?” The ball was taken aback, and she glanced at Mengmeng with a weird 
face: “You don’t think he drives a van, do you?” 

“Isn’t it?” Mengmeng asked back. 

The ball hit his thigh and said, “That’s not a broken van! That’s Elfa!” 

“The minimum worth is more than one million!” 

“And I have seen that car, the high-end version! It will cost more than three million 
down!” 

“You silly and cute! Can’t look at cars, don’t you see the license plate number? Five six! 
This license plate number is worth more than one million!” 

After listening to the ball, Mengmeng was dumbfounded. 

what? 

More than three million luxury cars? 

The license plate number is worth more than one million? 

That person is not a cock, but a handsome man? 

“Really?” Mengmeng was dumbfounded. 

The ball nodded and said, “Really! Call it!” 

Upon hearing this, Mengmeng took out her cell phone in a hurry and dialed Lin Kai’s 
number. 

Soon after, a familiar female voice came from the phone: “Sorry, the number you are 
dialing is in progress, please call again later…” 

“He blacked me out…” 



Mengmeng was pale. 

In her heart, it was a regret! 

Ruined! 

Putting a good, rich and handsome man didn’t cherish it, but he ran away with anger! 
This is a rare opportunity in a century! 

I am also stupid. If someone brushes his own eyes without blinking, how can he drive a 
broken van to pick him up? 

And Mengmeng didn’t know that Qiuqiu had quietly written down Lin Kai’s phone 
number while she was calling Lin Kai and saved it on her mobile phone. 

Chapter 717: Super Reward 

Chapter 717: Super Reward 

On the other side, Lin Kai drove directly back to Yulong Pavilion. 

After returning to Yulong Pavilion, Lin Kai became more and more angry. 

This Mengmeng, you take yourself too seriously, right? Did you say you want to **** 
her? She actually looks down on herself! 

He also said that the car I drove was a van! 

What happened to the van? Isn’t the person driving the van? What a **** vanity! 

At this moment, Lin Kai’s cell phone rang with a ding-dong sound. 

After opening the phone, he found that it was a text message. After reading the text 
message, Lin Kai laughed playfully. 

He opened the live broadcast software, searched for a room number, and joined the 
room. 

After joining the room, Lin Kai saw the girl at a glance. 

That girl is also very beautiful, she is not too old, and she has not many fans, only a few 
hundred fans. 

Her name is called Qiuqiu, as the name suggests, you know. 

She has a hot body, sweet looks and a very pleasant voice. 



Better than that cute. 

After seeing her, Lin Kai nodded, this woman is good, in good condition, and will have 
troubles. Unlike the cute girl, she is simply a gold worshiper! Forget the gold-worship 
girl, the head is still lacking! 

As soon as the ball saw Lin Yizong join the room, his eyes lit up. 

At that time, the ball whispered and said: “Welcome to a brother, a brother, people have 
been waiting for you for a long time!” 

She was waiting for Lin Yizong! 

After that, the ball began to pk, I don’t know if she intentionally or accidentally, her 
opponent is actually cute! 

But at this moment, the popularity of the live broadcast room has skyrocketed! There 
are already tens of thousands of people watching in her live broadcast room! 

After seeing the ball, Mengmeng’s face was somewhat proud. 

At this time, she had an illusion that she was a major anchor. 

“Ball Ball? Tell everyone, this is my good girlfriend Ball Ball! Everyone pays a little 
attention to Ball Ball!” 

At this moment, Mengmeng has begun to let fans pay attention to the ball. 

In the past, Qiuqiu used her to play live. 

And Qiuqiu smiled slightly, she could be called a scheming bitch. 

“No need, Mengmeng, you also have a large number of people in the live broadcast 
room today. After tomorrow, there will not be so many people.” 

Mengmeng’s face changed as soon as he said the ball. 

Which pot is really not open and which pot! 

The reason why there are so many people in her live broadcast room today is because 
Lin Kai gave her money! 

And now, she picked sesame seeds and lost the watermelon! 

At that time, Mengmeng hugged her arms and smiled: “Haha, this is not enough for you 
to worry about.” 



“Come on, play the ball! If you lose, do me a hundred push-ups!” 

Mengmeng is already bullying the ball. 

She wants her good girlfriend to know that starting from today, I will be different from 
you! 

I am a big anchor! 

You and me pk, it is impossible to win! 

But Qiuqiu knew that Lin Kai would not stand idly by. At that time, Qiuqiu promised: 
“Okay, Mengmeng, you have to let me do something.” 

In the live broadcast room of the ball, there are only a few dozen people. 

After a while, pk officially started. 

There are tens of thousands of people in the cute live room! The little gifts are wave 
after wave, and the fan value is rising! 

In a short while, Mengmeng already has seven to eighty thousand fans! 

But the ball has only a few hundred fans. 

Completely crushed! 

Mengmeng’s face also showed a triumphant smile: “Yuqiu, have you seen it? The fans 
of the big anchor are awesome!” 

Qiuqiu deliberately showed an expression of envy: “I really envy my sister! It’s a pity, if 
the local tyrant can continue to brush gifts for my sister, it would be great, so that my 
sister can have such a high popularity every day.” 

Mengmeng’s face changed after hearing the words of the ball. 

At that time, Mengmeng smiled and said without a smile: “Hehe, what if you can’t have it 
every day? It’s not better than you in a day!” 

This sentence seems to be a joke, but it is actually mocking the ball. 

The ball deliberately showed a grievance expression. 

“How can the ball be? No big tyrants will come to the ball room.” 



Just finished talking about the ball, brushing! A plane flies in the live broadcast room of 
the ball! 

The dazzling special effects are very dazzling, and the fan value has risen to tens of 
thousands with a single brush! 

It was the plane sent by Lin Kai! 

An airplane, 13,000 yuan! 

And Qiuqiu was shaking with excitement at this time, and as expected, Lin Kai took a 
shot: “Thank you Lin Yizong for the plane! Thank you, brother! Oh!” 

Lin Yizong? 

After hearing these three words, Na Mengmeng’s eyes widened. 

Lin Yizong? Lin Yizong actually ran into the live broadcast room of the ball? 

Haven’t waited for Mengmeng to react, so let’s go! Several more planes appeared in the 
live broadcast room of the ball. 

And the fan value of the ball jumped by millions! 

A gift worth 200,000 yuan appeared in the live broadcast of Qiqiu! 

The surprised little mouth of the ball opened wide, and the ball stood up and bowed to 
the screen. 

“Thank you for the plane sent by brother!” 

“Thank you brother! Oh! I love you! Qiuqiu loves you forever!” 

“Brother Yizong, you are great!” 

The ball at this time, as excited as a child, dancing with hands and feet. 

In the live broadcast room of the ball, the number of viewers has changed from dozens 
to tens of thousands! 

This is the charm of money! 

And Mengmeng watched the live broadcast room of Qiqiu dumbly. She widened her 
eyes and said, “Qiuqiu! You actually hooked up Lin Yizong?” 



The ball said proudly at this time: “Oh! Sister Mengmeng! People must have the vision 
to see. I think that a brother likes a smart girl like me, don’t you think? A brother ?” 

Lin Kai did not type in the comment area, but sent another 20 planes over! 

Brush! 

There are planes all over the screen! 

And the fan value of the ball has soared to tens of millions! 

The number of viewers in the live broadcast room has increased from tens of thousands 
to 50,000! 

There are more than 40,000 more viewers than the Mengmeng live broadcast room! 

Mengmeng was completely dumbfounded. 

Your big local tyrant actually went to the live broadcast room of the ball? 

And this good friend of my own, actually behind my back to hook up this big local 
tyrant? 

Mengmeng was completely dumbfounded. 

At the same time, there was envy, jealousy and hatred in her heart! 

If you cherish this opportunity today, do not look down on Lin Kai, and please Lin Kai, 
then your own live broadcast room can now have such a high popularity! 

She regretted it, really regretted it! 

At this moment, dozens of planes flew in the live broadcast room of the ball! 

Lin Kai spent millions in the live broadcast of Qiuqiu! 

And the number of viewers in the live broadcast of the ball directly soared to 100,000! 

“Thank you for a brother! A brother is great! Ball will always love you! Long live a 
brother!” 

“One brother can do anything he wants to make the ball!” 

Chapter 718: Siege Of Xianmen 

Chapter 718 



In one night, Lin Kai spent 10 million on the giant panda live broadcast software! 

And his user level has reached a terrifying tenth! 

The pleasant sound of the system also rang in Lin Kai’s ears. 

“Congratulations on completing the task. The random withdrawal capability has been 
issued to your account.” 

Get the extraction power! Every time when the extraction ability was turned on, Lin Kai 
was most excited. 

I don’t know what kind of extraction ability will be issued this time, God level? Demigod? 

Open the system interface, find Lin Kai who is full of excitement with extraction ability, 
click to open. 

Then, the extraction ability shook before Lin Kai’s eyes. 

Then, with a snap, a brand-new extraction ability appeared in front of Lin Kai! 

“Congratulations on your ability to extract parrots! Level, gold!” 

Gold level extraction ability? Upon hearing this, Lin Kai was rather disappointed. 

It may be that the extraction abilities of the gods and demigods have been acquired too 
much recently, so now Lin Kai is a little bit down on the extraction abilities of the gold. 

Parrot extraction capacity? What the **** is that? Are there any advantages to parrots? 

Parrots can just imitate people to speak. 

Parrot extraction ability: Bronze extraction ability, can understand bird language. Silver 
level extraction ability, can understand animal speech. Gold level extraction ability, can 
understand all animal speech, and can communicate with animals. 

After seeing the analysis of this extraction capability, Lin Kai was a little disappointed. 

After doing it for a long time, I spent 10 million and only got the ability to communicate 
with animals? 

However, Lin Kai didn’t spend 10 million in vain, because he also gained 100 upgrade 
points and attribute points! 

All attribute points are added to Chi! All upgrade points are reserved! 



After all, Lin Kai’s true aura is still zero now. 

Although adding a hundred points of true energy, Lin Kai is just a martial artist-level 
scum, but now Lin Kai does not rely on true energy very much. 

He now depends mostly on aura! Reiki is much stronger than true qi! 

After adding points, Lin Kai’s attributes are already very impressive. 

Age: 19 

Sex: Male 

Strength: 500 

Speed: 500 

Response: 500 

Stamina: 500 

Defense: 1500 

Infuriating: 100 

Heart of the strong: 30/100 

Skills: Golden Eye (Gold), Watermelon (Silver), Balloon (Silver), Ganoderma (Gold), 
Tortoise (Bronze), Mountain Rock (Silver), Yuri (Gold), Furious Ape (Silver), Beetle 
meteor collision (Gold), Crow (Silver), Pingtou Extraction Ability (Demi-God Level), 
Talisman Extraction Ability (God-Level), Copy Extraction Ability (God-Level), Parrot 
Extraction Ability (Gold) 

Self-created skills: ghost attack (gold), peerless weapon (demigod level) 

Upgrade points: 100 

Attribute points: 0 

Lin Kai’s defensive power is the most eye-catching. With a defensive power of 1,500 
points, even a master of the martial arts level will not cause substantial damage to Lin 
Kai! 

After adding the points, just as Lin Kai was preparing Meimei to sleep, his cell phone 
rang with a ding-dong. 



I took out my mobile phone and saw that it was a WeChat message sent by Wang 
Gang. 

That is a video. 

When I clicked on the video, Lin Kai frowned. 

Because Lin Kai discovered that this is a surveillance video! 

During the surveillance, it was a large courtyard. It looked like the large courtyard of a 
mansion, and the courtyard seemed familiar. 

It seems to be the Long Family Courtyard! 

Then, a person sneaked in from the top of the wall, and Lin Kai was shocked as soon as 
this person appeared. 

Because of this person, he is so familiar! 

This person is himself! The man was covered, Lin Kai couldn’t see his face, but his 
figure and eyebrows were extremely similar to himself! 

But looking closer, Lin Kai can still recognize himself. Although this person is very much 
like himself, he is not himself at all! 

I saw this person directly enter Long Xiaoling’s boudoir! Soon after, the man broke the 
window and escaped! Escaped the Long Family Courtyard! 

After seeing this scene, Lin Kai completely understood. 

No wonder Long Xiaoyun found herself and gave herself a big mouth. She thought it 
was herself who sneaked into Long’s house and wanted to insult Long Xiaoling! 

It’s no wonder that the people in the Long Family are ignorant of their answers, it turns 
out that they have become a big gangster in their hearts! 

But Lin Kaimin asked himself, he had never done such a thing! 

Who would it be? 

Lin Kai suddenly thought of someone! 

But Lin Kai shook his head again, impossible! How could it be him? He should have 
died long ago! 



That’s right, the first thing Lin Kai thought of was Lin Yuan, who had died six months 
ago! 

However, Lin Yuan has already been executed! How could it be him? But not him, who 
is it? 

Soon after, several more videos were posted to Lin Kai’s phone. 

In the mobile phone, there are videos of the massacres of several small families in 
Beijing. 

And the people who slaughtered them did not shy away from monitoring! Swaggering 
murder! 

It was the man who resembled himself did it! Moreover, he brought more than a dozen 
people, all martial arts masters. 

The most important thing is that they are all wearing fairy costumes! 

Pretending to be a disciple of the immortal disciple, and killing all sides outside! 

After seeing this scene, Lin Kai was angry at that time! 

who is it? Who is framing Xianmen? Frame me Lin Kai? 

Lin Kai’s heart was very angry. Although he has many enemies, there are really not 
many people who dare to do this! 

At this time, Lin Kai’s cell phone rang, and Wang Gang called. 

“Hello?” Lin Kai’s tone was very upset. 

On the other side of the phone, Wang Gang’s hurried tone came immediately: “The 
master! It’s not good! All the forces in the capital have come to ask for money! There 
are too many people! Come to the Xianmen headquarters!” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai said, “I’ll be there soon!” 

After all, Lin opened the door hurriedly, drove into the car, and rushed to the fairy gate. 

After arriving at the fairy gate, Lin Kai was dumbfounded, and saw countless people at 
the gate of the fairy gate! 

These people come from various families in the capital. There are large families and 
small families. There are as many as four to five thousand people! 



These people are very powerful, and each one is an ancient warrior! 

There are hundreds of martial artists! There are more than a dozen Wusheng! 

They are all here to conquer the fairy gate! They want Xianmen to give them an 
explanation! 

And these four to five thousand people raised a huge banner: “Slay the immortal gate!” 

The four words are extremely domineering! In the fairy gate, thousands of disciples 
were all ready to go, with weapons in their hands. Above the fairy gate, Old Li and the 
others were also ready to fight! 

Even Rhubarb stared at the thousands of people outside the fairy gate! 

At this moment, an old man stood up, this old man, with an extremely domineering 
cultivation base, had the cultivation base of a half-step master! 

He shouted: “Where is Lin Yizong? Let Lin Yizong get out of me and die! My 17-year-old 
nephew actually died under the hands of Lin Yizong, the master of the immortal gate. 
This revenge will not be reported. , I swear not to be human!” 

Chapter 719: Twelve Martial Saints 

Chapter 719 Twelve Martial Saints 

Inside the fairy gate, Li Laodao and others were sweating profusely. 

This is the first time since the establishment of Xianmen that so many people have 
attacked the city! 

Although the fairy gate is powerful, you must know that there are hundreds of families 
who came to conquer the fairy gate this time! 

There are twelve Wu Sheng! 

These twelve martial sages are enough for Xianmen to drink a pot! 

Wang Gang bit his head and stood up and said, “Everyone, fellow daoists, I think there 
is any misunderstanding between us?” 

“Misunderstanding?” The old man sneered: “Hehe, your fairy disciple killed my nephew, 
what else is there for misunderstanding?” 

“Hurry up and let Lin Yizong get out! I want to see, what kind of person is the man who 
claims to be the first master of the capital!” 



The attitude of the old man is very tough. 

And he, in the capital is also a well-known casual repair, named Fan Xian. 

The cultivation base is terrifying, and the network is extremely wide! This time he started 
the conquest of the fairy gate! 

In fact, Lin Yuan didn’t kill many families, it was just the immortal gate that caused the 
capital to panic. As soon as Fan Xian took the lead, there were countless families who 
wanted to solve the immortal door’s worries. 

And the nephew of Fan Xian’s death had nothing to do with Fan Xian. Fan Xian just 
wanted to use this matter to blackmail the fairy gate. 

“Where is Lin Yizong? Let him get out of me!” Fan Xian shouted. 

“Let Lin Yizong get out!” 

“Lin Yizong must be killed today! Let Lin Yizong get out!” 

Five thousand people shouted in unison, that momentum, that is a mighty! 

At this moment, Lin Kai walked out of the crowd, came to the gate of Xianmen, and 
said, “I am Lin Yizong!” 

As soon as Lin Kai’s words came out, thousands of people at the scene looked at Lin 
Kai! 

Fan Xian also looked at Lin Kai. After seeing Lin Kai, he narrowed his eyes and 
sneered: “Okay! It’s you!” 

Lin Kai’s appearance is exactly the same as the appearance Fan Xian has seen in 
surveillance! 

It’s just a masked and an unmasked. 

Thousands of people at the scene also looked at Lin Kai murderously. 

Killing Lin Kai will divide the fairy gate! And it’s a fair share of the fairy gate! 

Even if he couldn’t kill Lin Kai, Lin Kai would have to vomit blood today! 

“Dear fellow daoists, I don’t know what the so-called so-called “I came to Xianmen 
today?” Lin Kai asked, neither humble nor overbearing. 



Fan Xian sneered, “Hehe, are you ashamed to ask? How many innocent people did 
you, Lin Yizong, recently took with the immortal disciple?” 

“We are here today to walk the way for the sky! For the millions of people in the capital, 
eradicate your evil!” 

As soon as Fan Xian’s words came out, eleven elders walked out from the crowd. 

These eleven elders are also famous figures in the capital. 

They are all martial arts level cultivation bases! 

If it is normal, they would not dare to provoke the fairy gate, but now, the twelve of them 
deal with a fairy gate, they are not afraid! 

When Lin Kai saw this, he was not afraid at all. Lin Kai said, “I have never done 
anything like that in the fairy gate. I think it was a misunderstanding.” 

“Misunderstanding?” An old Wusheng snorted coldly: “Humph! The evidence is there, 
so don’t quibble! Today, you must give us an explanation!” 

After hearing the old man’s words, Lin Kai raised his eyebrows and said, “Oh? What do 
you want to explain?” 

The old man glanced at Fan Xian, and Fan Xian walked out with his hands behind his 
back, and said, “I ask you to hand over one hundred billion from the immortal gate! One 
hundred thousand spars! As compensation for us, otherwise, we will replace it today. 
Tianxingdao, destroy your fairy gate!” 

Lin Kai also laughed after hearing what the old man said. 

“Hahaha! What a big tone! I said, I have never done such a gratifying thing in the fairy 
gate! Compensation, no!” 

Lin Kai’s attitude is very tough! 

One hundred billion and one hundred thousand spars, let alone Lin Kai did not, Lin Kai 
did, and would not give it away! 

I, Lin Kai, have never done such a thing, why should I compensate? 

And that Fan Xian narrowed his eyes when he heard the words: “Huh? Persevering! I’ll 
give you another chance. If you don’t compensate, then we will be destroyed today by 
the fairy gate!” 



After hearing what he said, Lin Kai also smiled wildly: “Hahaha! Come if you have the 
ability!” 

Fan Xian was furious when he heard this! 

“Okay! Since you’re toasting and not eating fine wine, then don’t blame us for being 
ruthless! Come on! Everyone joins me in destroying the fairy gate!” 

Under Fan Xian’s roar, more than 5,000 ancient warriors shouted in unison: “Destroy 
the immortal gate!” 

Then, there was a killing sound! More than five thousand ancient warriors killed the 
immortal gate! 

But Lin Kai frowned, he took a step back and waved his hand, and the three thousand 
disciples before Xianmen immediately understood. 

I saw every disciple took out a magic talisman. 

This magic charm is called a protector. 

It can support the fairy gate with a protective cover, and it can withstand the blow of Wu 
Sheng! 

The protector is very rare, it took Lin Kai ten minutes to draw it, and then used the 
copying ability to copy more than 3,000 copies, in case of emergency. 

Today, I really used it! 

At that time, more than 3,000 immortal disciples all threw out their protective charms! 

I saw that from outside the city wall of the fairy gate, a semi-circular transparent 
protective cover rose! 

There are more than three thousand layers! Extremely thick! Even if the master is here, 
it takes a lot of effort to break the protective cover! 

And Lin Kai is in the protective cover! 

At that time, more than five thousand ancient warriors killed the immortal gate, but no 
matter how they attacked the protective shield of the immortal gate, it seemed like a fist 
hit the cotton. 

Deeply felt weakness. 

The protective cover cannot be broken at all! 



The corner of Lin Kai’s mouth also showed a sneer. 

Upon seeing this, Fan Xian frowned, and he shouted: “Get up! Let me come!” 

Then Fan Xian stood up and saw the true energy running through his body. He shouted 
and slapped the protective cover! 

“Break it for me!” 

A loud bang! Fan Xian slapped the protective cover with a palm, but the protective cover 
didn’t move at all. Instead, Fan Xian was bounced out by the powerful rebounding force 
for a dozen steps! 

Fan Xian’s face showed a shocked expression. 

This protective cover is so strong! 

He can’t even break it with a palm! 

“Brother Fan! Let’s help you!” 

At that time, the other eleven elders all shouted and walked over. 

Fan Xian nodded and said, “Okay! Let’s shoot together!” 

Immediately, I saw the twelve martial sage-level masters running zhenqi together, and 
then patted the protective cover at the same time! 

I only heard a deafening boom! 

The faces of the twelve masters all changed, and they were all shaken back by the 
powerful rebound force more than ten steps! 

Look at the protective cover of the fairy gate, it is intact! 

The faces of the twelve masters have all changed. 

Even if they all shot together, they couldn’t break the protective cover. Could it be that 
they would return without success today? 

More than five thousand ancient warriors also looked embarrassed. 

He came to crusade the immortal gate fiercely, but couldn’t even enter the gate of 
others? 

Chapter 720: Kill All 



Chapter 720 Kill All! 

More than 5,000 ancient martial artists, and the twelve martial sages, outside the 
immortal gate, spent a lot of effort and tossed for half an hour. The protective cover was 
intact, but they were so angry. Take the breath. 

In Fan Xian’s heart, it was an anger. 

Did he come to crusade against the immortal gate today, or was he laughed at by the 
immortal people? 

On the wall of the fairy gate, Lin Kai stood with his hands behind him, looking at the 
twelve martial sages in front of him as if watching a joke. 

Fan Xian clamored outside of the fairy gate without attacking. 

“Lin Yizong! You shrunken head turtle!” 

“What’s the ability to hide inside? Have the ability to come out and challenge me!” 

Fan Xian shouted. 

More than 5,000 ancient warriors also clamored. 

“Lin Yizong! You coward!” 

“What kind of shit, the first master of Beijing? I’m pooh!” 

“If you have the ability, come out!” 

“Rubbish!” 

… 

A burst of clamour sounded. 

But Lin Kai raised his eyebrows, and he wanted to single out with himself? 

Lin Kai smiled playfully. At that time, he jumped directly off the city wall, passed through 
the protective cover, and hooked his finger towards Fan Xian. 

“You have the ability, come!” 

Seeing that Lin Kai actually came out, Fan Xian was overjoyed! 

At that time, Fan Xian rushed towards Lin Kai with a quick step. 



“Lin Yizong! Give me death!” 

I saw a big knife appeared from Fan Xian’s hand! 

The broad sword was like the broad sword of Guan Yun. It was wrapped around the 
Qinglong, aggressively, and slashed towards Lin Kai! 

This knife contains Fan Xian’s profound cultivation power. 

Facing this knife, Lin Kai smiled slightly. He glanced at Fan Xian and said, “Hehe, you 
are worthy of fighting me?” 

Lin Kai at the end of the Qi training period is not afraid of Wu Sheng at all! 

At that time, Lin Kai let out a roar and stomped one foot on the ground! 

The whole person leapt! 

“The beetle meteor hit!” 

Lin Kai’s gold-level skills. At that time, Lin Kai flying to the sky was like a rhino running 
wildly from the sky! Hit Fan Xian! 

Fan Xian slashed with a cold face. 

Bang! Fan Xian slashed Lin Kai’s body, but Lin Kai was unscathed. With this knife, 
sparks were cut! 

The blade of the broad sword burst into a gap! 

You know, Lin Kai now has a pervert with 1,500 points of defense! 

But Lin Kaiyu’s prestige was undiminished, and he directly ran into Fan Xian! 

Bang! Lin Kai hit Fan Xian’s chest hard! 

Fan Xian’s face changed, and his body flew away like a kite with a broken line. 

With a loud bang, Fan Xian’s body smashed into the ground, and a dust was thrown up! 

“Puff…” Fan Xian sprayed out a mouthful of old blood. 

With just one move, Lin Kai hit Fan Xian hard! 

At that time, the scene was silent. 



More than 5,000 ancient warriors were dumbfounded. 

No one thought that Lin Kai was so powerful! 

Even a master like Fan Xian can’t make a move in Lin Kai’s hands! 

Lin Yizong’s strength is so powerful! 

Everyone gasped. 

The immortal disciples were different. They were all as if they were beaten with blood, 
which was an excitement. 

How can they not get excited when they see the immortal gate master so powerful? 

Lin Yizong is their pride! 

Li Lao Dao and others stared even more. They hadn’t seen Lin Kai make a move for a 
long time. 

But when Lin Kai shot, they were shocked. 

Worthy of being their master! Really powerful! 

With a cold face, Lin Kai glanced at Fan Xian: “Just like you, you want to challenge me 
to the fairy gate?” 

Fan Xian clutched his chest, stood up from the ground, and gave Lin Kai a vicious look. 

He didn’t expect Lin Kai to be so powerful! 

But he was not convinced! At that time, Fan Xian stood up again holding a big knife. 

“Patriarch elders, please follow me to kill this wicked animal!” 

Fan Xian said, at that time, the other eleven Wu Sheng also stood up. 

There are a total of twelve martial artists, twelve to one! 

Can Lin Kai win this time? 

The immortal disciples squeezed a cold sweat for Lin Kai. 

And those more than 5,000 ancient warriors are also looking forward to the twelve 
masters. 



“Kill!” Fan Xian shouted, and rushed to Lin Kai! 

The other eleven martial sages also showed great power! 

Lin Kai was bombarded by all means! 

Facing the twelve martial sages, Lin Kai also had quite a headache. 

Although with Lin Kai’s current strength, he could finish the abuse of Martial Saint. 

However, the twelve martial sages went together, enough for him to drink a pot. 

Lin Kai frowned, and the hurricane had already appeared in his hands. 

The hurricane was the weapon of the grandmaster who was beheaded by Lin Kai, a 
silver-level weapon. 

As soon as the hurricane appeared, Lin Kai’s momentum soared! 

Lin Kai gently stroked the hurricane. 

Surrounded by twelve martial sages, Lin Kai at this time, not only did not panic, on the 
contrary, he entered a wonderful realm. 

Now Lin Kai, holding the hurricane in one hand, can remember when he practiced the 
Dream Sword. 

Involuntarily, Lin Kai began to practice the Dream Sword once again. 

He closed his eyes and held the hurricane in his hands, seeming to be sleepwalking, 
spinning around in place. 

Lin Kai in his dream is also looking for the true essence of Dream God Yidao. 

But Lin Kai’s behavior seemed very strange to others. 

Is Lin Kai actually sleeping right now during the war? 

The immortal disciples all looked at their sect master with a look of confusion, and 
Wang Gang and others were even sweating for Lin Kai. 

More than 5,000 ancient warriors all looked at Lin Kai like fools. 

Fan Xian laughed even more at this time: “Hahaha! Knowing that he is not an opponent, 
so I gave up struggling? Take it to death!” 



After all, Fan Xian slashed towards Lin Kai! 

At this moment, Lin Kai in his dream suddenly felt a sense of crisis! 

In the dream, there seemed to be someone who wanted to kill him with a single knife! 

But Lin Kai, who was stimulated, subconsciously brandished his long knife in his dream! 

In reality, Lin Kai also wielded a long knife! 

Lin Kai in his dream imagines that he has the power to open up the world! Make it out! 

In reality, Lin Kai broke out his unprecedented potential! That momentum, like the sword 
**** is alive, slashed at the front, back, left, and right! 

Spirit power poured into the knife and was thrown out of the knife again! 

Lin Kai in dreams has overlapped with Lin Kai in reality! 

Lin Kai successfully brought the self in his dream into reality, and the stunts that are 
difficult to perform in reality are easy in his dream! 

So, this is Yumeshen’s knife! 

Wow! 

A burst of knife light lit up! The powerful sword aura burst out! 

Fan Xian, who had just arrived in front of Lin Kai, was cut into four pieces by a powerful 
sword! 

As for the eleven martial sages who were a little farther away from Lin Kai, all their 
bodies flew upside down! The sword energy slashed from them! 

Brush! 

Blood blossoms filled the sky! 

The twelve martial arts masters all died under the knife of Dream God! 

Not alive! 

At this time, the scene was deadly silent. 

But Lin Kai slowly opened his eyes. 



 


